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Preface
The research described in this thesis has been carried out at the National Oilwell Varco,
Lifting and Handling department, and at the University of Agder, Department of En-
gineering Sciences. The research was funded by the Norwegian Research Council and
National Oilwell Varco Norway, grant number 263525, and lasted from September 2016
to July 2020. Professor Michael Rygaard Hansen from the University of Agder has been
the main supervisor, Associate Professor Damiano Padovani from the University of Agder,
and Manager at Software and Automation Anders Meisfjordskar at National Oilwell Varco
have been the co-supervisors.
From 2012 I have been working with hydraulic design and testing of offshore cranes
and heave compensation, and therefore a Ph.D.-project within that field felt like the right
way to go. In the field and the office, there are often raised suggestions for equipment im-
provements. However, the time and resources to follow them are not necessarily available.
Thus, the opportunity to investigate one of these ideas felt intriguing.
The idea to be investigated was to control the hydraulic motors and pumps slightly
different, to achieve better performance and increased capacity for offshore heave compen-
sated operations. In various ways, this thesis shows what challenges and tasks a company
will face, putting a new product or technology into use. Especially in the offshore business
were safety is an important factor. The process has included work to obtain a high level
of system knowledge, and by this, been able to create high-fidelity models. Therefore,
extensive work has been carried out to test and measure the cranes to gather information
to build trustworthy models. These models are used to develop and test out the new
system controller to ensure the highest level of safety before implementing and testing on
the real crane system.
At last, I would like to highlight the fact that this project was executed as an in-
dustrial PhD-project. The benefits of access to historical crane data, connections with
sub-suppliers, and the unique opportunity to do full-size in-field measurements have been
a significant upside to the whole project. However, it also creates extra challenges when it
comes to planning and plan execution. For instance, planning for in-field testing is chal-
lenging. The fact that you have no control over when exactly you will be given access,
and that other priorities or occurrences might squeeze you out of the test-plan, will affect
the work plan and progress. The plans were, therefore, adopted and changed during the
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To compete in the open market of the offshore crane industry, it is imperative for the man-
ufacturer to continuously improve crane operability. In this context, the crane operability
is expressed by means of a so-called weather window. The weather window is computed
from the crane characteristics in combination with that of the vessel and the payload to
be handled. It returns a set of boundaries for when it is accepted to perform a planned
lift, mainly in terms of current sea-state and wind. The most important crane operability
characteristics that enter into the computation of the weather window are maximum wire
velocity and load capacity.
This thesis focuses on how to improve the operability of active heave compensated
offshore cranes. Two ways of achieving that goal have been investigated, namely, an
improved control strategy and the use of model-based lift planning.
The system investigated is the hydraulic active/passive winch system used by Na-
tional Oilwell Varco. A new control strategy for the system was developed, tested, and
implemented. The new strategy utilizes that variable displacement of the hydraulic mo-
tors of the active system of the winch drive. The strategy, semi secondary control, gave
significant benefits in terms of reduced peak-pressure, increased load capacity, increased
wire-speed capacity, and smoother winch performance at low winch speed. The results
were validated and verified through simulations and in-field measurements.
The thesis also elaborates on the simulation model development, where the attention
was aimed at modeling and identifying friction in hydraulic winch systems. Multiple in-
field measurements were performed to identify friction in the winch systems. Two friction
models were developed, one that describes the friction losses in the hydraulic motors, and
one that describes the friction losses in the remaining power transmission of the winch.
The friction model was used to support the complete winch model. The complete
winch model was used for two things. Firstly, it was an important platform to test and
develop a new control strategy. Secondly, a trustworthy winch model was shown to be of
great value during lift planning. With a model, conservatism in the lift planning phase
can be reduced, resulting in a larger weather window. However, when a model is used in
planning, the model verification and quality are of high importance. Therefore, a model
structure and verification process have also been developed and presented in this work.
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When using cranes or other lifting appliances on offshore floating vessels, motion compen-
sation is essential to ensure a high level of safety and to minimize the risk of damaging
the crane or the payload. Examples could be lowering a large subsea template to the
seabed, supplying an offshore platform with tools, or replacing damaged parts of a wind
turbine installation. In any case, the motion compensation is essential in order to obtain




Figure 1.1: Crane placed on a vessel.
The weather window is calculated during the lift-planning phase and describes un-
der what conditions the lifting equipment is allowed to perform the operation. These
conditions are mainly associated with wave height and wind speed. Outside the weather
window, the risk for overloading the crane or damaging the lifted installation is calculated
to be so high that operations are canceled. Increasing the weather window is a huge moti-
vation factor for several research topics like ship-to-ship compensation [9], use of tuggers
[10], 3D compensation, and crane anti-sway control [11],[12]. The reason is obvious; if
it is possible to reduce the number of days with a vessel offshore, the cost savings are
significant.
It is most common that the motion compensation is divided between the vessel and
the crane itself. The horizontal positioning is handled by the dynamic positioning (DP)
system of the vessel, and the remaining motion compensation is handled via motion
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control of the crane. Usually, this is done by controlling the rotation of the main winch
and, thereby, the paid-out wire.
This type of motion compensation is normally referred to as heave compensation (HC),
and for most operations performed subsea, this is seen as sufficient. However, when lifting
from a floater to a fixed platform or to another floater where the lift is performed in air,
the motion due to vessel roll, pitch and jaw is not insignificant and may result in an even
more limited weather window. Despite this, the main focus on most subsea operations
remains the vertical heave compensation directly derived from the control of the main
winch. Therefore, the obtainable weather window is directly related to the load capacity,
the maximum speed, and the motion control of the main winch.
1.1 Motivation
Active heave compensation (AHC) has been a common feature for offshore subsea cranes
since the 1990's. The AHC functionality has played a significant role in the offshore
industry since it decouples the vessel movement from the load motion and reduces the
influence of load variations on the heave compensation.
This project’s primary motivation has been to increase the weather window for NOVs
offshore knuckle boom cranes and, simultaneously, the operational efficiency by means of
a change in the control strategy. The production of new cranes to the market has been
massively reduced the last years since 2014. Thus, a focus on possible improvements and
general cost reductions are essential. Therefore, a new control strategy should be able
to retrofit the conventional active/passive hydraulic systems. This system was chosen
because it is the most common system used, and it is still a cost-effective system compared
to electric winch systems.
Figure 1.2: A NOV offshore box boom crane.
AHC cranes are commonly placed and used on construction vessels, as seen in Fig. 1.2.
2
On these kinds of vessels, the crane is of high importance. Active heave compensated
cranes are a critical component on a vessel and crane downtime should be reduced to
a minimum. This explains why the offshore crane business is very conservative when it
comes to changes and upgrades. A failed implementation of a new feature can easily be
extremely costly, both for the supplier’s reputation and the vessel owner’s economy.
When pursuing new control strategies, it is therefore important to have a high level
of confidence in the obtained results. To accommodate this, new control strategies must
be modeled, analyzed, simulated in a theoretical environment, and, at the same time, be
implemented and tested on full-scale systems.
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1.2 State of the art
1.2.1 Digital twin
A digital twin is a virtual model of a real system, process, or service [13]. The benefits
of having a digital twin (DT) is that it enables realistic predictions of the physical asset.
The DT can be used as a standalone model or in a cluster combined with other DTs. It
can typically be used in two ways:
• as an offline unit for system performance predictions or virtual prototype testing.
• as an embedded unit with continuous data exchange with the real system.
An embedded DT is well suited for live decision support, predictive or diagnostic main-
tenance, decision making (automation), and process optimization. The DT enables ad-
vanced analysis of gathered data, which can be used to optimize a process or system, see
the current need for maintenance, or predict future needs. The DT is also an excellent
tool for development, such as testing new modifications or analyzing potential interaction
of the physical twin with other systems or processes.
The concept of a digital twin was first introduced in 2002 by Michael Grieves [13].
Grieves describes three main parts of a DT: (1) the physical twin, (2) the virtual twin,
and (3) a connection between the virtual and the physical twin. This concept is commonly
accepted in the literature [13], [14]. However, some additional criteria are often added.
Bacciega [15] states that a DT is a real-time digital replica of a physical device, and
Miskins describes it as a near real-time copy [16]. On the other hand, other authors
describe the digital twin as simulations of a system that uses the best available physical
models [17], or that the DT is placed in cloud-services [18]. A combination of simulations
with the most advanced models and/or cloud-based services will struggle to achieve real-
time properties. All the different statements about a DT indicate that there are many
variations of the concept Grieves presented. Madni et al. addressed this in 2019 [13] and
divided the DT into 4 different levels, seen in Table 1.1:
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Level 1 is a pre-digital twin and is more of a traditional prototype model. The model
is typically developed during concept design and engineering before the physical system
is built. Hence, the model has no automated data exchange with the physical twin. Level
2 of a digital twin has exactly that, but the model is typically not real-time capable,
and therefore data is received in batches. Level 3 is a digital model with the ability to
adapt itself towards the physical twin. A model of such level will need advanced adaptive
controllers such as supervised machine learning algorithms. Level-4-twins have the same
capabilities as level 3, but have, in addition, unsupervised machine learning capability.
Madni’s categorization covers a broad range of digital twins and also stresses that the
user interface (UI) is essential when assessing which level the DT belongs to. There are
other important aspects of digital twins that, in the author’s view, are not covered by the
above definitions. In a panel discussion [1], DNV GL pointed out that a DT can be seen
as a cluster of functional elements or sub-models. These functional elements will be at















Figure 1.3: Levels of digital twins [1][2]
A pre-digital twin or a digital twin is a typical tool for virtual prototyping where an
unproven, or non-validated and non-verified model, is used as a base for further modifi-
cation or new product development. Hence, the use cases for a digital twin overlap the















Figure 1.4: Areas of virtual prototyping [3].
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For heave compensated offshore cranes, the use of digital twins is highly beneficial.
Potentially, it allows for design optimizations, performance prediction, lift planning, and
controller development that, depending on the level of the DT, are synchronized with the
actual behavior of the physical crane. A significant challenge when developing a DT for
a heave compensation system is the model accuracy, the costs associated with acquiring
data from the physical system, and the need for validation and verification procedures.
1.2.2 Heave compensation
Heave compensation is used to decouple the vessel motion from the load, making it possible
to lift and lower loads on the seabed safely. The vessels roll, pitch, and heave, affect the
boom tip heave motion and cause the load to move relative to the fixed seabed (see
Fig. 1.5). Heave compensation is a 1-dimensional compensation strategy, obtained by
motion dampening or feeding an inverse motion reference to the crane-tip or wire. For
larger cranes, wire control is used exclusively, i.e., the crane-tip is held fixed relative
to the vessel. This is because the hydraulic cylinders that control the crane-tip must
manipulate the mass of the crane-booms together with the payload. Furthermore, the
hydraulic motors are symmetrical, and there is a linear relationship between the motor




Figure 1.5: Heave and roll illustration
There exists three compensation techniques:
• Passive compensation
• Pure active compensation
• A combination of the two, called active/passive compensation
1.2.2.1 Passive heave compensation
A passive system (PHC) does not need any input energy [19]. Also, it is not subjected
to any active control and, basically, corresponds to a large spring placed in series with
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the suspended load and the hook. The spring must be pre-tensioned to the weight of
the load and with a stiffness that yields an eigenfrequency well below the frequency of
the waves. The passive heave compensation system acts as a mechanical low pass filter
between the crane tip and the load. The spring is designed as a gas spring, using a
hydraulic accumulator in series with a hydraulic cylinder and multiple gas bottles (see
Fig. 1.6).
Figure 1.6: Simplified schematics for a PHC system
The method is still widely used by cranes that do not have integrated heave compen-
sation, and several companies have specialized in making passive heave compensators, like
Cranemaster® and Hydratech Industries®. PHC systems are proven to have a positive
effect on tension variations in the wire while going through the splash zone and when
landing payloads on the seabed [20]. The main problem with passive heave compensation
is that the friction force acts as a significant disturbance that strongly reduces the low
pass filter functionality [21][22],
1.2.2.2 Pure active and active/passive compensation
In contrast to a PHC system, an active HC system needs energy input and an active closed-
loop controller. The system is designed to actively decouple the vessel movement from
load movement by measuring the vessel motion, computing the vertical crane-tip motion,
and extending or retracting the wire with the computed amount. The vessel movement
is captured using an inertial measurement unit (IMU). The most widely used sensor
in the offshore business is Kongsberg’s Motion Reference Unit (MRU). Less advanced
and more affordable sensors have been a research topic by many, to be able to make
motion prediction or sensor fusion [23], [24]. So far, the crane manufacturers are reluctant
to introduce this due to the aforementioned conservatism. The heave compensation is
performed by extension and retraction of the wire. This is, in most cases, either done by
the winch or a cylinder-compensator.
A cylinder-compensated system, as seen in Fig. 1.7, uses a hydraulically actuated
cylinder in a pulley system to extract and retract the wire. The system is known for its
low AHC control errors and high-velocity capabilities. Additionally, it enables retrofit of
AHC on winches. The drawback is the limited stroke length and increased wire wear.
In general, the most common approach to heave compensation is AHC with direct
winch control. The AHC control strategy is either pure active or active/passive. Pure






Figure 1.7: Simplified sketch of a cylinder-compensated system.
Hydraulic systems with pure active control are typically designed with an open-loop
system with a directional flow valve or secondary motor-control, or a closed-loop hydraulic
system with either primary pump-controlled system or a secondary motor-controlled sys-





































































For smaller winch systems with lifting capacity up to 50 t, the open-loop systems with
a directional control valve are most common, see Fig. 1.8. These systems are common
when relatively low amounts of flow are needed, and lifting capacity is low. The main
benefits are low installation cost because it can be connected to a common pressure line
system, a fast response time, and the availability of a wide variety of components. The
main downside is low efficiency due to valve throttling losses, hence for a larger system
up to 100 t, the typical system to be used at NOV and its competitors is the pure active
closed-loop hydraulic system, see Fig. 1.9. These systems use primary motor-control and
are much more efficient. However, the recuperated energy cannot be stored within the
system and must be fed back to the vessel. For even larger winch systems, this becomes a
challenge for two reasons. Firstly, the demand for installed power of the hydraulic winch
system increases. Secondly, the significant recuperated amount of energy that is fed back
to the vessel will require expensive equipment installed. Due to this, systems with energy
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storage capacity are preferred for larger systems such as the pure secondary controlled
systems with hydraulic accumulator banks seen in Fig. 1.12 or the active/passive systems











































Figure 1.12: Simplified secondary con-
trolled system schematics
An active/passive system is basically a winch with both a secondary controlled system
(passive part) and a primary controlled system (active part) connected. The passive part
of the system is torque-controlled to hold the passive weight of the load and store all
recuperated energy. The active part is doing the positional winch control and uses the
pumps as the primary controller, see Fig. 1.11. In NOV, the active/passive system is
the preferred choice compared to pure secondary, see Fig. 1.12. This is related to the
disadvantages associated with secondary control, such as higher cost and an increase in
control complexity and more error-prone systems [25].
1.2.3 Friction losses in hydraulic motors
Modeling of hydraulic motors and particularly their hydromechanical losses have been
a research topic for several decades. The original work in this area comes from Wilson
[26] and Schlösser [27]. Both had relatively simple models, were Wilson included dry
friction proportional to shaft torque, viscous friction proportional to a viscosity(µ), and
speed(ωm), and a constant torque loss (Eqn. 1.1).
Tf = Ca ·Dm,max ·∆pm + Cb · µ ·Dm,max · |ωm|+ Cc ·Dm,max (1.1)
Schlösser [27] replaced Wilson’s last term with a term for the acceleration of the
liquid. He assumed a loss term proportional to the square of the tangential velocity of
the revolving barrel of an axial piston machine.
Tf = Ca ·Dm,max ·∆pm + Cb · µ ·Dm,max · |ωm|+ Cd ·D5/3m,max · ρ · ω2 (1.2)
Both of these models attempt to replicate physical phenomena in the axial piston
pump/motor. Unfortunately, both models fail to achieve decent accuracy for the entire
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3-dimensional workspace, including torque, displacement, and rotational speed [28]. Nu-
merous attempt to improve these models have been made (see Table 1.2), and the different
types of models can, in general, be divided into three categories:
• models based on physical interactions in the motor (or pump)
• numerical models based on curve fitting to experimental data
• analytical models that are based on both numerical and physical models
Table 1.2: Summary of steady state loss models for hydraulic pumps/motors [8]
Author Year Model type
Wilson [26] 1948 Physical
Sclösser [27] 1961 Physical
Olsson 1973 Physical
Pacey, Turnquist and Clark 1979 Physical
Zarotti and Nevegna 1981 Analytical
Bavendiek 1987 Physical
Dorey [29] 1988 Analytical




Ortwig [30] 2002 Numerical
Jeung [31] 2006 Physical
In general, it is seen that the complexity and number of adjustable parameters included
in the models have increased. This is due to increased knowledge about how and where the
losses occur. The losses mainly occur between sliding surfaces within the motor but also
due to friction losses within the liquid. The most significant sliding surfaces in the motor,
see Fig. 1.13, are associated with sliding between the pistons and the barrel, between the
barrel and port plate, and between the pistons’ joint-surface in the shaft flange.
Increased complexity occurs when phenomena like non-uniform gap heights are con-
sidered. As an example, the gap height between the rotating barrel and the port plate
can be studied. The gap between these two components has a significant effect on leakage
and friction. Manring [32], showed a relationship between barrel tipping and rotational
speed. Later, in 2017, Achten [33] showed that the operating pressures have an even more
significant effect on the barrel tipping. In addition, there will be tribological effects due
to the properties of the sliding surfaces and the hydraulic oil. Miller et al. [34] concluded
that under low-speed, high-torque conditions, the hydraulic motors operate in a bound-
ary regime and mixed friction. Therefore, hydraulic fluid additives will have a significant
impact on friction and wear.
A place of leak and friction is between the swash-plate and slippers, where the tribology
and lubrication effects have been a topic of research in addition to alternative component
geometry of these components [35], [36].
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Figure 1.13: Cross section of a bent axis motor with variable displacement. Output shaft
(1), shaft flange (2), barrel (3), piston (4), port plate (5)
The complexity of hydraulic motors is a contributing factor to why these models have
been a research topic for over 70 years. Huhtala made a comparison of currently existing
models in 1997 [28] and presented a numerical model that should increase the accuracy
significantly. The model was for fixed displacement motors and introduced a set of 14
parameters. Ortwig [30] and Jeong [31] later established an even more detailed overview
of the losses in the axial piston motor. In 2017 Jeong presented a model for torque and
flow losses in axial piston motors [37] where he combined similar terms in the model and
reduced the number of parameters to six. However, the model was independent of the
displacement and, therefore, not directly useful for variable displacement motors.
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1.3 Problem statement
As the worldwide demand for a reduced cost in offshore operations increase, the need
for cost reduction within crane operations is significant. There are at least three ways
to deal with this problem. One, exploit more of the full potential of the cranes. In
that way, operators do not need to hire expensive vessels at high rates. However, this is
not a trivial thing to do since it requires higher accuracy when predicting the potential
crane load dynamics. The desired solution for this challenge is to have high-fidelity
models verified to attain the needed accuracy. These models can then be used during lift
planning and dynamic load analysis, and a higher crane capacity can be utilized. Another
way to achieve the crane capacity increase is to enable the crane itself to utilize a higher
proportion of the installed power. Better crane controllers can achieve this. A third
option is to develop new technology or new functionality better suited for the specific
crane operation. The key challenges when introducing new technology and functionality
are to convince the client to buy it and the user to use it. The end-user/operator will
rarely be capable or allowed to test out new functionality without having documentation
on the actual real-life impact of using the system.
Based on an active heave compensated winch with closed-loop hydraulic circuits, com-
bined with the aforementioned challenges and the state-of-the-art in digital twins, heave
compensated systems and loss modeling in hydraulic motors, the two main scientific ques-
tions to be answered in this PhD-project are:
• Is it possible to develop a dynamic model of a heave compensated winch system
that allows for lift planning?
• It is possible to develop new controllers that increase the utilization rate of heave
compensated winches?
1.4 Methodology & contributions
The motivation for the current project has been to increase the weather window for off-
shore operations dependent on active heave compensated cranes. The main demarcation
has been to look for improvement in the utilization of the existing winch systems, i.e.,
improve the controller rather than redesign the heave compensation system. Due to the
challenges associated with prototype testing, the overall approach has been heavily model-
based. However, experimental work has been used to develop and validate the simulation
models and to verify the developed controller.
This has led to the following main contributions: Firstly, a new friction loss model
has been developed for the hydraulic motors used in the heave compensated winches.
Secondly, a total friction model has been developed for the remaining friction associated
with the total mechanical transmission from the output shaft of the hydraulic motors to
the wire hook holding the payload. Furthermore, these models have been implemented
in an existing simulation model, a digital twin, of the entire heave compensated crane.
Thirdly, a new control method utilizing the variable displacement of both the hydraulic
pumps and the hydraulic motors has been developed. With the latter being a feedforward
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design to reduce risks of instabilities and, simultaneously, maintain controller robustness,
i.e., no new sensors of feedback loops have been added. This new controller has been
implemented in the previously mentioned digital twin, yielding a tool that can be used
for non-conservative model-based lift planning with expanded weather windows as a result.
Finally, a method for experimental validation of a digital twin to be used in lift planning
for active heave compensated equipment has been put forward. All the work has been
verified and validated by numerous full-scale experimental tests that have been carried
out at the quay-side, as well as offshore.
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1.5 Summary of papers
1.5.1 Paper A - A model for torque losses invariable displace-
ment axial piston motors
Summary: This paper presents some earlier presented models for modeling torque loss
in hydraulic axial piston motors. In addition, some new models based on previous work
from Jeong and Kim [31] were introduced. The goal was to make relatively simple torque
loss models that also worked for variable displacement motors. Torque loss data was
retrieved from Bosch Rexroth, which is a significant supplier of axial piston motors to
the offshore crane industry. A set of models was then optimized based on this data and
compared. The new model designs showed very good accuracy in a large window of op-
erational range. Down to 50 % motor displacement setting and 15 % of maximum speed,
the torque deviation was less than 1 % of nominal torque output.
Contributions: Several torque models were investigated to be used for variable dis-
placement axial piston motors. The new preferred model is relatively simple with few
parameters to be adjusted. This contrasts with many of the alternatives that are pub-
lished, which often include many parameters. The number of parameters will in most
cases increase the complexity and decrease the usability of the model. The model pro-
posed in this paper is therefore a good alternative to complex models and shows good
performance in a large operational region.
Published as: Geir-Arne Mosl̊att, M. R. Hansen, and N. S. Karlsen. A model for
torque losses in variable displacement axial piston motors. Modeling, Identification and
Control, 39(2):107-114,2018.
1.5.2 Paper B - Modeling of friction losses in offshore knuckle
boom crane winch system
Summary: This paper presents a method for measuring and modeling the friction losses
in the winch system in an offshore knuckle boom crane. The paper includes some mea-
surements taken on a real offshore crane under several different load conditions. The
friction modeling is divided into two parts, motor model, and system model. The motor
model is based on the model designed and defined by the method described in paper
A. The system friction is the remaining torque loss and is defined by subtracting the es-
timated motor loss from the total loss. A model was then created to fit the remaining loss.
Contributions: The paper presents friction measurements of a full-scale offshore crane
with a lifting capacity of up to 150 tons. The total losses are modeled and the deviation
between the modeled and the measured loss was shown to be less than 2 % of nominal
load applied. The paper showed a new way of determining winch friction loss in offshore
winch systems.
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Published as: Geir-Arne Mosl̊att and Michael R. Hansen. Modeling of friction losses
in offshore knuckle boom crane winch system. In 2018 Global fluid power society PhD
symposium, GFPS 2018, pages 1-7. IEEE, 2018.
1.5.3 Paper C - A control algorithm for active/passive hydraulic
winches used in active heave compensation
Summary: This paper explains how state-of-the art active heave compensated cranes
are controlled and proposes a new method that uses more active control of the hydraulic
motors in the active part of an active/passive hydraulic system. A prototype of the new
controller is tested in a state-of-the art simulation model giving the results high credibility.
Contributions: The new control strategy is shown to have several positive effects on the
dynamic properties of the system. Additionally, the new controller is able to improve the
overall performance with regard to wire speed capability and control error. The low-speed
performance is improved, and the winch speed capacity is increased up to 30 %, while the
system peak pressures are reduced.
Published as: Geir-Arne Mosl̊att, Damiano Padovani, and Michael R. Hansen. A con-
trol algorithm for active/passive hydraulic winches used in active heave compensation. In
Proceedings of the ASME/BATH 2019, Sarasota 2019. Symposium on fluid power and
motion control.
1.5.4 Paper D - Practice for determining friction in hydraulic
winch systems
Summary: This paper explains the current practice to measure and model friction of a
winch system.
Contributions: This paper presents a method for estimating friction in hydraulic active
heave compensated (AHC) offshore winches. The method is a two-step approach. The
first step is to model the friction loss in the hydraulic motors based on data from the
sub-supplier. The second step requires an amount of real-life testing where the remain-
ing friction losses in the winch system is identified and modeled. In this context, the
practice is characterized by obtaining a friction loss estimation with the highest possible
accuracy over the widest possible range of operating conditions with a limited amount
of experimental work. The method benefits from the use of parametric models together
with sub-supplier data, and real-life measurements on a 150 t AHC crane from National
Oilwell Varco Norway (NOVN). The work forms an important part of the development of
a simulation model that can be used actively in virtual testing and verification of crane
operations at NOVN. A friction loss model developed from the proposed method was im-
plemented in a NOVN simulation model, and computed and measured hydraulic pressures
showed deviations of less than 10 % from measured results for a 150 t crane operating in
AHC.
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Published as: Geir-Arne Mosl̊att, Michael Rygaard Hansen, Practice for determining
friction in hydraulic winch systems. Modeling, Identification and Control. 2020, Vol 41,
No 2, pp. 109-120. DOI: 10.4173/mic.2020.2.6
1.5.5 Paper E - Performance Improvement of a Hydraulic Ac-
tive/Passive Heave Compensation Winch Using Semi Sec-
ondary Motor Control: Experimental and Numerical Ver-
ification
Summary: This paper shows numerical and experimental tests of the semi secondary
control approach in an active/passive, hydraulic, heave compensated system.
Contributions: Experimental testing of the semi secondary control approach has never
before been done. The experimental testing was performed on a full-scale 250 t offshore
crane, which is unique for this field of research. The results confirm the significant im-
pact of the motor displacement in closed-loop hydraulic circuits and explicitly show the
positive benefits of controlling both motors and pumps with a semi secondary control
approach.
Published as: Geir-Arne Mosl̊att, Michael Rygaard Hansen, Damiano Padovani, Per-
formance Improvement of a Hydraulic Active/Passive Heave Compensation Winch Using
Semi Secondary Motor Control: Experimental and Numerical Verification. Energies 2020,
13, 2671. DOI: 10.3390/EN13102671
1.5.6 Paper F - A digital twin for lift planning with offshore
heave compensated cranes
Summary: The paper presents a digital twin of an active heave compensated winch
system and acceptance criteria for models to be used in lift planning.
Contributions: Simulation models are becoming a commonly used tool for planning
offshore lifting operations. However, a common verification method to ensure that a
model is a sufficiently accurate representation of the real system does not exist. So far,
the classification societies do not have any performance criteria for models to be used
in lift planning. However, they do have some guidelines for conservatively estimating
compensation efficiency, but the conservative approach often results in great limitations
of the planned lift. This paper presents a digital twin for an active heave compensated
winch and a set of acceptance criteria by which to ensure acceptable performance. The
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model presented shows an acceptable accuracy, with an AHC position control error that
deviates on average by less than 5 cm from that of the real system.
Published as: Geir-Arne Mosl̊att, Damiano Padovani, Michael Rygaard Hansen, A dig-
ital twin for lift planning with offshore heave compensated cranes. In Journal of Offshore





2.1 Loss modeling in heave compensation
The most common hydraulic heave compensation system delivered by NOV is the active/-
passive hydraulic winch system, seen in Fig. 2.1. The active/passive system is a mature
technology in the offshore crane industry, and with its combined active and passive func-












Figure 2.1: Simplified overview of an active/passive hydraulic winch system [4].
The system is divided into two parts, an active and a passive, where both systems
are connected to the winch through a gear rim connection. The passive system is a load-
holding system with a defined high-pressure and low-pressure side. The high-pressure
side is connected to a high-pressure accumulator to maintain constant pressure, and the
motor torque is adjusted with the use of variable displacement motors. The passive pump
is compensating for piston leakage in the accumulator and leakage in the passive pumps
and motors. In the other part, the active system must absorb all friction losses and
inertia accelerations of the winch components. The displacement of the active pump is
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continuously adjusted to meet the motion reference required to achieve the desired winch
performance.
NOV also delivers purely active systems without any passive part. To ensure that
the developed control methods can be utilized by both purely active and passive-active
systems, this project has focused on control development within the active system.
The classic way to control an active system is to fix the motor displacements and
use the active pumps as primary controllers. The primary control strategy poses two
significant challenges. Firstly, it causes a limitation on the maximum wire speed and,
secondly, it is observed that the most significant contributor to control error during heave
compensation is when the winch motion is changing the direction of rotation. The error
is caused by stick-slip behavior in the entire power transmission from the hydraulic motor
to the payload. In-field experience shows that the combination of stick-slip and small
motor displacement in the active system has a significant impact on the oscillations, both
hydraulically and structural, of the winch system.
The active system must react to disturbances caused by friction, acceleration, and
interaction between the payload and the sea. Also, the effective speed transmission ratio
is affected by leakage in the hydraulic components. The leakage models used in this
project for pumps and motors are presented in section 2.5.2.4. They are relatively simple
and benefit from the oil temperature control systems that are used in the considered
offshore cranes. Because of that, the oil temperature is neglected in the models.
The most elusive disturbance parameter is the friction loss. A winch system involves
several friction loss components. Between the hanging load and the hydraulic pumps,
there are the torque-losses in the hydraulic motors, the gearboxes, the gear rim trans-
mission, the drum bearings, the wire sheaves, and within the wire itself. The main









Motor loss System lossUnmodeled loss
Figure 2.2: Simplified overview of a winch system [5].
Due to the importance of friction, this PhD-project started out by doing in-field tests
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of the cranes as elaborated in section 2.2. The main conclusion from the in-field testing-
results and measurements was a clear indication that it would not be feasible to create
a friction model for the whole winch system without breaking it into submodels. At the
same time, it was not possible to measure friction losses component by component. The
only feasible way to measure the friction within the time- and budget limitations of the
project was to estimate it based on pressure sensors in the hydraulic system, hence the
friction measured includes everything from motors and out to the payload. A method was
developed that divides the friction into two parts; motor friction and system friction. The
background for this is the complexity of the friction losses in the motors, as well as the fact
that, normally, a sub-supplier will have measurements available that map the efficiency
of the motor in the normal operational range. The system friction is the lumped friction
of all the measured friction, except the motor friction. The motor friction is estimated
from sub-supplier data, and the system friction is estimated based on the motor friction
model and measurements. The process of estimating the friction is explained in section
2.3. Thus, the new approach required sub-supplier data and a friction loss model for
the winch motors. No existing models were found in the literature that described the
loss satisfactory, so a new model was developed, see Paper A and D. Having the motor
model in place enabled a continuation of in-field testing and the development of a model
to estimate the remaining as well as the total friction in the winch system (2.3).
The developed friction model of the system was implemented in a full digital twin
model of the entire winch system. Further, the digital twin has been used to implement
a prototype of the new controller and to test it. After successful simulation results, the















Figure 2.3: Project methodology.
Section 2.5.2 presents the model structure of the digital twin model, while the digital
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twin concept is discussed in section 2.6. In section 2.4 the new controller is presented and
in section 2.7 it is tested and verified.
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2.2 In-field measurements
Figure 2.4: Crane L4571, tested in Kristiansand Norway [6].
When working with friction modeling, it is quickly revealed that the sub-suppliers of
components other than the motors, did not have the necessary information about friction
losses in their components. Most of them operate with fixed efficiency factors, i.e., losses
that are linearly dependent on the load but not the speed. Because of this, they will only
be valid for a small range of the operational window and in most cases the information on
where the given efficiency factor is valid is not given either. Thus, the only proper way to
get a realistic picture of the friction is to do some real-life measurements. It was decided
to do testing on fully assembled cranes, and to analyze the data to get an understanding
of the actual losses. In Table 2.1, the set of cranes that has been tested is shown.
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Table 2.1: Tested cranes








Q2 2013 Korea 165 t Active/passive AHC
3
G1721
Q3 2014 Denmark 50 t Pure active AHC
4
G1771
Q3 2014 Denmark 50 t Pure active AHC
5
G1780








Q4 2014 Korea 165 t Active/passive AHC
8
L2714




















Q2 2017 Norway 100 t Pure active AHC
14
L5029
Q3 2017 Korea 150 t Active/passive AHC
15
L4571










Norway 250 t Active/passive AHC
In general, all of this experimental work was used extensively in the modeling devel-
opment of the winch system. More specifically, no. 1 and no. 11 were referenced directly
in paper C, whereas no. 14 and no. 15 were referenced in paper B, no. 14 and no. 15
was also referenced in paper D, no. 17 was referenced directly in paper E, and no. 16 was
referenced directly in paper F.
Gathering and post-processing these data was not trivial, and there were mainly three
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challenges. Firstly, it is not easy to get the necessary time needed to perform the tests.
The cranes are either sent to a customer, waiting for shipment, or subjected to internal
testing. All these stages are planned in a rigid time-schedule with substantial economic
consequences if deadlines are not met. These obstacles have been solved by proper plan-
ning, working night-shift, exploiting delays, and combining scientific experiments with
regular internal testing. Secondly, access to the desired measurement points may not be
possible. A full, in-depth measurement, of the losses in each winch component, is unlikely
to happen. The result has been to rely on a minimum of sensors. In this case, the high
priority sensors were pressures on each side of the motor, a tachometer measure the speed
of the winch, and a load cell placed inside one of the wire sheaves measuring the crane-
tip-load. With these sensors, a combined friction loss from hanging load to hydraulic
motors was measured. Thirdly, performing post-processing on a large amount of data
that is not standardized is time-consuming. Since the crane had to be operated with real
clump-weights, and the winch would be hoisting and lowering with high speeds during
the testing, a standardized, automated sequence would not be possible without a sub-
stantial amount of programming hours. The fact that the crane had to be run manually
rather than subjecting it to standardized tests also added to the workload because new
data handling programs had to be coded for each measurement that ensured the correct
timestamp for the data.
The main goal was to measure the pressure close to the hydraulic motors at steady-
state pump command, displacement, and speed. Steady-state values were then gathered
for different pump settings, different motor displacement, and different winch loads. The
steady-state values were gathered by running the winch system with fixed motor displace-
ments and fixed pump command until the winch ran with a steady speed. One sequence of
testing consisted of an alternating pattern between hoisting and lowering while increasing
the pump command for each time, as illustrated in Fig. 2.5. During a sequence like this,







Figure 2.5: Shape of pump command during friction test sequence.
This pattern was executed for the whole pump command range, and the data was
extracted from the last part of the steady-state situation to ensure stabilized pressures and
velocities. At these measuring points, the pressures and winch velocity were registered.
By assuming that all losses work opposite to velocity, it is possible to calculate the actual
loss by comparing the pressure drop over the motors while hoisting and lowering with the
same velocity. Since the steady-state measured velocities for hoisting and lowering are
not the same (mainly due to leakage), the pressure values are interpolated such that the
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two sequences are comparable with regards to the winch velocity. From this point, the
pressure difference can be calculated.
∆pm = pmA − pmB (2.1)
∆p(wu)m = ∆pL + ∆pF (winch up) (2.2)
∆p(wd)m = ∆pL −∆pF (winch down) (2.3)
Where ∆p
(wu)
m is the pressure drop across the motor when hoisting and ∆p
(wd)
m when
lowering, respectively. ∆pF is the total friction losses and ∆pL is the pressure difference
due to the winch load. When the pressure differences are known, the friction loss as a







An example of the friction pressure-loss, ∆pF , from crane F6271 is seen in Fig. 2.6. The
friction torque at the given speed is derived by multiplying with the motor displacement.
Tf = ∆pF ·Dm (2.5)
,where Dm is the motor displacement on each motor and Tf is the friction loss as torque
on each motor shaft. Total loss, Tft, will be the friction pressure multiplied with the total
displacement, Dmt. An example of the resulting friction torque, Tf , applied to each motor
shaft is seen in Fig. 2.7.
Figure 2.6: Friction pressure, ∆pF from
two tests on crane F6271.
Figure 2.7: Friction torque, Tf from two
tests on crane F6271.
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2.3 Friction modelling example
When the friction model of a crane is needed, the best practice workflow, established from









model to the re-
maining losses in
the winch system
Figure 2.8: Workflow flowchart.
In the following sections an example of this method is being used on crane L4593, seen
in Fig. 2.9. L4593 is an active heave compensated crane with a lifting capacity of up to
100 t.
Figure 2.9: Photo of the L4593 crane.
The motors used on L4593 are six Bosch Rexroth A6VM NG215. They are connected
to the winch through a gearbox and a pinion and ring gear system as seen in Fig. 2.10.
Figure 2.10: Motor and pinion system on L4593
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2.3.1 Motor friction model
The friction model for this motor can be found in the paper A [38] and is shown in
Eqn. 2.6. The friction loss for each motor shaft, Tfm, is calculated based on the rotational
speed of the motor shaft, ωm, motor displacement, Dm, and the pressure drop across the
motor, ∆pm. The optimal parameter set is found by the use of sub-supplier data and
optimization routines. This work is already conducted and shown in paper B [39], with
the results seen in table 2.2.
Tfm = X1 · ωm +X2 · ω2m ·D3m +X3 ·∆pm ·Dm +X4 +X5 ·∆pm2 (2.6)
The motor friction model is supposed to have similar losses as derived from the hy-
dromechanical efficiency data provided by the supplier. The model includes Coulomb and
viscous friction, turbulent flow losses across notches and valves, and some high-pressure
losses.
Table 2.2: Friction model parameters for Bosch Rexroth A6VM hydraulic motor
Dm,max[cm
3/rev] 215 X3[−] 0.0050




] 3.69 · 1010 X5[m
5
N
] 1.16 · 10−14
In Fig. 2.11, the comparison between the table data from the sub-supplier and the
model is shown. Since sub-supplier data is extracted from a table, values are interpolated
to achieve a continuous curve.




The next step is to use friction measurements performed on the crane, seen in Fig. 2.12,
to identify parameters for the remaining friction, which in this context is referred to as
the system friction. This crane was tested in April 2017, and friction estimates were
extracted. The data consists of a wide range from 0-100 % SWL and a displacement
range from 120 cm3/rev to a full 215 cm3/rev per motor. The gathered set of tests are
shown in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3: Friction tests performed on L4593
No. Dmt Hook load
#1 720 cm3/rev 0 t
#2 960 cm3/rev 0 t
#3 1120 cm3/rev 0 t
#4 1290 cm3/rev 0 t
#5 720 cm3/rev 55 t
#6 960 cm3/rev 55 t
#7 1120 cm3/rev 55 t
#8 1290 cm3/rev 55 t
#9 1120 cm3/rev 100 t
#10 1290 cm3/rev 100 t
Figure 2.12: Total friction torque, measured at the hydraulic side of the motor. HL is the
attached hook-load during the test sequence.
2.3.3 System friction model
Now for the last step of the workflow shown in Fig. 2.8, where the model for the remaining
system is defined. The remaining system is simply the whole winch system except the
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hydraulic system and the hydraulic motors. The model to represent the system friction
is presented in papers B [39] and D, and shown in Eqn. 2.7.
Tfs3 = (Y1 · Td + Y3) · e
−|ωm|·60
Y4·2π + Y2
+Y5 · ωm + Y6 · Td
(2.7)
The parameters, Y1−6 were found by use of the so called complex optimization method
[40][41] mentioned in paper B. The optimization routine is an iterative process working
on a design population. In each iteration the procedure aims to improve the worst design
set in the population by mirroring it in the design centroid (point in design space) of
the remaining design. In this case, the size of the population was set to 36 and the
initial population was generated as random designs within a defined boundary for each
parameter. The test-data includes a displacement range from 120 cm3/rev to 215 cm3/rev
for the hydraulic motors, and the test-loads included were in the range of 0 t to 100 t. The
chosen data for optimization were datasets 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 (see Table 2.3). The
model parameters were identified by minimizing the squared error between the measured
friction and the modeled, seen in Fig 2.13. The error was calculated over the whole range
of measured velocities (from imin to imax) with an iteration step of 25 rev/min. The






(Tft − (Tfs + Tfm))2 (2.8)
Table 2.4:
Optimized system friction parameters
Y1[−] Y2[Nm] Y3[Nm] Y4[ revmin ] Y5[Nm · s] Y6[−]
474 · 10−7 3.9 0.000084 178 0.0038 328 · 10−7
Figure 2.13: System friction torque, where measurements and model are compared.
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2.3.4 Summery
The parametric models for system friction and motor friction show a good correlation.
Using the complete map of test data as a model could also have been done with a similar
outcome, but parametric models were preferred mainly due to three aspects. Firstly, the
capability to better estimate losses outside the measured operating scenarios. This will
reduce the needed amount of test data needed to determine the parametric model, com-
pared to a mapped model. Secondly, making adjustments in only a couple of parameters
is more accessible than changing values in a large map of data. Finally, the parametric
models give the opportunity to easily collect and compare model parameters for different
cranes and motors. In this way, it is possible to build a library of parameters representing




The classic active/passive HC system uses a secondary controlled system for the passive
portion of the system (upper circuit in Fig. 2.14). The active portion (lower circuit in
Fig. 2.14) historically have three levels of advancement. Level 1 would be to use fixed
displacement motors. This allows for the simplest level of control, but the downside
is that the variable transmission ratio due to changes in wire-layer as the wire pay-out
increase will reduce the speed capacity of the wire. Level 2 uses variable displacement
motors and thereby overcomes this weakness. The motor displacement is controlled to
have a fixed wire-force capacity. Hence the displacement will be adjusted according to
the wire-layer diameter. However, a wire-layer typically has more than 100 m of wire,
and therefore the motors’ displacement control will be fixed during an operation in AHC.
A level 3 advancement was developed before this Ph.D.-project due to a need for even
higher wire-speed capacities. Level 3 has the exact same working principles as level 2, but,
additionally, it has a dual speed mode option. The dual-speed mode option allows the
operator to choose a different speed mode where the fixed wire-force capacity is reduced,
















Figure 2.14: Simplified schematic for a hydraulic active/passive winch system [5].
The classic AHC controller of the active circuit is today typically using level 3. This
means that every system is equipped with variable displacement pumps and motors.
However, the classic AHC controller works as a basic variable pumps and fixed motors
(VPFM) system, where the displacement of the motors only changes when the drum layer
or the maximum allowable winch-load capacity is changed. The motor displacements are
set based on a lookup table, ensuring that the winch torque capacity can cope with the
maximum friction and acceleration forces with the maximum allowable winch-load. Since
the system’s maximum flow capacity is fixed, the given motor displacements will be a
direct limiter of the maximum rotational velocity of the winch.
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The two-mode speed selector, level 3, is an improvement because it enables the oper-
ator to choose a mode that allows higher wire-speeds with reduced load or normal-speeds
with full load capacity. However, the selection has to be done before starting the opera-
tion, and choosing between only two modes is often causing the load-capacity to be too
much reduced when the high-speed mode is desired. However, it is not given that the
winch operates at its maximum load capacity, i.e., the motors may have excessive dis-
placement. Excessive displacement will result in an unnecessary reduction in maximum
wire velocity. Additionally, the friction and acceleration forces are typically highest at low
speeds. It is seen as highly conservative to dimension motor displacement for zero-speed
load cases. Therefore, unnecessary limiting the maximum speed capacity.
For these reasons, a new controller was proposed to continuously adjust the displace-
ment of the motors due to the actual applied winch-load and not based on maximum
winch capacity. Additionally, it has been seen from field-tests over time that reduced
displacement at low-speed has a negative impact on the winch performance. A new con-
troller was developed with the means of solving the aforementioned issues, but at the
same time have minimal impact on the existing control strategy in terms of stability and
level of sophistication. Additionally, adding physical components to the crane system had
to be avoided with respect to potential retrofit upgrades and, therefore, represented a
boundary condition on the controller development.
In paper C, the benefits of using a more dynamic motor displacement strategy are
highlighted. When it is possible to maximize the motor displacement at low speed, the
system performs better with lower control error. Additionally, a dynamic variation of
the displacement will enable higher wire-velocities for larger winch-loads. The research
suggests an active control of the motors’ displacement. The controller is mainly of the
feedforward type, considering the parameters and states; wire-on-drum diameter, crane-
tip velocity, crane-tip acceleration, and motor displacements. The control structure is

































Figure 2.15: Control structure [7].
The new controller improves the performance compared to the classical. One of the
main reasons for this is that the motor displacements are set to maximum whenever the
winch passes zero velocity. Considering that the feedforward signal is the most significant
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part of the pump command, it is clear from Fig. 2.16 that the displacement of the motors
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Figure 2.16: Motor displacement control due to uff [7].
The relative reduction of the motor displacement between the maximum and a dynam-
ically set minimum (load dependent) is here (Eqn. 2.10) referred to as, kvgred. If kvgred = 1
it implies that the motor displacement is reduced to its minimum allowable displacement,
Dm,min. The kvgred, factor is controlled by the feedforward command, uff , which is based
on vessel movement, actual displacement, and the exit diameter of the wire (on the drum).
The threshold-value, uthr, is defining at what point the motor displacement should start
to be reduced. These two equations, Eqn. 2.9 and Eqn. 2.10, constitute the new control
algorithm of the variable displacement motors:







1−uthr · |uff | −
uthr
1−uthr , |uff | ≥ uthr
0, |uff | < uthr
. (2.10)
The second major benefit of using the variable motor displacement control is the
maximum velocity. The classic system has a conservative fixed motor displacement to be
able to cope with winch the stiction and the winch acceleration. This momentum peaks
when the winch is switching direction (low speed and high acceleration). At higher speed
demand, the torque needed for acceleration is less, and the motor displacement can be
reduced with low risk for exceeded pressure levels. The reduction of displacement has
a higher velocity capacity as a direct outcome. To make sure the displacement is not
reduced too much, the new controller uses the loadcell sensor to calculate a minimum
displacement level, Dm,calcMin. Additionally, an absolute minimum (Dm,absMin) is set to
make sure none of the winch components risks exceeding their speed limitations. The
maximum of the two is used for Dm,min (Eqn. 2.11).
Dm,min = max(Dm,absMin, Dm,calcMin) (2.11)
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Figure 2.17: Steady-state motors’ and pumps’ displacement setting (αm and αp).
Due to the dynamic motor displacement setting, the new controller will be able to
reach higher wire speed. An example, shown in Fig. 2.17, clearly illustrates how the
new controller will be able to reach higher velocities without saturating the pumps. How





To evaluate the controller described in the previous section, it is necessary with prototype-
testing in a virtual environment. This is important to reduce costs and risks before final
implementation. Additionally, a virtual representation of the new system could also be
used to present new technology to potential customers or investors.
A solution to both the need for further testing and the need to show off the performance
of new technology to potential customers, is to make a high-fidelity simulation model, a
digital twin.
2.5.2 Model development
To review the potential benefits of any winch modification, there is a need for a high-
fidelity non-linear model that can simulate the heave compensated crane in the time
domain. The developed simulation model is built in SimulationX™, a computer-aided
multi-domain engineering program for physical simulations. In this section, some of the
main model elements used to simulate the winch hydraulics and mechanics are explained.
The system being modeled is an active/passive winch system used for active heave com-
pensation, and the model components are displayed in Fig. 2.18.
Figure 2.18 display how the model is visualized in the simulation software. The ele-
ments identified are 1: the pump in the active circuit, 2: the passive circuit, 3: the pumps
and motors controller, 4: the motor in the active circuit, 5: block elements with functions
that calculate friction and volumetric losses, and 6: the block containing all functions
needed to calculate wire-wraps on drum and corresponding inertia.
Figure 2.18: Simplified overview of a winch system.
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2.5.2.1 Friction
Friction is included as parametric models. Three models are included, one for the active
motors, one for the passive motors, and one for the remaining system friction. Several
models for representing the motor losses were introduced in paper A, and models for the
remaining friction were shown in paper B. In paper D, the combination of the two most
preferred models is used to show a best practice solution to measure and estimate the
friction in a crane system. The preferred motor loss model used in the simulation model
is shown in Eqn. 2.12.
Tfm = X1 · ωm +X2 · ω2m ·D3m +X3 ·∆pm ·Dm +X4 +X5 ·∆pm2 (2.12)
Where X1−5 are adjustable parameters, ∆pm is pressure drop across the motor, Dm is
motor displacement, and ωm is the rotational speed of the motor shaft.
In Eqn. 2.13, the following formula to estimate the remaining friction is used,
Tfs = (Y1 · Td + Y3) · e
−|ωm|·60
Y4·2π + Y5 · ωm + Y6 · Td (2.13)
where Y1−5 are the adjustable parameters and Td is the drum torque. The model is similar
to a so-called Stribeck model.
The friction models are based on a typical grey-box approach where some terms are
based on physical properties. Although the models are satisfactory, they contain two
main simplifications. Firstly, the model does not take into account temperature changes.
The models are based on tests performed under normal operating conditions with fluid
temperatures around 40oC. The effect of fluid temperature change is neglected because
active cooling and temperature control of the hydraulic liquid is installed on all cranes.
Secondly, it is not feasible to perform friction tests on all cranes. Hence the applied
friction model is, in many cases, not based on the exact crane that is being subjected to
a virtual investigation. The overall effect, because of this, is assumed to be minimal.
2.5.2.2 Hydraulic capacitance
The specific hydraulic modeling of the physical twin includes piping, valve blocks, and
hoses between the hydraulic pumps and the hydraulic motors. To include all these ele-
ments in a simulation environment is possible. However, many of these elements need to
be defined in a detailed manner. As an example, for piping, it is possible to define wall
capacity, fluid volume, and dynamics due to bends and pipe layout. The result of model-
ing the hydraulics with a high level of detail is that the model itself becomes significantly
harder to adapt to real-life results, just because of the amount of adjustable and unknown
parameters.
To avoid too many adjustable and unknown parameters, the hydraulic lines were
simplified to a single hydraulic volume in each hydraulic line with a set of restrictions
corresponding to the overall steady-state losses of the transmission line. The method of
using an effective capacitance of the hydraulic lines has been in use before this project,
and the capacitance is simply derived from measured pressure gradients combined with






Where Ch is the ratio of volume change over the change in pressure over a closed volume
at a constant temperature. In practice, this capacitance represents the inverse effective
bulk modulus of the series connection of the liquid, the undissolved gas in the liquid, and
the structural components (pipes, hoses, bends, fittings, valve blocks, etc.) that surround
the liquid.
2.5.2.3 Mechanics
On the mechanical side, an important parameter of the total system is the inertia. A winch
system has several sources of inertia, where the most significant ones are; motors, gear-
transmissions, drum, and wire. Figure 2.19 depicts the contributions from the different
sources in the 250 t AHC winch used for the testing of the new controller in section 2.7.
All wire on
winch drum, 0 m
wire paid out
Wire fully extended,






























Figure 2.19: Effective mass moment of inertia in AHC at motor shaft when all wire is
wrapped on the drum and when wire is fully extended (empty drum).
The total inertia in the simulation model is lumped into one effective inertia. The
effect of this is that the whole mechanical system except the wire is evaluated as one
stiff mechanical component. This is seen as a proper solution because the wire’s stiffness
will be the dominant spring stiffness of the system. The acceleration torque of inertia is
modeled as follows,
Ta = α · J − J̇ · ω (2.15)
where α is the angular acceleration of the inertia J , which corresponds to the time deriva-
tive of the angular velocity ω.






where kw is the effective wire stiffness, E is the elasticity module for the steel, A is the
cross-sectional area of the wire based on the given diameter, L is the wire length paid
out, and f is the filling factor to compensate for gaps between the cord in the wire.
2.5.2.4 Volumetric efficiency
The volumetric efficiency plays a significant role in hydraulics and is directly affecting the
winch speed. The pumps and the motors have basically three leakage paths each. The
most significant one is the leakage from the high-pressure side to the low-pressure side,
also referred to as internal leakage. Additionally, there are two other leakage paths, from
the high-pressure and low-pressure sides to the drain/housing.
In general, the total leakage flow is assumed to be laminar and is computed as:
Qleak = Cleak ·∆p (2.17)
For the pumps, there was limited efficiency-data to be found, and a simplified model
was chosen. The pumps in the hydraulic winch systems in this research are typically in
the size range from 180 cm3/rev to 500 cm3/rev. However, only leak tests performed on
A4VSG355 were found. The tests were performed in a lab with hydraulic oil temperature
regulated to 40 ◦C, and the oil type was HLP46. Both properties are similar to the ones to
be found in the hydraulic winch system. The test data retrieved from the manufacturer,
namely Bosch-Rexroth [42], showed a leak conductance with small variations when the
pump is operated at a constant speed. Hence, the leakage conductance was modeled to
be independent of pressure. The extracted leak conductances for pump speed at 1500
rev/min and at 2000 rev/min are shown in Table 2.5 and 2.6. The conductances are
calculated based on the total flow leakage at 100 bar and 350 bar.
Table 2.5: A4VSG leak at 1500 rev/min
Displacement CPleak
355 cm3/rev 0.034 l/min
bar
384 cm3/rev 0.024 l/min
bar
213 cm3/rev 0.027 l/min
bar
142 cm3/rev 0.030 l/min
bar
71 cm3/rev 0.030 l/min
bar
Table 2.6: A4VSG leak at 2000 rev/min
Displacement CPleak
355 cm3/rev 0.057 l/min
bar
384 cm3/rev 0.039 l/min
bar
213 cm3/rev 0.040 l/min
bar
142 cm3/rev 0.037 l/min
bar
71 cm3/rev 0.035 l/min
bar
The total volumetric loss in the pumps is modeled as variable hydraulic conductances
based on Table 2.6 and scaled linearly dependent on the actual installed pump size. Hence,
the pump leak conductance is assumed independent of pressure variations but dependent
on pump displacement. The efficiency variations between the different pump sizes are
neglected.
The test data is only sorted based on outlet pressure and with no differentiation be-
tween internal and external leakage flow. To estimate a more realistic distribution between
internal and external leakage, the external leakage path is set to twice as restrictive as
that of the internal leakage path, assuming a dominant internal flow loss.
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For the motors, the same pressure independence is assumed, and a simplified conduc-
tance model dependent on the motor’s shaft speed is used (Eqn. 2.18).
Cleak = C1 + C2 · nm (2.18)
Where Cleak is the total leak conductance. The parameters, C1 and C2, are adjusted
to make the model represent the data provided by the sub-supplier [43]. A comparison
between the adjusted model for an A6VM series 63 size 250 and the supplier data is
depicted in Fig. 2.20.
Figure 2.20: Comparison of sub-supplier measurements and the leak conductance model
for a A6VM s63 size 250. [5]
2.5.2.5 Controllers
The controllers are modeled based on reverse engineering of the controller codes in the
physical twin, the crane’s programmable logic controller (PLC). The controller-model is
verified from real-time measurements. The cycle-time of calculations in the real system
is 10 ms. This is neglected in the model, which runs at 1 ms or lower. However, the
verification results show a high level of accuracy, and compared to the tolerances in the
remaining part of the model, the small deviation between the physical and virtual control
system can be neglected.
2.5.3 Controller evaluation tool
Associated with introducing new control strategies, the crane manufacturer has one ma-
jor challenge. Namely, to explain and prove the performance of the new controller. The
classical controller-performance is trusted through years of experience, but any new con-
troller is not. Additionally, there is a challenge related to both the new and the classic
controller. That challenge is how to predict the system performance in order to perform
lift planning of offshore lifts. Today, a part of the lift planning is computer-based, where
the vessel together with load and wire dynamics are modeled, and the lifting operation
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is simulated. When the lifting operation includes the use of heave compensation, that
operation must be included in the simulation. When a certified model is not available,
the common practice is to use simplified models with a high level of conservatism. As
a result, the crane has a higher capacity than sometimes necessary, and the operational
window shrink. All this contributes to an increased total cost of the lifting operation due
to the hiring of a larger crane and more vessel standby time.
A solution to both the need for a lift-planning tool and the need to show off the
performance of new technology to potential customers is to make a high-fidelity executable
model, a digital twin. The digital twin should be a verified model, able to sufficiently
replicate the performance of the active heave compensated winch system. A digital twin
exists in many companies, and simulation models of winch systems do already exist.
However, a common standard to qualify such a system is missing. This became the topic
of paper F, where a qualification standard for a digital twin of active heave compensated
winches was proposed and experimentally validated.
2.6 Digital twin concept for lift planning
Today, a digital twin is defined as a digital model representing a physical asset. Some
define a DT as a real-time device [15], but one can argue that a DT not necessarily need
to run real-time. For instance, the digital twin could receive batches of data to analyze
and report back to the physical model every hour. The information could still be of great
value even though it has a delay. For instance, maintenance feedback will typically not be
needed with high frequency for most systems. The accepted delay will be case sensitive
and depend on the physical twin. Although there are many different descriptions of a
DT, it can be argued that a DT is a collective term for many different variants and levels
of a digital model. The digital twin, as a concept with several levels, was described by
Madni et al. [13]. However, the description of the different levels of DT is a bit narrow,
and categorizes the different levels based on the digital twins’ user interface (UI). Namely,
non-adaptive UI, adaptive UI, and adaptive UI using reinforced learning algorithms. A
broader definition was introduced by [2], and is the same structure DNV GL is using,
shown in Fig. 1.3. In Table 2.7, a different categorization of the different versions of a
DT is suggested. Here the adaptive functionality of the model is the defining factor for
the DT level, and the UI is not evaluated.
1. Digital twin, Level 1
This model is without any physical system verification. This is typical for virtual
prototyping and visualization of new products.
2. Digital twin, Level 2
The level 2 model is a verified model. The verification is done by using data from
the physical twin. However, the model is not adaptive, and any model updates
are performed manually. A level 2 model, with high accuracy, is well suited for
offline simulations. The offline simulations could be in a virtual environment, to
test how the model interacts with other environments, or it could use batches of
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data from the physical twin to analyze model performance. The offline simulation
model is also well suited to further develop the physical system by implementing
various upgrades to the digital twin. Another option is to use the level 2 model
embedded in the physical system as an edge application [44]. In that case, the DT
should be simplified enough to run real-time. The model will then run in parallel
with the physical twin. The purpose of having it running in parallel could be to
feed information to the real system that is not easily reached in the physical twin
or to give advanced decision support on the operation or maintenance schedule.
3. Digital twin, Level 3
The level 3 model is a DT that is updating the digital model automatically. The
updates are performed with fixed implemented algorithms. This will give the model
a high accuracy throughout the entire lifetime of the physical twin. Due to the
continuous update, the model will need a suitable connection to the physical twin.
This could be through a cloud service or a direct implementation of the physical
twin.
4. Digital twin, Level 4
The level 4 model, is a DT with the same capabilities as the level 3 model but is
additionally using intelligent machine learning algorithms.
Table 2.7: Digital twin versions





1 1 No Yes/No NA NA NA
2 2 No No NA No
Only during
model design
3 2 No No Batch No
Only during
model design
4 2 Yes Yes Real-time No
Only during
model design
5 3 No Yes/No Batch Yes Automatic
6 3 Yes Yes Real-time Yes Automatic
7 4 No Yes/No Batch Yes Intelligent
8 4 Yes Yes Real-time Yes Intelligent
For offshore lifting operations, conditions like waves, currents, and wind, affect both
the vessel and the hanging load during a lift. These dynamics need to be simulated in
programs made explicitly for calculating vessel dynamics, and hydrodynamical forces.
Two well-known software programs for this type of analysis is Simo™and OrcaFlex™. A
challenge that is faced during these analyses is when the crane functions are used in dif-
ferent kinds of motion compensation. For instance, compensation modes for entering or
exiting the splash zone, or landing a load in AHC on the seabed. During these operations,
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the resulting forces are crucial and will directly result in approval or disapproval of the
planned lift. According to DNVGL rules and regulation for offshore lifting, a DAF (dy-
namic amplification factor) analysis should be made in heave compensated modes [45].
Hence a simulation of the operation is needed. Without a verified model of the heave
compensating equipment, DNVGL approves simplified models. However, these models
have to be proven conservative, and cannot exceed compensation efficiency above 80 %
[46]. In other words, the simplified model results in higher DAF ratings than the real
system actually needs. Increased DAF rating will reduce the allowed operational weather
window for the crane, and thus possibly increase the cost of operation. Hence, accurate
models without the need for high conservatism is desired.
High-fidelity digital twins are also a desired tool when it comes to prototyping. An
example is TechnipFMC, who had bought a splash zone mode for their cranes from NOV.
The mode is designed to reduce the impact of dynamic forces subjected to the lifted object
when passing through the splash zone. The challenge was that the mode was new, and
qualitative and well-documented data was not available. Additionally, the lifted object
itself would have a high impact on the results. The solution became that NOV made a
digital twin for the winch system, including the new mode functionality. TechnipFMC
further used this model together with their vessel and load models, as shown in Fig. 2.21.
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Figure 2.21: Digital twin example.
Another significant advantage of having the digital twin of the winch system is related
to collaboration. Grieves stated in 2014 [48]: “The most powerful things that humans
do is collaborate with each other in order to bring more intelligence, more variability
of perspectives, and better problem solving and innovation to situations”. Without the
digital twin, each manufacturer and designer are optimizing their products in a separate
environment. Including and sharing the DT, introduce new ways to collaborate, and more
ideas to enhance the product will occur.
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2.7 Controller testing
The methodology used when developing and implementing the controller is shown in
Fig. 2.22. The first step is to go from controller-design to simulation tests. In the simula-
tion model, extreme scenarios were tested with variations of load and crane-tip velocities.
This verified the functionality of the controller and provided information on how to modify
the controller before conducting tests on the full-scale equipment. The expected benefits
associated with the new controller has been described in detail in section 2.4, paper C, and
paper E. In general, the new controller will have significant benefits in terms of reduced
peak-pressure, increased load capacity, increased wire-speed capacity, and smoother winch
performance at low winch-speed.
Since the simulation tests verified the expected benefits, the controller code was im-
plemented on a similar programmable logic controller (PLC) to the one installed on the
real crane. That PLC was used to perform some in-house-testing in a simple simulation
environment. Also known as hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) testing. In this environment, it
was possible to manipulate the controller input and verify that the controller is working
as it should and that the code was implemented without errors. After that validation,
the testing was taken to the final stages, with full-scale real-life tests. The first full-scale
test was performed along quay-side, with no winch load, and simulated waves. Finally,










Figure 2.22: Workflow chart.
2.7.1 Quay side tests
At the quay-side tests, the main focus was to test if the physical system could work
correctly with the new controller and do some measurements that could directly compare
the classic control strategy with the new. The main tests are listed in Table 2.8
Table 2.8: Quay-side tests
Test Description
1 Physical motor controller verification
2 Standard AHC, with simulated crane-tip motions (new controller)
3 Standard AHC, with simulated crane-tip motions (classic controller)
4 Variation in controller parameters (K1 and K2)
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First, it had to be verified that the motor displacement controller could handle the
rapid changes required. Since the motor will be fixed to maximum displacement around
zero winch speed, the time available to adjust the displacement depends on the threshold
value, uthr, and the period of the moving crane-tip. A criterion for the crane investigated
is that it should be able to handle motion periods down to 6 seconds. Experiments with
threshold values from 0.4 to 0.6 were performed, where 0.6 ended up as the preferred
choice. That yields a motor displacement that is at maximum displacement more often
than if the threshold value was 0.4. Even larger values of uthr was not examined since the
maximum displacement would only be of importance at the low speeds. A high threshold
value would also increase the demands to the motor displacement reaction time and could
mean that the overall performance would suffer. Moreover, as the analysis from paper
C shows, working at maximum displacement improves the overall performance. The
largest uthr requires shorter response time from the motors. However, the results from
test 1 (Table 2.8) shown in Fig.2.23, shows that the motor displacement controller works
sufficiently.
Figure 2.23: Simulated sinusoidal motion with 12 s period and 6 s period. The motor
displacement controller runs in open-loop.
A noticeable issue, from test 1, was the offset between feedback and setpoint. The
offset will cause a reduction in the maximum winch velocity potential. However, the
speed requirements were fulfilled, and the offset had no other practical impact on system
performance.
With that conclusion, the winch testing was continued. The rest of the tests focused on
the active heave compensation performance with an empty hook and emulated crane-tip
heave. The emulated heave was a pure sinusoidal reference. For each of the different crane-
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tip motions emulated, the crane was tested in three different AHC modes: normal-speed
(NS) mode, high-speed (HS) mode, and, using the new controller, the semi-secondary
control (SSC) mode. The test results confirmed the simulation-tests’ predictions that
the peak-pressure in the hydraulic circuit would decrease and that the winch would run
more smoothly. This was especially pronounced when comparing the use of the HS and
the SSC mode at low speeds (Fig. 2.24-2.27). There are typically four areas of interest
when analyzing the results. Firstly, the wire velocity which describes the wire velocity
where it leaves the winch drum. Secondly, the pressure in the active circuit presented as
the A-side pressure. Thirdly, the control error, which is a position error, computed as
the difference between the wire position reference and the measured wire position, and,
finally, the pump and motor displacements.
Figure 2.24: Wire velocities for the low-speed scenario [7].
Figure 2.25: Pressure levels on the A-side of the active system for the low-speed scenario
[7].
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Figure 2.26: Control error for the low-speed scenario [7].
Figure 2.27: Pump and motor displacement settings for the low-speed scenario (0 % for
the motor means maximum displacement) [7].
In the other end of the velocity scale, when the wire speed is close to the winch’s max-
imum speed capacity, the benefits are still significant. The result is lower peak pressure
and smoother winch movements with the additional benefit of giving a reduced control
error (Fig. 2.28-2.31).
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Figure 2.28: Wire velocities for the high-speed scenario [7].
Figure 2.29: Pressure levels on the A-side of the active system for the high-speed scenario
[7].
Figure 2.30: Control error for the high-speed scenario [7].
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Figure 2.31: Pump and motor displacement settings for the high-speed scenario (0 % for
the motor means maximum displacement) [7].
2.7.2 Offshore tests
When preparing the vessel and the crane for the offshore trial, the new controller was
implemented in such a way that it was easy and safe to swap between the classic controller
and the SSC. The testing of the new controller was performed with steel weights up to
200 t. Unfortunately, the weather was rather calm, which meant that the new controller,
the SSC, could not be fully tested. In the tests with 100 t weight (Fig. 2.32-2.34), it was
only possible to trigger motor displacement variations caused in the SSC by reducing the
controller threshold value, uthr.
Figure 2.32: Crane-tip motion and control error for the offshore tests with 100 t.
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The threshold value was reduced to 0.3 instead of the original 0.6. With that it was
possible to reach a total peak reduction of the motor displacement of approximately 100
cm3/rev as shown in Fig. 2.33.
Figure 2.33: The total motor displacement settings for the offshore tests with 100 t.
Figure 2.34: Pressure levels on the A-side of the active system for the offshore tests with
100 t.
When deploying the 200 t weight, the weather was even calmer, and the peak-to-peak
crane tip was now just about 1 m (Fig. 2.35). As seen in Fig. 2.36, that was not enough
to trigger any change in motor displacement. With the SSC, the motor displacement
was continuously kept at a maximum. However, it should be recognized that the classic
controller has a fixed displacement at a lower setpoint than for the SSC. This is a result of
using fixed displacement and, at the same time, being obliged to consider the maximum
speed capacity. As a visible result seen in Fig. 2.37, the SSC has a slightly lower pressure
level in the active circuit.
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Figure 2.35: Crane-tip motion and control error for the offshore test with 200 t.
Figure 2.36: The total motor displacement settings for the offshore tests with 200 t.






The Ph.D. project described in this thesis has focused on increasing the weather window
for offshore operations that use active heave compensated cranes. Two significant factors
contributing to the operational weather window were identified. Firstly, the utilization of
the installed capacity of the crane winch system. Secondly, the engineered lift planning
process, which calculates the actual weather window for the operation.
This yielded the following research questions:
• Is it possible to develop a dynamic model of a heave compensated winch system
that allows for lift planning?
• Is it possible to develop new controllers that increase the utilization rate of heave
compensated winches?
In response to the second question, an improved controller for the active heave com-
pensation system of the winch was developed. However, a total redesign of the system
was not considered due to the large fleet of existing cranes already in the market and a
strong desire to offer retrofit solutions. Additionally, an upgrade using existing systems
would open up possibilities for real-life tests. The system investigated was the active/pas-
sive heave compensated winch systems used in the offshore cranes from National Oilwell
Varco. Due to the challenges with prototype testing, the approach was heavily model-
based. Thus, the main focus was directed at winch system knowledge and how to model
such a system with the desired accuracy, thereby answering the first research question.
The initial focus with regards to modeling was to get an informative and quantitative
knowledge about the friction losses in a crane winch system. It was concluded that the
total winch friction had to be divided into two parts for proper investigation. Therefore,
in Paper A, a review of different friction models of the hydraulic motors was investigated
together with efficiency data from the motor-supplier. The work yielded a model for
friction losses that was suitable to be used for variable displacement motors. However,
the model has to be adapted to measurement data. Thus, a parameter optimization with
the sub-supplier’s efficiency-data will always be needed. The second part, the remaining
winch system friction, was determined by examining real-life data measurements. A suit-
able model was defined in Paper B as a Stribeck shaped friction model. In Paper D, the
full process of identifying the friction in the hydraulic winch system was presented. Even
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though more effort could be used to identify model uncertainties, the focus was redirected
towards setting up a simulation model for a crane fit for purpose and investigating the
benefits of adopting an improved controller.
Due to the desire for a possible retrofit, model development led to a feedforward
solution added to the existing speed controller. By doing this, any new sensors and
feedback loops, as well as any questions regarding stability, were avoided. The new
controller was proposed in Paper C. The proposed controller utilized a dynamic controller
of the variable displacement motors in the active circuit of the active/passive hydraulic
system. Dependent on the measured load and the feedforward signal in the existing
controller, a new control approach was presented. The approach was shown to have
significant benefits in terms of reduced peak-pressure, increased load capacity, increased
wire-speed capacity, and smoother winch performance at low winch-speed. In Paper C,
this was all documented with the use of the winch simulation model. However, in Paper E,
the control approach was implemented on a real crane, and tests were performed onshore
and offshore. The in-field tests were successfully conducted and confirm the findings from
earlier simulations.
The results from the simulation model/digital twin were useful to test the new con-
troller strategy. Such a model can also be beneficial for performance prediction. As
a final part of the research, a focus on how a digital twin can be used during the lift
planning phase and how it should be validated was investigated. In Paper F, the author
suggests a method for modeling and validating hydraulically actuated winch systems with
active heave compensation. Different companies have already started using digital twins
of equipment, vessels, or weather forecasts during a planning phase. However, the quality
required of the different models being used is vague or non-existing. Paper F explicitly
describes a set of criteria to be fulfilled. The criteria should be thought of as a guide-
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Abstract
This paper includes a comparison of earlier presented models for torque losses in hydraulic motors and
several proposed models that all rely on data typically available for a system engineer. The new models
and the old ones are compared. The new models are all based on a model developed by Jeong Jeong
(2007);Jeong and Kim (2007) with an expansion that include variable displacement. All of the new
models yield very good accuracy down to approximately 50% of maximum displacement and down to
approximately 15% of maximum speed. In these operational ranges the deviation in torque is less than
1%. The main purpose of the new models is to facilitate simulations of hydraulically actuated winches
with a balance between accuracy and model complexity. This purpose is considered fulfilled with several
of the proposed models.
Keywords: Hydraulics, torque loss, axial piston motor, winch drive, offshore knuckle boom cranes, Bosch
Rexroth.
1 Introduction
The use of mathematical models for hydraulic motors
are useful in the industry to estimate losses in a design
phase and to be included in simulation models. The
main challenge with the use of previously generated re-
search and models in this field is the complexity of the
models, especially models that take into account vari-
able displacement. The complexity makes the models
harder to use and may increase the cost of computa-
tions heavily. This is a huge disadvantage in a design
phase when several system configurations, load cases
and control algorithms must be evaluated.
In the offshore business today there is a high de-
mand for hydraulic drives in crane and drilling applica-
tions. This is especially relevant for large knuckle boom
cranes with safe working loads ranging from 80 to 900
metric tons. At the same time the manufacturers have
the need to stay competitive both in performance and
cost. To maintain a good position in the market the
manufacturer mainly has three challenges.
1: Minimization of equipment costs. A system with
optimal choice and sizing of components is needed to
keep the costs down, however, each delivery is typi-
cally tailor-made and there are no prototypes available
for testing. This automatically puts more emphasis on
modeling and simulation in the design phase.
2: Behavior prediction. It is important for the manu-
facturers, but also a need from customers (platform op-
erators) to have simulation models that can predict the
performance of the equipment under different weather
doi:10.4173/mic.2018.2.5 c© 2018 Norwegian Society of Automatic Control
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conditions that are not easily reproduced in tests. Such
models can be used in the design phase, virtual test-
ing, and lift preparations. An example is the increasing
use of models to engineer subsea lifts for large offshore
cranes. These models need a certain accuracy to get
approval from third party certification authorities.
3: Minimize test costs. It is a challenge to keep the
test time at a minimum especially because there is a
trend that crane features are constantly increasing in
number and complexity. The manufacturer needs the
test time to be as short and effective as possible. Test
time is one of the factors that has an important impact
on the final cost of a project. Testing is mainly divided
into two categories; inhouse testing and real life testing.
The first one is done at an office facility and is orders
of magnitude less costly than the second one. Due to
this, the inhouse testing is preferred when possible. A
common factor in all these challenges is that they can
all be handled much better with increased component
and system knowledge that is implemented in time do-
main simulation models.
When predicting behavior of a crane it is important
to understand what kind of losses and loss properties
the different hydraulic actuators have. The focus of
this paper is the hydraulic motors of the main winch
system found in all offshore knuckle boom cranes. A
typical knuckle boom crane design is seen in fig. 1.
Figure 1: Typical knuckle boom crane design.
There is an increasing demand for accurate model-
ing of these winch systems to predict the performance
during heave compensation, during tension control and
when moving payloads through the splash zone. To
build these types of models it is important to be able
to predict the nonlinear behavior associated with fric-
tion and leakage, also referred to as hydromechanical
and volumetric losses in hydraulics. The focus of this
article is the friction losses in the variable displacement
axial piston hydraulic motors of the winch systems, see
fig 2.
The overall friction losses are complex combinations
of turbulent friction, viscous friction, mixed lubrication
friction and dry friction. Despite the importance of ac-
curate modeling there is no unique model of the overall
friction loss of hydraulic piston motors with variable
displacement. This paper presents a modeling tech-
nique that is useful from a crane manufacturers point
of view. This means that the following criteria are con-
sidered:
• Reasonable trade-off between accuracy and num-
ber of parameters
• Computational efficient without introducing com-
plex sub-models concerned with tribology, ther-
modynamics and structural deformations.
• Developed in cooperation with sub-supplier (mo-
tor manufacturer).
• Motor specific.
The paper will investigate the models presented in
literature and new models presented in this paper with
a view to identify a model that meets the above criteria
in the best possible way.
Figure 2: Simple sketch of a winch system.
2 State of the art
The total friction in winch systems has not attracted
any research effort, however, the hydraulic motors is a
topic subjected to numerous studies. Among the first
researchers in this field were Wilson Wilson (1948) and
Schlösser Schlösser (1961). Both made some basic and
simple models and, normally, both models fail to yield
a decent accuracy for the complete 3-dimensional work
space of a motor comprising speed, torque and dis-
placement ranges. Due to the lack of accuracy, several
methods for model generation have been studied. They
can be divided into three categories;
• models based on physical interactions in
pump/motor
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• numerical models based on curve fitting to exper-
imental data
• analytic models that are based on both numerical
and physical models
Huhtala made a comparison in 1997 Huhtala and Vil-
lenius (1997) of his own numerical (the two line model)
approach with Wilsons physical and Doreys Dorey
(1988) analytical approach. He showed that the ex-
isting fixed parameter models from Wilson and Dorey
did not yield a satisfactory accuracy. Results were es-
pecially poor across the displacement range. Huhtala
on the other hand, used a numerical approach based on
measurements that gave a significantly better accuracy
but also introduced 14 parameters for fixed displace-
ment. Ortwig Ortwig (2002) and JeongJeong and Kim
(2007) did some work establishing an overview over the
different losses in the motor. Based on this knowledge,
they made expressions based on assumptions on geom-
etry and tolerances in the motor. Of these advanced
expressions Ortwig chose to simplify with a numerical
representation of the total loss, while Jeong kept the
physical terms and combined them.
3 Model Development
In this section the most common friction loss models
are briefly discussed and a number of new models are
introduced. The models are presented in the following
sections 3.1 to 3.13. The friction torque, Tf , is the
absolute friction torque working in opposite direction
of ωm. Hence it can be assumed that all terms in the
equations presented can be multiplied with sign(ωm).
3.1 Wilson
In 1948 Wilson Wilson (1948) presented a relatively
simple model for friction losses in constant displace-
ment motors. The model is grouped into three parts;
dry friction proportional with shaft torque, viscous fric-
tion proportional with viscosity and speed, and a con-
stant torque loss.




Schlösser Schlösser (1961) replaced Wilsons last term
with a term for acceleration of the liquid. He assumed a
loss term proportional with the square of the tangential
velocity of the revolving barrel.
Tf = Ca ·Dm,max ·∆pm + Cb · µ ·Dm,max · |ωm|
+Cd ·D5/3m,max · ρ · ω2
(2)
3.3 Thoma
In 1969 Jean Thoma Thoma (1969) made a modifi-
cation of the Schlösser model by including a displace-
ment variable, αm, for the liquid acceleration losses.
Although the displacement dependency is included for
the liquid acceleration losses, the displacement setting
is still neglected with regards to the viscous losses in
the second term.
Tf = Ca ·Dm,max ·∆pm + Cb · µ ·Dm,max · |ωm|
+Ce · α3m ·D5/3m,max · ρ · ω2
(3)
3.4 Pacey
In 1979 Pacey Pacey et al. (1979) presented a modifica-
tion of the Wilson model to include different displace-
ment settings. He basically took the Wilson model
and added
1−tanαm,max
1−tanαm , in the dry and viscous friction
terms.
Tf = Ca ·Dm,max ·∆pm ·
1− tan(αm,max)
1− tan(αm)






In 1997 Huhtala Huhtala and Villenius (1997) did a
review of the torque loss models of Wilson, Schlösser,
Thoma, Zarotti, Dorey, and Rydberg. Huhtala saw the
need for better accuracy and a model that would rep-
resent the whole working range with regards of pres-
sure, speed and displacement. The model he intro-
duced was based on multiple polynomial fitting and
measurements. He reported a better accuracy than
Dorey and Thoma, but increased the amount of pa-
rameters significantly. For fixed motor displacement
you need 14 parameters distributed over four different
curve fitted polynomials. The concept is according to
Huhtala prepared to represent variable displacement
motors, but details are not given and how to adapt is
unclear to authors of this paper. Regardless of how
to implement, the complexity will increase and several
additional curve fitted polynomials will be needed.
3.6 Ortwig
Ortwig Ortwig (2002) did a study in where he inves-
tigated 13 different loss terms for describing the total
loss in a hydraulic motor. The terms should cover lam-
inar and turbulent flow losses, pulse losses, churning,
losses, friction losses at valve plate, piston, roller bear-
ings, seals, mixed bearing friction and solid friction.
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Based on these formulas he formed a torque interpola-
tion equation (eq. 5) in exchange for the set of formu-
las that described each loss term separately. He proved
that his new equation gave similar accuracy.
Tf = Ce + Cf ·∆pm + Cg · |ωm|+ Ch · |ωm| ·∆pm
+Ci · ω2m + Cj · αm + Ck · αm ·∆pm + Cl · α · |ωm|
(5)
3.7 Jeong
A physical model for torque loss was introduced in 2007
by Jeong Jeong and Kim (2007)Jeong (2007). The
model considers terms for friction due to forces in mov-
ing gaps (piston vs piston block, swash-plate vs slipper,
piston block vs port-plate), turbulent port plate inlet
loss, port plate notch losses (also assumed turbulent),
churning losses and bearing losses. There are similar-
ities between the terms in Jeong and Ortwigs model
derivation, but Ortwig ended up simplifying to a nu-
merical model. Jeong simplified his expression, but
kept the physical meaning by combining terms with
similar parameter dependencies. Unlike Ortwig, Jeong
only considered a fixed displacement motor.










In this case the Ce term represents Coulomb friction in
motor and motor bearings. The Cf term includes pres-
sure dependent bearing losses and piston friction. The
Cg term represents viscous losses in bearings, churn-
ing losses for the cylinder block, viscous slipper fric-
tion and viscous friction between barrel and port plate.
Port plate inlet loss and churning losses from pistons
and slippers are presented in term Ci. Ck represent
the losses due to valve notches in the port plate and
Cm is to account for mixed lubrication friction at high
pressures.
3.8 Modified Jeong 1 (MJ1)
When forming new alternatives it was chosen to use
Jeongs model as a base. Jeongs model was first just
modified slightly to account for variable displacement.
The effect of these changes are that the term Ci no
longer represents both port plate inlet loss and churn-
ing losses in a realistic sense, since churning loss is in-
dependent of displacement setting.
Tf = Ce + Cf ·∆pm + Cg · µ · |ωm|+ Cm ·∆pm2









Next alternative is made to evaluate the impact of re-
moving the losses caused by the turbulent flow through
the port notches (Ck).
Tf = Ce + Cf ·∆pm + Cg · µ · |ωm|
+Ci · ρ · ω2m ·D3m + Cm ·∆pm2
(8)
3.10 MJ3
For MJ3 we removed the term for high pressure bound-
ary and mixed friction (Cm).
Tf = Ce + Cf ·∆pm + Cg · µ · |ωm|
+Ci · ρ · ω2m ·D3m
(9)
3.11 MJ4
At this point the Cf term is changed such that it varies
with displacement. In terms of the physical nature of
the Cf -term, it does no longer directly represent the
pressure dependent losses in pistons and bearings.
Tf = Ce + Cf ·∆pm ·Dm + Cg · µ · |ωm|
+Ci · ρ · ω2m ·D3m + Cm ·∆pm2
(10)
3.12 MJ5
With alternative 3 (eq.9) as a base, alternative 5 has
the exponential in term Ci as a variable parameter.
The term is representing the turbulent inlet flow into
the chamber. With a perfect turbulent inlet flow the
Co factor will be equal 2. The opposite would be an
exponential set to 1 which is used for laminar flow.
Tf = Ce + Cf ·∆pm ·Dm + Cg · µ · |ωm|
+Ci · ρ · |ωm|Cn ·DCn+1m + Cm ·∆pm2
(11)
3.13 MJ6
As an alternative 6 the notch flow loss is set back on
but now also dependent on displacement.
Tf = Ce + Cf ·∆pm ·Dm + Cg · µ · |ωm|+ Cm ·∆pm2
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3.14 Comparison
To compare a selection of different models, the model
parameters were all determined based on efficiency
data from Bosch Rexroth Bosch Rexroth AG (2010)
using numerical minimization of the deviation between
modeling results and experimental data. A model com-
parison with the a A6VMs71 280 motor was done first
with a fixed displacement setting at 280cm3/rev, and
then for a whole range of displacement settings. Oil
density and viscosity can be considered constants.
Table 1: Basic info, friction models
Author Year Model Type Motor type Par.
Wilson 1948 Physical Fixed 3
Sclosser 1961 Physical Fixed 3
Thoma 1969 Physical Variable 3
Pacey 1979 Physical Variable 3
Huhtala 1997 Numerical Variable 28
Ortwig 2002 Numerical Variable 8
Jeong 2007 Physical Fixed 6
MJ1 2017 Physical Variable 6
MJ2 2017 Physical Variable 5
MJ3 2017 Physical Variable 4
MJ4 2017 Phys- and numerical Variable 5
MJ5 2017 Phys- and numerical Variable 6
MJ6 2017 Phys- and numerical Variable 5
For the first comparison (fig 3), parameter identi-
fication is performed for a fixed displacement setting
of A6VM280 at 280cm3/rev. The model error is com-
puted as a normalized summation of squared deviations
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Figure 3: Model error, when optimizing model param-
eters for fixed displacement. Displacement
setting was held constant at maximum value
280cm3/rev.
For the fixed motor model identification a complete
2D operation area are considered with rotational speed
range of 400rev/min to 2500rev/min and pressures
from 50bar to 350bar. The results show that a signifi-
cant improvement is obtained with Ortwigs and Jeongs
model.
Next, the models are investigated for variable dis-
placements. However, not all of the models listed in
table 1 are adaptable to variable displacement motors.
For example, Wilson and Jeong do not include any vari-
ables related to displacement setting. Pacey’s model is
an extension of Wilson’s model so that variable dis-
placement can be handled and, similarly, the modified
Jeong models (MJ1...6) presented earlier are extensions
of Jeong’s model. The displayed error in figure 4 and
5 is an accumulated normalized error for the complete

























1969 1979 2002 2017 2017 2017
Figure 4: Model error, when optimizing model param-
eters for variable displacement. Motor type
is A6VM 71series size 280.
As can be seen in fig.4 the new models give a signifi-
cant better results for this variable axial piston motor.
Comparing the different new models (see figure 5), it
can be seen that models MJ4, MJ5 and MJ6 are the
ones with the best accuracy.
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Figure 5: Model error, when optimizing model param-
eters for variable displacement.
MJ5 has slightly better accuracy but does also have
the most parameters (6). MJ4 is seen as the model
with the simplest and preferred model structure. This
model is used for further investigation of actual model
error.
The contributions from the terms (Tf1−6) in MJ4,
MJ5, and MJ6 are shown in figure 6.
Tf1 = Cg · µ · |ωm| (13)
Tf2 = Ci · ρ · |ωm|Cn ·DCn+2 (14)
Tf3 = Cf ·∆pm ·Dm (15)
Tf4 = Ce (16)
Tf5 = Cm ·∆p2m (17)








Tf = Tf1 + Tf2 + Tf3 + Tf4 + Tf5 + Tf6 (19)
The contributions are summarized over a range in
angular velocity from n1 = 300rev/min to n2 =
2500rev/min with steps of 10rev/min, and then di-
vided by sum of total friction (see eq.20). The two
most significant contributors (see fig. 6) in all these
models (MJ4, MJ5, MJ6) are the turbulent pressure

















Tf1% Tf2% Tf3% Tf4% Tf5% Tf6%
Figure 6: Each term from the friction models in per-
centage of the accumulated friction force
at 200bar, 250cm3/rev and angular velocity
from 300 to 2500rev/min.
*For MJ4, Cn in Tf2 equal 2.
The contribution of these losses are in figure 7 shown
in more detail for model MJ4.
Figure 7: Contributions of the different terms within
the motor friction formula MJ4. Motor dis-
placement is set to 250cm3/rev and pressure
drop across motor is held constant at 200bar.
Cn in Tf2 equal 2
4 Results
The results from figure 8 and 9 show a trend that the
friction model error is within 1% for displacement set-
tings above 150cm3/rev and speeds up to 2500rev/min.
For lower speeds up to 1500rev/min the error is typi-
cally less than 0.5%. The error is calculated as a per-
centage of the nominal torque, TN .
TN = Dm ·∆pm (21)
The lower displacement settings in figure 9, show
that the model becomes less accurate as the displace-
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Figure 8: Error between model, MJ4, and the perfor-
mance data from supplier. Error is mea-
sured as a percentage of the nominal mo-
tor torque. The comparison is performed at
∆pm = 100bar ∆pm = 200bar and ∆pm =
300bar.
ment is reduced below 150cm3/rev and also at speeds
above 2000 rev/min.
Figure 9: Error between model for low displacement
settings, MJ4, and the performance data
from supplier. Error is measured as a per-
centage of the nominal motor torque. The
comparison is performed at ∆pm = 100bar
∆pm = 200bar and ∆pm = 300bar.
5 Conclusions
For simulation purposes the MJ4 model is showed to
have a decent accuracy (within 1% of applied torque)
in the range from 400 to 2500rev/min and 100 to
300bar. What the model shows is drastically reduced
accuracy at motor displacements lower than approx
120cm3/rev.
The model tends to have higher accuracy at low speeds
near 400rev/min. For speeds lower than 400rev/min
the suppliers data-table does not give any information.
Stiction forces and friction with mixed lubrication is
not represented, but there is reason to believe that it
should be detectable at low speeds.
Any temperature dependency is not taken into account
and oil density and viscosity is kept constant. The
viscosity could be implemented in the formulas, but
due to the limited amount of data from supplier it
would not be possible to verify their influence.
The model investigation also shows a need for cus-
tomized models. The MJ4 is good for the Bosch Rex-
troth 71 series, but fitting the same model to a 63 series
(28−200cm3/rev) does not achieve the same accuracy.
An example is shown in figure 10, where the MJ4, MJ5,
and MJ6 and tried fitted to a A6VM S63 200cm3/rev,











A6VM S71 215cm3/rev A6VM S63 200cm3/rev
Figure 10: Comparison of two different motors with the
same friction model structure. ”Cost” is
data from the optimization algorithm and is
representing the summarized squared error
between the supplier data and the model.
The data is then normalized from 0 to 100.
As seen in figure 10 the accuracy differs a lot when
comparing it to data from a similar but different hy-
draulic motor. The difference highlights the complex-
ity of the motors and implies that a general friction
model cannot fit all range of hydraulic motors without
including more model terms.
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6 Further work
The low speed friction has a high influence on driving
performance and should be investigated further. Fig-
ure 11 shows the cyclic behavior for a winch in heave
compensation mode, and as can be seen the winch is
passing through the low speed area two times for every
wave cycle.
Figure 11: Typical winch speed situation for a winch
doing heave compensation.
Since the purpose of this model is closed loop hy-
draulic crane systems, the current work must be con-
tinued with measurement performed on actual cranes
with the proposed MJ4 as initial model but with extra
terms handling both the remaining friction of the crane
power transmission as well as increased motor friction
at low-to-zero speed.
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The most common active heave compensated offshore
cranes have hydraulic winch systems. This paper investi-
gates an active/passive hydraulic winch system with variable-
displacement motors and variable-displacement pumps. The pa-
per addresses the challenges when the active motors are set with
a low displacement. The active motor displacement is shown to
have significant impact on the dynamics of the closed loop hy-
draulic system. The classical control strategy for this type of sys-
tem do not address these challenges and will in certain situations
have significantly reduced performance. Therefor, a new con-
trol method is presented that utilize the variable displacement of
the pumps and motors for speed control and to improve dynam-
ics characteristics. The new winch controller is tested in a high-
fidelity simulation model and is shown to improve low speed per-
formance, reduce winch speed limitations by up to 30%, reduce
system peak pressure by approximately 20%, and reduce control
error by approximately 30%.
NOMENCLATURE
αM Swash plate angle on motor unit in percentage of
maximum angle.
αP Swash plate angle on pump unit in percentage of
maximum angle.
ωM Rotational speed on motor unit.
ωP Rotational speed on pump unit.
∗Address all correspondence to this author.
atip Measured vertical acceleration at crane tip.
Bv Viscous system damping relative to motor shaft
speed.
DM,max Maximum allowable motor displacement in
AHC.
DM,min Minimum allowable motor displacement in
AHC.
DP,max Maximum displacement on pump unit.
Jeq Equivalent mass moment of inertia referred to the
hydraulic motor shaft.
Kred Gain for motor reduction.
p1 Pressure in the high-pressure line between pump
and motor unit.
p2 Pressure in the low-pressure line between pump
and motor unit.
uM Swash plate control signal on motor unit.
uP Swash plate control signal on pump unit.
u f f Feedforward pump control signal.
vtip Measured vertical velocity at crane tip.
INTRODUCTION
Offshore knuckle boom cranes are heavy lifting cranes, typi-
cally with a lifting capacity from 20 ton and up to 800 ton. These
cranes are used for subsea lifts which involve subsea installa-
tions being landed to and lifted off the seabed (a representative
example is depicted in Fig. 1). These cranes are typically placed
on floating vessels which makes them a target for large dynamic
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forces. Due to the high risk of overloading the crane when lift-
ing off and landing installations on the seabed the cranes are
equipped with heave compensation.
Figure 1: Typical offshore knuckle boom crane with active heave
compensation and a maximum lifting capacity of 150 ton. [1].
There are two main types of heave compensation (HC), pas-
sive and active, and this paper considers the widespread prac-
tical systems that combines both. Passive heave compensation
(PHC) is obtained by introducing a gas spring in series with the
mechanical load. The main disadvantage of the passive heave
compensation is the system friction that directly influences the
performance as well as the large gas banks required to create the
desired gas spring stiffness. Active heave compensation (AHC)
uses position feedback from the winch and motion feedback from
the vessel to actively cancel out vessel induced movement on the
crane hook. When AHC is combined with PHC its main task is to
maintain position control of the load while counteract the forces
from acceleration, friction and inertia. Hydralift (now National
Oilwell Varco) delivered their first active/passive HC system in
1992. Since then, promising winch drive systems have been
developed, such as secondary-controlled (constant pressure) hy-
draulic drives (digital or analog), and electric drives. These sys-
tems are well suited for recuperation of energy when subjected to
negative loads [2] [3]. The secondary control units benefit higher
speed capabilities, and improved system response compared to
the classic primary pump-controlled systems. Secondary con-
trol was introduced already back in 1977 [4] for hydraulic sys-
tems. Unfortunately there are some common drawbacks with
these aforementioned methods. They require expensive compo-
nents such as electric motors, over-center hydraulic motors or
digital displacement hydraulic motors. In addition they require
a large amount of coding to adapt old programming for safety
features and winch operation. Due to this the industry has been
relatively reluctant to change towards these new systems. Several
of the existing crane suppliers do offer some of these winch sys-
tems [5–8], but often in addition to offer the classical type with
active/passive HC. The result is that the classic system is still
popular among the clients because the price is lower. The classic
active/passive systems have been improved since they first came
in the early 90s. At that point the passive torque was controlled
by adjusting the pressure in large banks of pressurized air. This
was done with huge compressors, but was a slow system which
required slow load changes and a long preparation time. From
year 2001, the passive system torque has been controlled with
variable displacement motors and nitrogen pressure banks with
no need for pressure adjustment. Otherwise the active/passive
system is more or less the same disregarding some new and some
updated sensors for improved safety and control. The current
system has however huge unexplored possibilities for improved
performance due to how the system controls the variable pumps
and motors. This will be investigated further in this paper.
Figure 2 show a typical active passive winch used for HC,
where the hydraulic motors are speed-controlled to compensate
for the vessel motion.
Figure 2: Basic components of AHC winch [1].
The main idea behind this paper is twofold: firstly, to
present the challenges of AHC systems with fixed motor dis-
placement, and secondly, to introduce a semi-secondary-control
(SSC) method that takes advantage of the variable motor dis-
placement with a view to meet the challenges. Limited work has
been done on combining primary and secondary control. In [9],
primary, secondary and combined control laws are developed and
simulated for hydrostatic transmissions. The design criteria are
response time and energy efficiency and it is shown that the com-
bined method yields the best performance. However, no empha-
sis is on oscillatory behavior and in this work it is shown that the
advantage of combined primary-secondary control also includes
improved dynamic performance in this respect. One of the main
challenges with the current AHC system is poor dynamic perfor-
mance at low motor displacement leading to reduced controlla-
bility. In this work several in-field results combined with simu-
lations from a high-fidelity model are used to highlight the oscil-
latory nature of the current system. More specifically, the pro-
posed controller increases the motor displacement at low speeds
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to improve the dynamic performance of the AHC system without
affecting the demand for installed pump capacity. This method
is related to the ones used for speed control of mobile machines
with closed loop hydraulic systems, where the standard speed
control is divided into three stages [10]. The first step is to in-
crease the pump displacement, then the motor displacement is
reduced, and at last additional speed is applied by increasing the
rotational speed of the pump. The AHC winch is equipped with
constant speed pumps and the proposed SSC method is a com-
bination of the two first stages in [10]. The measurements and
simulations are carried out on an AHC winch system developed
by National Oilwell Varco (NOV) which is a world leading man-
ufacturer of AHC cranes. The simulation model is based on a
state-of-the-art model developed at NOV and adjusted to accom-
modate the proposed SSC method.
CONSIDERED SYSTEM
The HC system investigated in this paper corresponds to
one of the most common National Oilwell Varco (NOV) offshore
cranes with a nominal lifting capacity (safe working load = SWL)
of 150 metric tonnes. It is a closed-loop hydraulic system and
it is known as an active/passive system that is designed as two
separate hydraulic loops connected to the winch, see Fig. 3, by
means of variable displacement motors. The passive system is
a constant pressure secondary control system designed and con-
trolled to balance the nominal weight of the load. The active
system is connected in parallel with the passive system through
a common gear rim.
Figure 3: Simplified winch system overview.
The active system represents the AHC part of the HC sys-
tem and it is used for position control of the winch so that it
meters wire in or out in accordance with the input from the crane
operator while compensating for the motion of the vessel. The
displacement of the active pumps is controlled based on the in-
put from a motion sensor that picks up the position, velocity, and
acceleration (motion reference unit = MRU) of the vessel upon
which the crane is mounted together with the feedback from the
actual winch motion. The active system absorbs all the remain-
ing forces which mainly include mechanical and hydraulic fric-
tion and acceleration of inertia. The displacement of the motors
is only controlled as a function of the winch layer and the se-
lected mode, high-speed (HS) or normal-speed (NS). The active
motor displacement is held fixed to avoid jeopardizing the posi-
tion control which is allowed to work as a single input – single
output (SISO) system in this way.
In NS mode the displacement of the active motors is set to
a value so that the active motors can deliver a certain percent-
age of the SWL. For this crane this is 30% of the SWL, or 45
metric tonnes, and this value is based on best practice developed
over many years that saying that the active motors must be able
to deliver 30% of the static load to handle friction and accelera-
tion loads without compromising the position control. Since the
active motor displacement is held fixed this gives a conservative
design for situations where the load is less than the SWL. This
is shown in Fig. 4, where the range of operation for NS is in-
dicated. It is clear that the obtainable maximum wire speed in
NS, U (NS)max , is substantially smaller than the maximum obtainable
winch speed, Umax, where the latter corresponds to minimum
active motor displacement and maximum active pump displace-
ment. If the active motor displacement were continually adjusted
to be 30% of the actual load rather than of the SWL, then the op-
erational range would correspond to that of the NS mode plus the






adjusted to 30% of actual load, L
Active displacement adjusted
to 30% of safe working load, SWL
Active displacement adjusted












Figure 4: Operational range for the HC system. The wire speed
is referred to as U and the actual load as L. The two rectangles
indicates the operational range of NS and HS mode.
To access some of the unused wire speed potential without
compromising the SISO control strategy, the HS mode is avail-
able, which simply corresponds to a reduced setting of the active
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motor displacement. It is desired that loads up to 60% of the
SWL are handled in HS to maximize operational weather win-
dow. Therefore, according to the best practice at NOV the active
displacement is adjusted to withstand 18% (30% of 60%) of the
maximum SWL, or 36 metric tonnes. This mode is chosen when
it is known that the actual load will remain well below the SWL
and it introduces a new operational window as shown in Fig. 4
with higher possible wire speed.
The overall control system block diagram for the new pro-
posed controller is shown in Fig. 14. The classical controller is
identical except for the active motor displacement calculations
marked with red boxes. In the classical controller the motor dis-
placement is only changed due to the operators choice between
high-speed mode and normal-speed mode and the amount of wire
layers on the winch.
System challenges
The design of the hydraulics and of the control system pro-
duces two main challenges. These challenges are confirmed and
validated throughout this section with real life field measure-
ments.
1. The SISO concept with fixed active motor displacement
poses a limitation on the maximum wire speed that is only
partially solved with the two different speed modes.
2. The biggest contributor to control error in AHC is when the
winch motion changes direction of rotation. The error con-
tribution from the stick slip behaviour is not seen as critical
if it is kept to a minimum. However, experience shows that
the motor displacement in the active system has a signifi-
cant impact on zero/low speed performance. Lowering the
displacement due to the winch layer or to the chosen speed
mode reduces the smoothness of the winch speed, especially
at low speed motions.
Challenge number one is mainly due to system and control
design. The second challenge is a result of the combination of
the control system and the system dynamics. The result is due to
several dynamic and physical properties of the system. Firstly,
the nominal pressure in the system will increase due to the low-
ered displacement. Therefore, a higher start-up pressure will
be needed to overcome the stiction in the winch system. The
increased start-up pressure will cause larger oscillations of the
pressure in the hydraulic circuit that will need longer time to
be cancelled out. A side effect of the need for higher start-up
pressure is that the pump will use more time to build up the
necessary pressure. In addition, the leakage will increase due
to the increased pressure. The relative leakage compared to the
nominal flow will increase because of the lowered displacement.
The extra leakage and delay in pressure build up will cause two
things. Firstly, the dead band of the pump signal versus the winch
movement will increase. Secondly, because of the increase in
dead band the control signal will be less smooth due to a dom-
inant feed forward signal from the crane tip speed, see Fig. 14,
that does not consider a varying signal dead band. Additionally,
the displacement setting has a significant impact on the eigen-
frequency of the system. Therefore, the overall bandwidth is
reduced with reduced displacement. To sum up there are three
main effect of reduced motor displacement; increased pressure
peak at start, increased deadband of pump vs winch movement,
and reduced system bandwidth. This phenomenon is visualized
in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 where a repeated ramp up of the winch speed
is performed with four different motor displacements.
Figure 5: A-side pressure while ramping up the winch speed.
The system is a closed loop hydraulic system with the speed
controlled by variable displacement axial piston pumps. The sys-
tem has 12 variable axial piston motors with a maximum dis-
placement of 250 cm3/rev per motor. For each test the motor
displacement is kept constant. The periodic oscillation time is in-
creasing from 0.4 second at 2940 cm3/rev to 1.5 seconds at 735
cm3/rev. It is also seen that when the displacement is lowered
the dampening of the control pressure is reduced. The lowered
eigenfrequency and lowered damping is giving a significant im-
pact on the winch speed when the displacement is reduced to 735
cm3/rev, causing heavy oscillations in winch speed (see Fig. 6).
Figure 6: Winch speed for different motor displacement settings.
Maximum is 250 cm3/rev per motor (total of 3000 cm3/rev)
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Table 1: DISPLACEMENT IMPACT
Motor displacement Period Effect on winch speed
2940 cm3/rev 0.4s No
2500 cm3/rev 0.4s No
1600 cm3/rev 0.7s Yes
735 cm3/rev 1.5s Yes
In the examination of the results (see table 1) shown in Fig 6,
the displacement is shown to have a significant impact on the os-
cillation frequency. Oscillation frequency period is measured as
the time between first and second peak and is significantly in-
creased in the two measurements with 1600 cm3/rev and 735
cm3/rev. In normal crane operation (not AHC) the challenges
visualized in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 are solved by a winch controller
that only allows the motors to be at the maximum displacement
setting when the winch speeds are low. A similar control strat-
egy is missing for AHC which results in a very sensitive winch
at low speeds and reduced displacement of the motors. One of
the most significant difference is how the crane performs in low
speed AHC for active/passive systems. Winch stiction is signifi-
cant and initiate oscillations. Thus, the system dynamics will be
important.
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Tip velocity AHC HS
Figure 7: Boom tip velocity (reference speed), and actual wire
speed in AHC. Lower plot shows the corresponding A-side and
B-side pump pressure, which is located according to A and B line
in Fig. 3. Displacement is 162 cm3/rev on each active motor.
In Fig. 7 to Fig. 8 some measurements taken offshore with
a 165 tons crane is displayed. The measurements were taken in
November 2016 in the Gulf of Mexico. The hook load for these
measurements is 4 tons (in water). The crane has three active
motors with a maximum of 250 cm3/rev per motor.
It can be seen by comparing Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 that low dis-
placement gives significantly more oscillations in the pressure,
and it also affects the winch speed control.
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A-pressure AHC NS B-pressure AHC NS
Figure 8: Boom tip velocity (reference speed), and actual wire
speed in AHC. Lower plot shows the corresponding A-side and
B-side pump pressure, which is located according to A and B line
in Fig. 3. Displacement is 245 cm3/rev on each active motor.
Linear model of the hydraulic system
The reduced winch speed control and the increase in pres-
sure oscillations is a result of the changes in the hydromechanical
system. One of the main advantages with a high motor displace-
ment around zero velocity is the reduced pressure build required
to overcome stiction and other non-linearities in the system fric-
tion. Another obvious effect, is the change in hydro-mechanical
resonance frequency. To explain the mathematics behind the phe-





·∆ ṗ = DP,max ·αP ·ωP−C1 ·∆p−DM,max ·αM ·ωM, (1)
p2 = constant
Where the external leak on the pressure side of pump and motor
and the internal leakages across pump and motor are merged to-
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Figure 9: Simplified closed loop hydraulic circuit.
gether and represented as an internal leakage, C1 ·∆p. V1 is the
total volume between motor and pump.
Jeq · ω̇M =−Bv ·ωM +DM,max ·αM ·∆p−TL−TCF (2)
The linear model for the hydraulic system is represented on
the standardized form seen in Eqn. 3 and Eqn. 5:







































As a simplification the external forces such as Coulomb fric-
tion (TCF ) and load (TL) were treated as a disturbance and ne-
glected in the analysis. Derived with Laplace transformation the
transfer function with input U and output Y is set:
Y (s)
U (s)



























The derived eigenfrequency formula in Eqn. 9 shows that a
reduction in the motor displacement will decrease the eigenfre-
quency. This corresponds well with the observations from test
and simulation model results.
SIMULATION MODEL
To address and visualize the aforementioned issues, a simu-
lation model of the active-passive system has been developed for
a 150 ton crane. The model overview is given in Fig 11. The
upper half of the model can be identified as the active system,
where an equivalent active pump and an equivalent active motor
are implemented (1 and 3, respectively). The pumps and mo-
tors in the passive system are identified as 2 and 4. The passive
system also has a double piston accumulator (6). Marked with
identifier 5 there are three submodels used to calculate the fric-
tion in active motors, passive motors and the remaining system
friction from gears, bearings, wire sheaves etc. These submodels
are based on previous investigations of motor and winch fric-
tion [1] [11]. The crane model has an integrated control system
(7) that is verified to be working in the same way as the real con-
trol system implemented in the PLC on the full size real crane. 9
includes a submodel for calculating the equivalent mass moment
of inertia of both the winch and the wire. In addition, it calcu-
lates what layer number the and layer-diameter of actual winch
layer. 8 encapsulates a submodel meant for calculating the load
dynamics based on the wirelength, the load geometry and the sea
conditions.
Pumps (1-2)
The winch systems pumps are modelled with equivalent
sizes to represent the same amount of flow capacity. The crane
size described investigated in this paper has 2 active and 2 passive
pumps. The pump shaft speed is simulated as load independent
and is constant. For the pumps an important factor to include is
the swash plate response. In the simulation model a second or-
der response is included and fitted to results taken from the field.
Small differences between pump sizes can be found, but the vari-
ations for the measured pump sizes are low and neglected in the
model.
Figure 10: Swivel response test of A4VSG pumps on a 165
ton crane with the control setup that NOV uses. Pump size
500cm3/rev and 250cm3/rev are tested.
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Figure 11: Overview of the high fidelity model built in SimulationX.
In Fig. 10 and in Fig. 12 a comparison between measured
and simulated results is displayed. The comparison includes
pump sizes, 250 and up to 500cm3/rev and indicates that the
variations in pump response are insignificant. The chosen pump























Figure 12: Response test of A4VSG pumps using a sinusoidal
reference signal on a 150 ton crane with the control setup that
NOV uses. Pump size 500cm3/rev and 355cm3/rev are tested.




s2 +2 ·ζ ·ωn · s+ω2n
(10)
Where the undamped natural frequency, ωn, equal 31s−1, and the
damping ratio, ζ , equal 0.9.
Motors (3-4)
The real system under investigation has 3 active and 8 pas-
sive variable-displacement motors A6VM 215. In the model, the
set of motors have been merged into two equivalent units. The
response of the motors is assumed to obey a second-order model
like the one in Eqn. 10, with an undamped natural frequency of
5s−1 and a damping ratio of 0.99. This result in about 1s response
time from zero to maximum motor displacement. The response
time of a motor varies with control pressure, control settings, size
of motor, and direction. Thus, the simulated behaviour is a sim-
plification. The motor response is, accordingly to the experience
and to the supplier data, varying from 0.7s to 3.5s depending on
the aforementioned variables.
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Friction (5)
Friction is included as parametric models. Three models are
included, one for the active motors, one for the passive motors
and one for the remaining system friction. The models are based
on the authors previous work [11] [1].
Double piston accumulator (6)
The double piston accumulator is important to include in
the simulation model to get the correct limitations. In AHC, the
maximum compensation distance during a wave cycle is directly
limited by the size of the accumulator. Friction is included as
viscous friction, that is function of the piston speed, while the
leakages between the high-pressure and low-pressure side are
simulated to get a realistic pump demand from the passive-side
pumps. However, these parameters have minor impact on system
performance and they are mainly concerning the passive system
performance whereas the focus of this paper is the active system.
Controller (7)
This sub block consists of controllers developed in NOV for
winch control and includes control of active motors, passive mo-
tors, active pumps and passive pumps. The new controller ad-
dressed in this research replaces the control of the active motors
and pumps.
Load and wire dynamics (8)
The wire is simulated as a single linear spring and damper.
The spring stiffness is found by using Eqn. 11, were A is the
effective steel area of the wire. E, is the E-modulus of steel and





As dampening coefficient, the wire is assumed to be slightly
underdamped with a dampening ratio of 0.95.
Subsystem for winch calculations (9)
This block includes functions for calculating parameters re-
lated to the wire and to the winch drum. This includes variables
such as current wire-layer diameter, wire layer and current total
winch inertia due to the wire on the drum and drum itself. The
fixed input parameters are crane specific and involve the drum
inertia retrieved from a 3D-cad model, the wire diameter, the full
wire on the drum, the wire mass properties, and the drum geom-
etry.
PROPOSED CONTROLLER
The controller modifications presented in this paper are lim-
ited to the active system. The active system has two control in-
puts for active heave compensation, namely the pump and the
motor displacement control signals. The pump is controlled with
classical feed-forward signal and a linear feedback controller.
This control setup is not changed with the new controller. The
existing controller is not actively controlling the motors during
heave compensation. Instead the motors are controlled due to a
mapping based on how much wire is left on the drum and the
selected speed mode. The relative wire paid out during an AHC
operation is limited, thus the motor displacement is constant. The
new controller introduces a dynamic control of the winch motors
dependent on the winch load and the feed-forward pump signal.
It is of interest to remove, or to mitigate, the oscillatory behav-
ior. Based on the findings, an important factor related to these
oscillations is the displacement of the motors. The goal for the
new controller is therefore to maximize the motor displacement.
The new controller aims to have maximum displacement when-
ever the winch is switching direction and the speed is low. This
will improve performance at low and zero speed. To be able to
reach high speed operations, the controller will reduce the motor
displacement when the speed demand increases above a certain
threshold.
Figure 13: Motor displacement reduction dependent on pump
control feed forward signal.
The modifications done to the new proposed controller are
related to the motor control. Instead of being mapped dependent
on speed mode and wire on the drum, it is now more dynamic
and depends on the wire on the drum, on the motor displacement
and on the pump control feed forward signal (U ff). Figure 13
displays how the reduction of motor displacement adjusted con-
trolled.
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Figure 14: Control block diagram of the new proposed controller.
The reduction is ramped up with a third order polynomial
function when the feed forward signal surpasses the threshold of
ut = 60%.




Where vtip and atip are the crane tip velocity and acceleration.
i f |u f f |> ut then (13)
Kred =−31.25 · |u3f f |+75 ·u2f f −56.25 · |u f f |+13.5
else Kred = 0 end
At a 100% feed-forward (u f f ) signal the displacement is re-
duced to the minimum allowable dependent on the load case. For
the proof of concept the minimum displacement is set to a fixed
value, 30% below maximum displacement of the active motors.





DM,min = DM,max ·0.7 (15)
In general the minimum displacement setting will be a func-
tion of winch layer diameter, winch load and speed limitations
for the different winch components. As a result the simulations
performed to test the controller are only performed on a fixed
winch layer with a constant load. For further use and imple-
mentation on a real winch the minimum motor displacement will
have to be calculated based on these system limitations:
1. The minimum displacement must ensure enough available
torque without exceeding the maximum system pressure.
The active motor torque must overcome friction, load dy-
namics and inertia accelerations.
2. Maximum allowable winch speed must be considered. The
variable axial piston motors have a variable maximum speed
depending on displacement setting. This will have to be in-
cluded in the controller to avoid over speeding the motors
and the gear transmission.
RESULTS
The controller is tested and validated in the simulation
model of a 150 tons crane. In the validation, a load scenario
with 90 tons hook load on the outer winch layer and boom tip
velocities up to 90m/min is investigated.
Figure 15: Boom tip velocity.
The load scenario are of high interest because the load con-
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dition is in the boundary of where the operator must select high-
speed mode and the hook load of 90 ton is the maximum allow-
able. The load scenario chosen is at a point where the classi-
cal controller is meeting its full potential. Reaching a maximum
speed of 90m/min with a 90t winch load which is the maximum
load in the high speed mode for the chosen crane. The load sce-
nario is depicted in Fig. 4, where the crane SWL is 150t and the
UHSmax = 90m/min. The load scenario is simulated on the outer
layer. On the outer layer the classical controller typically com-
mands higher displacement to the motors than on the inner lay-
ers. The displacement command is often reduced towards the
inner layer to make the winch able to maintain the same speed.
Thus, the best performance of the classical controller is assumed
to be on the outer layer and the comparison will be conservative.
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Figure 16: Pump swivel feedback and motor displacement (active
system).
In Fig. 15 to Fig. 17, the simulated results are shown for
both the classic and new controller. The simulations have been
executed with the exact same wave pattern related to boom tip
velocity elucidated in Fig. 15. The required speed is peaking
90m/min, thus the full pump displacement is used when applying
the classic controller. When using the new controller, the pumps
are only reaching 90% (see Fig. 16).
Figure 17: Control error in meters of wire paid out by the winch.
Figure 17 show a reduced control error of approximately
30%. An advantage with the new controller is that the system
is forced to work with maximum motor displacement during low
speed. A direct result of this is that the pressure levels are re-
duced in the low speed region.
Figure 18: Closed loop hydraulic A-pressure and B-pressure in
the active system.
In Fig. 18, the pressure levels from the classical controller
and the new controller are compared and show an expected re-
duction of pressure peaks. The pressure measurements also show
that pressure oscillations are dampened out earlier than with the
classical controller. The maximum pressure peaks in Fig. 18 are
shown to be reduced by approximately 20% when applying the
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new controller. The exact amount of reduction will vary, but in
general the classical controller is reducing the active motor dis-
placement towards inner wire layer. This test was performed on
outer layer where the motor displacement for the classical con-
troller is at its highest, thus the relative reduction of the pressure
level is assumed to be even more when the winch is working on
the inner wire layers.
CONCLUSION
This paper addresses a challenge with the low displacement
on hydraulic motors in a winch system. The system properties
at low motor displacement have been visualized through mea-
surements and theory have been used to understand and explain
the changes in the dynamic system. The motor displacement is
shown to have significant impact on the dynamics of the closed
loop hydraulic systems. Reducing the motor displacement means
decreasing the system bandwidth and makes the winch system
more sensitive to pressure oscillations. Furthermore, the classi-
cal winch controller of the hydraulic winches does not account
for these dynamical changes. The issue is not unknown, but
the low displacement is often related to motion compensation
in higher velocities, thus the low speed performance is ignored.
A new control design has been proposed and validated to better
deal with the dynamical changes. The new controller actively
changes the displacement on the active motors when the pump
demand is increased above a critical threshold. The result is that
the motors are kept at maximum displacement in all cases where
the speed demand is low. The pressure peaks due to start up fric-
tion and inertia accelerations are mitigated. Another benefit is
that the reduced pressure oscillations are dampened out faster in
comparison to the baseline system. Simulations show that the
new controller allows the system to reach the maximum velocity
with lower peak pressure than with the classical controller and
with 10% less use of active pump capacity. Applied work and
simulations show that the new controller affects the winch sys-
tem in five main areas:
1. Maximum displacement at low speed: the system pressure
oscillations at low speed is reduced
2. No need for two different AHC modes: this increase the
usability in addition to lowering the test time.
3. Higher speeds: loads that previously were too high for AHC
HS, but still lower than maximum SWL will be able to reach
higher velocities with the new controller. For the 150t crane
investigated it means that loads above 90t get the speed ca-
pacity increased up to 30%.
4. Peak pressure: lower peak pressure is good for component
lifetime, it may reduce installed power demand, and it is
beneficial for reducing load oscillations. The pressure peaks
were reduced up to approximately 20%.
5. Control error: The regulation error is reduced for high speed
scenarios by approximately 30%.
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Abstract
This paper presents a method for estimating friction in hydraulic active heave compensated (AHC) offshore
winches. The method is a two-step approach where the first step is to model the friction loss in the hydraulic
motors based on data from the sub-supplier. The second step requires real-life testing, where the remaining
friction losses in the winch system is identified and modeled. In this context, a practice is characterized
by obtaining a friction loss estimation with the highest possible accuracy over the widest possible range
of operating conditions with a limited amount of experimental work. The method benefits from the use
of parametric models, sub-supplier data, and real-life measurements on a 150 t AHC crane from National
Oilwell Varco Norway (NOVN). The work is an important part of developing a simulation model that can
be used actively in virtual testing and verification of crane operations at NOVN. A friction loss model
developed from the proposed method was implemented in a NOVN simulation model. Computed and
measured hydraulic pressures showed deviations of less than 10 % from measured results for a 150 t crane
operating in AHC.
Keywords: Hydraulics, torque loss, winch system, offshore knuckle boom cranes.
1 Introduction
Offshore heave compensated winches are high-end
equipment that is designed to operate under harsh con-
ditions subjected to loads that are not easily repro-
duced either in laboratories or even during installation.
Therefore, there is a huge demand for simulation mod-
els that can predict performance under any conditions.
The main benefits from having simulation models avail-
able for behavior prediction have been more thoroughly
described in Mosl̊att et al. (2018) but they may be di-
vided into:
• minimization of equipment costs by using model
based design to reduce the level of conservatism in
component selection.
• added value to equipment as a behavioral predic-
tion tool useful for planning expensive and com-
plicated operations.
• minimization of testing costs by using virtual test-
ing to reduce level of full-scale testing.
One of the main challenges when predicting behavior
is the friction, both in the hydraulic actuation system
as well as in the mechanical system. An added chal-
lenge is that the winch systems, normally, are tailor-
made to customers, giving a large amount of different
combinations of motors, gear ratios, wire dimensions,
drums sizes and wire sheaves. Therefore, a useful be-
havior prediction requires a modeling technique that
handles both the difficulties of setting up friction mod-
els of hydraulic-mechanical systems as well as handling
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the use of different components within the same topol-
ogy. In this paper the focus has been to investigate the
winch friction in offshore knuckle boom crane winch
systems as the one shown in Fig. 1. An active passive
system is divided into two main hydraulic circuits, see
Fig. 2. The passive system is designed and controlled
to hold the passive weight of the winch load. The pas-
sive system is a typical secondary controlled system
working under constant pressure connected to an ac-
cumulator with a pump that is only used for leakage
compensation during operations. The torque needed
to hold the passive weight is obtained by use of the
variable displacement motors. The active system uses
the pump as a primary controller for motion control of
the winch. The active system is expected to absorb all
remaining loads related to acceleration, load dynam-
ics and friction forces. Friction forces are a significant
contributor among these forces and good knowledge
and estimates are essential. Experimental validation is
crucial for friction modeling, however, it is extremely
costly to set up a test scheme that covers the entire
operational range of an active-passive winch system.
The most common practice today when estimating fric-
tion is to use simple constant efficiency factors. This
method is based on values provided by sub-suppliers
combined with empirical values. This type of model-
ing has many advantages in that it is simple and easily
implemented in early design phases, however, it has
obvious limitations in accuracy and does not meet any
of the three potential benefits mentioned earlier.
Figure 1: Simple sketch of a winch system.
The friction losses appear in the hydraulic power
supply to the hydraulic motors, in each motor, in each
gearbox, in each gear-rim connection, in the drum
bearings, in the wire and in the sheaves. The fric-
tion losses in hydraulic motors have been subjected to
research for several decades without any unified rec-
ommended practice model appearing. One of the first
efficiency models of hydraulic motors were made by
Wilson (1948). His model included torque dependent
dry friction losses, viscous friction and a constant loss.
The model was later used as a base for many other
studies with different modifications. Schlösser (1961)
modified it in 1961 , and added terms including fluid
acceleration. In 1969 Jean Thoma included terms to in-
clude variable displacement, and the same was done by
Pacey et al. (1979). In the following years there were
many attempts on improving the loss models and in
1997 Huhtala and Villenius (1997) made a comparison
of several models including Wilson, Schlösser, Zarotti,
Thoma, Rydberg, Dorey, and their own model. They
stated that the accuracy of previous models where in-
adequate to estimate losses in the full range of hy-
draulic motors. Huhtatala presented a totally empiri-
cal model based on curve fitting. The model was sig-
nificantly more complex and the details for adapting
it to variable displacement motors are unclear. Ortwig
came a couple of years later with an in-depth study
of several loss mechanisms in the hydraulic motor Or-
twig (2002). The study included laminar and turbulent
flow losses, pulse losses, churning losses, roller bearing
losses, mixed bearing friction, seal losses, valve plate
losses and dry friction. He probably saw the downside
of having all these terms and made a simpler numerical
expression to cover all the loss terms with a similar ac-
curacy. The model was, however, only meant for fixed
displacement motors. While Huhtala ended up with a
numerical expression, Jeong and Kim (2007) did a sim-
ilar approach in 2007. But instead of transforming it to
a numerical equation, they kept the analytic aspect of
the terms and merged them together in one equation.
Unfortunately, this work also only considered fixed dis-
placement motors. In 2018 citeMoslatt2018 took the
model made by Jeung and Kim, and adapted it for
variable displacement and, simultaneously, simplified
it. The model showed substantial improvement from
the old variable displacement models from Thoma and
Pacey, but it also compared favorably with the newer
model from Ortwig. The motor type used for that
study was axial piston variable displacement motors,
with efficiency data given by Bosch Rexroth AG (2010).
The hydraulic motors that are easily identified as those
Figure 2: Simplified schematics of an active/passive
hydraulic active heave compensated system
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with the most complex friction loss pattern including
both mechanical, viscous, and turbulent friction. The
idea put forward in this paper is to combine a motor
model based on sub supplier data with a model for the
friction in the remaining system. The idea is that the
friction of the remaining system can be modeled in a
simpler way as compared to the motor. The main ad-
vantage of this method is that it reduces experimental
work while yielding a friction loss model that covers
the entire operational range of the winch system.
2 Method
The overall method to estimate the friction of a spe-
cific hydraulic winch system is carried out in four main
steps.
1. Use an established model for axial piston variable
displacement motors and obtain the needed pa-
rameters for the specific motors in the system.
2. Do friction measurements of the system with sev-
eral different settings so that measurements cap-
ture a wide spectrum of working conditions.
3. Estimate the remaining friction in the system
based on the measurements.
4. Use the estimation of the remaining friction to de-
velop a model and specify its parameters.
The steps are described throughout the following
sub-sections.
2.1 Step 1; Model of hydraulic motors
The sub-suppliers friction data is a table of efficiency
values given for a range of operating conditions. There
are basically two main ways to use this data. Either
using the whole set of data as a map with some kind of
interpolation, or fitting a parametric model to repre-
sent it. The data given covers most cases but lacks in-
formation about low torque, and low speed situations.
Also, a parametric model is more easily adapted to
situations where the working conditions (mainly fluid
viscosity) at the actual plant differs significantly from
those of the sub-supplier in-house testing. The para-
metric model which is mostly based on analytic terms is
assumed to be able to cover the blind areas in a better
way than an extrapolation of the existing data. This
is assumed because the friction-changes in those areas
are non-linear and costly to predict with extrapolation.
A mapping model compared to a parametric model has
the advantage of being simple to generate and will give
very accurate results in the range of operating condi-
tions that are given from the supplier. On the other
hand the parametric will have a clear advantage when
operating outside the operating conditions given by the
supplier due to the analytically determined terms. It is
also efficient to use and in many cases easier to imple-
ment because only an analytical expression is needed
instead of a whole map of data. The main downside of
having a parametric model is that the parameters will
have to be obtained through system parameter iden-
tification routines and that a deviation between the
desired data and the model have to be expected and
accepted.
For parametric friction modeling the model pre-
sented in Mosl̊att et al. (2018) is chosen. In equa-
tion 1 it is assumed that the fluid density and vis-
cosity are constant. Normally, the investigated winch
systems have relatively small temperature variations
within normal working conditions, however, variations
in viscosity at low speed can, potentially, have signifi-
cant impact on behavior due to mixed lubrication films
in the motor. The typical working temperature in the
hydraulic oil of the investigated system is in the range
of 40◦ to 60◦ Celsius. This corresponds to a varia-
tion in viscosity from 47 cSt to 34 cSt for the standard
hydraulic fluid Rando HD46, used by NOVN in these
winches.
Tfm = K1 · |ωm|+ K2 · ω2m ·D3m
+K3 ·∆pm ·Dm + K4 + K5 ·∆pm2
(1)
We can identify the K1 term as the viscous fric-
tion. This type of loss can be found as viscous losses in
bearings, churning losses for the cylinder block, viscous
slipper friction and viscous friction between barrel and
port plate. The K2 term is mainly covering the turbu-
lent losses in the inlet port plate. A minor part of the
term is covering the churning losses from pistons and
slippers although these losses would normally not have
the same relationship to displacement setting as the
inlet flow loss. The K4 term represents the Coulomb
friction in motor. The K5 term represents mixed lubri-
cation at high pressures. The K3 term simply repre-
sents a general pressure dependant loss that was intro-
duced to improve correlation between the model and
the sub-supplier data.
The model parameters were obtained by means of
minimization, using the numerical complex algorithm
Box (1965)Krus et al. (1991) with a squared error as
cost. The complex method was chosen due to the ease
of implementation and that the full code was open and
accessible for changes if needed. The cost function
considered rotational motor speed from 400 to 2500
rev/min, displacements from 50 to Dm,max, and motor
pressure differences of 50 to 350bar.
For the 150 t crane (Fig. 4) investigated in this pa-
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Figure 3: Parametric friction model vs a mapping with
linear interpolation of the sub-suplier data
for an A6VM (71 series) 215 cm3/rev from
Bosch Rexroth.
per, the winch is equipped with 11 pcs of 215 cm3/rev
variable displacement axial piston motors. The friction
torque for this motor is shown in Fig. 3. The devia-
tion between mapping and parametric model is overall
small, but the deviation is increasing at low displace-
ments and high speeds. To improve confidence in the
model parameters, the parameters for a set of three mo-
tors were found. The obtained model parameters show
a good correlation and some small expected changes
dependent on motor size. Following parameters where
found for a set of Bosch Rexroth A6VM (71 series)
hydraulic motors:
Table 1: Friction model parameters for Bosch Rexroth
A6VM hydraulic motor.
Dm,max 280 cm
3/rev 215 cm3/rev 170 cm3/rev
K1[Nm · s] 8.38 · 10−3 4.05 · 10−3 2.48 · 10−3
K2[
N ·s2
m8 ] 2.58 · 1010 3.69 · 1010 5.01 · 1010
K3[−] 0.00519 0.0050 0.0049
K4[Nm] 18.1 14.0 11.0
K5[
m5
N ] 1.47 · 10−14 1.16 · 10−14 0.925 · 10−14
2.2 Step 2; Full size friction tests
A full size active heave compensated crane with up to
150 t SWL was tested (Fig. 4).
To obtain the total winch friction, the setup like
the one explained in Mosl̊att and Hansen (2018) was
Figure 4: Photo of the crane used for testing.
used. To calculate the winch system losses, the winch
is driven at constant speed up and down with an inten-
tion to avoid transient behavior. This test is performed
with several speeds, loads, and motor displacements
variations. For each case, the winch speed, pump dis-
placement, and system pressures are measured. All the
data is logged in realtime from the crane PLC. A sim-
plified schematic of the winch system hydraulics that
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Figure 5: Simplified diagram of the investigated closed
loop winch system
In Fig. 6, a typical test sequence is shown that
demonstrates that a wide range of the pump capacity
is covered.
For every test cycle like this (see Fig. 6), the steady
state pressure and winch speed values are retrieved
when having constant speed/pump displacement. The
values between all these measurement points are es-
timated based on linear interpolation. The pressure
values are used together with the motor displacement
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Figure 6: Typical pump displacement for a test se-
quence used for determining winch friction.
signal to estimate the friction. To calculate the friction
loss the first step is to set up the function for pressure
difference across the motor (∆pm) when driving up vs
down. Note that drag forces on the moving load is
neglected since the test is performed with the load in
air.
∆pm = pmA − pmB (2)
∆p(wu)m = ∆pL + ∆pF (winch up) (3)
∆p(wd)m = ∆pL −∆pF (winch down) (4)
Where ∆p
(wu)
m is the pressure drop across the motor
when hoisting and ∆p
(wd)
m is when lowering. ∆pF is the
total friction losses, and ∆pL is the pressure difference
due to winch load. Calculated friction losses such as







The pressures are measured during the test from trans-
mitter pmA and pmB (see Fig. 5). The friction torque
(6) is derived by multiplying with the motor displace-
ment.
Tft = ∆pF ·Dm (6)
, where Dm is the displacement and Tft is the friction
loss referred to as torque on the motor shaft. Each cal-
culation is performed for measurements with the same
winch speed. Due to leakage in the hydraulic system,
the winch speed for lowering and hoisting will not be
the same. Thus the interpolated pressure values are
used to be able to compare pressure values at equal
winch speed.
The crane operation sequence is shown in Fig. 6 and
was performed for multiple load and displacement sce-
narios. All test scenarios used for friction determina-
tion are listed in Table 2
The measured results calculated as friction are seen
in Fig. 7.






Test 1 2365/215 cm3/rev 0 t
Test 2 2365/215 cm3/rev 77 t
Test 3 2365/215 cm3/rev 107 t
Test 4 1800/164 cm3/rev 0 t
Test 5 1800/164 cm3/rev 77 t
Test 6 1800/164 cm3/rev 107 t
Test 7 2200/200 cm3/rev 0 t
Figure 7: Calculated total winch friction based on mea-
surements. The total torque is divided on 11
motors.
2.3 Step 3; Estimating remaining system
friction
From the measurements taken, the total winch friction
(Tft) was calculated. The calculations are explained
in detail in section 2.2. Based on the results, the mo-
tor torque loss is calculated based on the MJ4 model
Mosl̊att et al. (2018). The difference between the cal-
culated MJ4 and the total losses gives the remaining
torque loss in the winch system. A model to repre-
sent these remaining losses is then implemented, and
parameters are identified for optimal results. The re-
maining system friction is found by subtracting the mo-
tor friction from the total measured friction.
Tfs = Tft − Tfm (7)
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2.4 Step 4; Determine a model for
remaining friction
Based on previous results by Mosl̊att and Hansen
(2018), equation 8 was chosen to represent the re-
maining system friction. It includes torque dependent
Coulomb and Stribeck terms, and a viscous friction
term dependent on winch speed.
Tfs = (C1 · Td + C3) · e
−|ωm|·60
C4·2π + C2
+C5 · ωm + C6 · Td
(8)
The model has a Stribeck shape to describe the
dry friction at 0rev/min and the exponential curve
to account for any mixed lubrication at low speed, a
Coulomb and viscous friction term. The first and sec-
ond are load-dependent, and the third depends on the
rotational speed of the drives.
The parameters C1−6 were optimized based on test
data from the crane. The data used to optimize the
model parameters are the tests mentioned in table 2.
The parameters were identified by means of minimiza-
tion of the deviation between measured and modeled
friction. All seven test cycles were considered during
the optimization (test=1,2..7). For every test the error
was calculated over the whole range of measured veloc-
ities (from imin to imax) with an iteration step of 25







(Tft − (Tfs + Tfm))2 (9)
The non gradient based complex method Box
(1965)Krus et al. (1991) was used with a population
of 36 designs. For every iteration in the optimization
routine, the population is adjusted by taking the worst
design and mirror it with a factor of 1.3 across the
center of gravity of the population. Table 3 shows
the optimized parameters for the crane investigated in
this paper (Crane 2) and previous results from a sim-
ilar crane (Crane 1) investigated in a previous paper,
Mosl̊att and Hansen (2018).
Similar as for Crane 1, the optimization routine
showed no need for a term representing Coulomb fric-
tion, C2, hence the overall system model is simplified
to:
Tfs = (C1 · Td + C3) · e
−|ωm|·60
C4·2π
+C5 · ωm + C6 · Td
(10)
Figure 8 shows how the distribution between
Coulomb, stiction, and viscous friction is within the
system friction model for Crane 1 and Crane 2. The











min ] 157 229
C5[Nm · s] 0.00851 0.00943
C6[−] 121 · 10−7 162 · 10−7
E NA 1345
friction is estimated based on both cranes having a
hanging load of 100 t of a maximum 150 t. The calcu-
lated system friction is shown as the torque applied on
each motor shaft (Crane 1 and Crane 2 have a total of
11 motors).
Figure 8: Comparison of modeled friction in Crane 1
and Crane 2. Crane load is 100 t.
3 Model modifications
One of the benefits of using parametric models is that
the parameters can be modified to better fit the ex-
perimental data from the system investigated. The
method up til now has been to define hydraulic mo-
tor parameters based on sub-supplier data, then defin-
ing system friction parameters based on measured re-
sults (ref. first and second box in Fig. 9). To see if
results can be further improved a simple iterative opti-
mization is performed (see Fig. 9). An additional loop
of optimizing the model parameters is added were the
system friction parameters were locked and the motor
friction parameters opened, and this time optimized
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Motor friction 





Figure 9: Iterative optimization loop of friction param-
eters.
based on the measured results instead of data from the
sub-supplier. Next the motor model parameters will be
locked again and new system friction parameters will
be determined. In principle, this could be performed in
several loops, however, results revealed that significant
improvements were only obtained in the first loop.






K1[Nm · s] 4.05 · 10−3 0.0 · 10−3
K2[
N·s2





N ] 1.16 · 10−14 0.0 · 10−14





min ] 229 270
C5[Nm · s] 0.00943 0.0089
C6[−] 162 · 10−7 159 · 10−7
E 1345 938
Doing the extra step of optimization affects the devi-
ation between simulated and measured results used for
optimization. This can be seen from the cost function,
E, which is reduced by 30 % (4). From the changes,
it is observed that viscous losses (K1 = 0) and high-
pressure losses (K5 = 0) in motor friction have been
practically eliminated, but instead, the parameter for
turbulent losses has increased (K2 parameter increased
with 22%). In the system friction model, there are only
smaller changes except for the C3 parameter, which
has quadrupled in size. However, even if the increase
is relatively significant, the added 2 Nm does not sig-
nificantly impact the overall stiction loss.
When looking at the motor model changes in Fig. 10,
it can be seen that the turbulent losses are increased.
This is seen by the increase in high speed, high dis-
Figure 10: New motor parameters compared to old.
placement friction. The modification has also led to
a significant decrease in friction at low displacements.
It has to be taken into consideration that the test sce-
narios used for the optimization of parameters do not
include displacement settings lower than 160 cm3/rev.
Figure 11: System friction derived from measurements.
An observation when analyzing the measurements is
that similar working conditions for the mechanical sys-
tem result in different values of the calculated system
friction. An example is when the winch is operated
with the same load at the same speed, but with differ-
ent motor displacement. With a perfect motor friction
model, these values should be the same, and the curves
in Fig. 11 should be coincident. The estimation differ-
ence at 1000 rev/min is approximately 100 Nm, when
comparing the 145 and 215 cm3/rev displacement set-
ting (see Fig. 11). The estimation error indicates that
there are unmodeled friction losses in the hydraulic mo-
tors.
The additional set of tests with 107 t and 77 t (see
Fig. 12) show the same tendencies as seen for the 58
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Figure 12: Calculated total system friction for tests
with 77 and 107t load.
t test in Fig. 11, indicating that there are unmodeled
friction losses in the hydraulic motors. A solution to
this problem could be introducing a second optimiza-
tion loop and modifying the motor friction model based
on the measurements. In Fig. 12, the system friction is
derived from measurements using both the first opti-
mization loop and the second. The results are slightly
better, but the deviation is still approximately 100 Nm,
indicating that there are variations that the model can-
not cover. The unmodeled friction is not a result of the
parametric model’s ability to represent the measure-
ments from the sub-supplier. This is shown in Fig. 13,
where the system friction is derived based on a black-
box (map) friction model of the motors. The black-box
model is based on the sub-suppliers efficiency map, us-
ing linear interpolation. The use of the black-box does
not show any significant improvement, and at low loads
(Test 1 and Test 12), the parametric model is signif-
icantly better. Overall it must be expected that the
sub-supplier data will not necessarily be transferable
to other situations.The effect of a second optimization loop was also
checked for the low load scenario with 0 t hook load
(Fig. 14). The results are not particularly improved
with the second optimization loop. This is not unex-
pected since low load scenarios are not highly priori-
tized in the second optimization loop. Unlike the other
load cases, this one shows quite small variations of the
estimated system friction, which indicates that the mo-
tor model is working quite well under these conditions.
The two parameter-sets were also compared in a
Figure 13: System friction calculated based on model
versus efficiency map from supplier.
























SYSTEM Friction Torque (All motors)
Figure 14: Calculated system friction for tests with 0 t
hook load (hook weighs approx 2t).
simulated AHC scenario replicating the real test men-
tioned in section 4 (see Fig. 15). Each active side motor
is set to 215 cm3/rev, and the winch load is 55 t on
the outer wire layer.
The implementation of a second optimization loop
did not show any significant improvement of the re-
sults when looking at the test done with simulated
waves and activated AHC (Fig. 15). During the op-
timization, the cost was significantly reduced, which
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Figure 15: Measured and simulated pressure drop.
should comply with better results. An explanation for
not getting this improvement is assumed to be that
the measurements, which are used as a reference for
the second optimization of motor model parameters
and the system friction parameters, do not include any
low displacement settings. In the verification test per-
formed, the eight passive motors are set to 70 cm3/rev
and the three active motors are set to 215 cm3/rev.
Conclusions are difficult to extract from these results,
but previously performed tests on similar systems have
had the same tendency that the calculated system fric-
tion differs when the motors’ displacement is changed
(ref. Crane 1, which was investigated in Q1 2018
Mosl̊att and Hansen (2018)). The deviation is slightly
decreased with the second optimization loop, and for
the displacement changes shown in Fig. 12, the devia-
tion is less than 10 % from the average value. The re-
sults indicate that motor friction has some additional
losses dependent on displacement and probably also
some system-dependent variables like oil properties and
working temperature since these losses are not cap-
tured in the sub-supplier data. The overall friction is
not affected too much since the system friction model is
anyway fitted to the remaining friction. The deviation
is not insignificant, but it has to be considered that the
system friction will have to cover this deviation, lead-
ing to a nonperfect distribution between motor friction
and system friction.
4 Verification
The verification process was divided into three parts:
• Checking deviation between the measured data
and the friction model.
• Checking the actual difference in pressure drop
in a simulation model vs. measurements (normal
winch mode).
• Checking the actual difference in pressure drop
in a simulation model vs. measurements (Active
heave compensated winch mode).
4.1 Measured vs. modeled friction
Three further tests (Test 8, 9, and 10), see Table 5,
were added and combined with tests 2, 3, and 5 from
Table 2, yielding a set of high load tests. The high
load scenarios are prioritized because they most often
are the critical design parameter for system design.






Test 8 2200/200 cm3/rev 107 t
Test 9 1600/146 cm3/rev 77 t
Test 10 1320/120 cm3/rev 77 t
Test 11 1600/146 cm3/rev 107 t
Test 12 1120/102 cm3/rev 0 t
Figure 16 shows a comparison between the modeled
total winch system friction versus the measured. The
torque is referred to the motor shaft but represents the
total loss of all 11 motors and associated components.
The results shown in Fig. 16 look promising, and the
maximum deviation is approximately 50 Nm. In gen-
eral, there is a good correlation between the model
and measurements on both the shape as well as the
percentage deviation. However, the low speed below
200 rev/min is more inaccurate, which can be seen in
Fig. 17, where the deviation between the results (error)
is shown in percentage of the nominal system torque.
4.2 Normal winch mode scenario
The test is executed in what is called normal mode,
which is a manually operated mode where the crane
operator controls the winch with the joystick. A
simulation model of the winch system was developed
in the commercial modeling and simulation software
SimulationXTM. For example, the measured and sim-
ulated pressure drop across the motors are shown for
Test 3 in Fig. 18. The results shows a good correla-
tion between estimated pressure in the model and real
measured values from the tests. However, the results
also indicate that the friction model underestimates
the losses when the displacement setting is low, and
the speed is high.
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Figure 16: Compared model versus measured results.
Figure 17: Model error in percentage of the nominal
system torque.
4.3 AHC scenario
As a third step of verifying the model, it is of inter-
est to look at a situation in AHC. For that purpose,
a specially designed onshore test had to be conducted
without the actual heave motion but still moving the
load in reference to an artificially generated wave mo-
tion. An important thing to notice is that when the
winch system is configured for AHC, all friction is ab-
sorbed by the active side motors. This friction includes
friction generated from both the passive and the active
Figure 18: Comparison of measured versus simulated
pressure drop across the motors for Test 3.
Figure 19: Winch speed profile for the test results
shown in Fig. 18
side of the winch system. The passive side will not
have the same displacement setting and pressure lev-
els as in the active loop. Thus the total friction will
reflect a combination of different motor displacements
and pressures.
Figure 20: Winch speed profile for Fig. 21
In Fig. 21, the winch is operated in AHC at the outer
layer with an attached load of 55 t. The active side
motors are set to 215 cm3/rev. The pressure estimated
by simulations shows a decent accuracy. When paying
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Figure 21: Measured and simulated pressure drop
across the motors (active side), with winch
speed according to Fig. 20.
out wire, the error is approximately 20 bar, and when
pulling in, the error is significantly lower and close to
zero. This implies an overall deviation of 10 bar of the
actual 130 bar. In the next test scenario (Fig. 22), the
motor displacement on the three active motors is set
to 160 cm3/rev, and the load is kept the same.
Figure 22: Winch speed profile for Fig. 23
Results are shown in Fig. 23 show about the same or
better accuracy as the results with 215 cm3/rev, with
a pressure deviation of ±10 bar at the areas constant
velocity (low-pressure disturbance by load dynamics).
The passive side is in both scenarios in Fig. 21 and
23, pressurized with a more or less constant pressure
drop across the motors of approximately 275 bar. The
displacement is balancing the load at approximately 70
cm3/rev per motor. For these two scenarios, a 10 bar
deviation gives a resulting 3 and 4 % (160 cm3/rev and
215 cm3/rev) error in the estimated loss (in percentage
of the nominal winch torque). This is more than what
was measured at the previous tests in normal winch
Figure 23: Measured and simulated pressure drop
across the motors (active side), with winch
speed according to Fig. 22.
mode, where the results gave up to 1 % error.
5 Conclusions
The method for friction estimation shows friction esti-
mation results within 1 % of the nominal load at speeds
higher than 250 rev/min, which is acceptable. An ad-
ditional test to verify the model in an active/passive
heave compensated setup was performed in AHC with
a 55 t winch load. The model gave an error average of
10 bar giving a relative error of approximately 10 % of
the measured pressure. The verification test was done
with a 55 t load on a crane designed for a maximum
of 150 t. Tests with higher loads would be preferred,
but unfortunately not possible at this point. Despite
this, the confidence in the model is quite good since the
model structure is divided into two parts. One for the
hydraulic axial piston motors and one for the remain-
ing mechanical system. The motor model was made by
the use of sub-supplier datasheets and covered a large
part of the motors operating conditions with respect to
displacement settings, pressure, and speed. The second
part of the model was estimated based on several tests
done on the full-size crane. The tests were done with a
wide spectrum of loads, speeds, and displacement set-
tings. The loads in these tests reached a maximum at
107 t, which is over 70 % of the maximum safe working
load (SWL). An additional test to see if the modifica-
tion/optimization of the motor friction model parame-
ters could improve the overall results was looked into.
A second optimization loop was added to improve the
model parameters for motor friction based on the real
measurements done on the crane (not by using the sub-
supplier data). The second optimization loop resulted
in an improved result of the cost function. It was seen
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that the new set of parameters gave a more realistic
estimation of the system friction (based on measure-
ments and motor friction model), which indicates an
improved motor friction model. Although the model
parameters seem to be improved, it leaves some un-
certainty about the complete range of the model with
respect to load and motor displacement. The second
optimization loop is likely to give a better distribution
between motor friction and system friction, but the
uncertainty increases due to a limited range of data to
use in the optimization routine. The improvement is
shown to be most significant at high loads (see fig. 12).
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Abstract: In this paper, a newly developed controller for active heave compensated offshore cranes is
compared with state-of-the-art control methods. The comparison is divided into a numerical part
on stability margins as well as operational windows and an experimental validation of the expected
performance improvement based on a full-scale testing on site with a crane rated to 250 metric
tons. Such a crane represents the typical target for the new control method using a combination
of active and passive hydraulic actuation on the main winch. The active hydraulic actuation is
a hydrostatic transmission with variable-displacement pumps and variable-displacement motors.
The new controller employs feedforward control of the motors’ displacement so that the window of
operation is increased and, simultaneously, oscillations in the system are markedly reduced.
Keywords: active heave compensation; winch; hydrostatic transmission
1. Introduction
There are high demands for motion compensated offshore cranes today, mostly related to oil and
gas, but also the offshore wind industry. The purpose of motion compensation is to decouple the vessel
motion from the connected payload. There are two main categories of compensation. The first is a
full 3D compensation (horizontal and vertical plane), while the second is a 1D compensation (vertical
plane alone). The most common solution is equipping the crane with a 1D compensation system, and
the vessel with a dynamic positioning system keeps the position in the horizontal plane. This approach
works very well for most subsea operations since the payload motion in the horizontal plane due to
the vessel’s roll, pitch, and yaw becomes insignificant by the dampening effect when the payload is
below the sea surface. If 1D or 3D compensation is used, the most common methods for the vertical
compensation of the motion are controlling the wire speed in the winch or using a passive motion
compensator mounted directly on the crane’s hook. The wire’s speed control can be done with the
drum directly or with a dedicated cylinder [1]. When the system is drum controlled, it is usually done
with a hydraulic transmission that can be categorized into five types [1–4]:
1. Primary controlled systems with variable-displacement pumps and fixed-displacement motors
(VPFM) operated in the closed-circuit configuration.
2. Primary controlled systems with variable-displacement pumps and variable-displacement motors
(VPVM) operated in the closed-circuit configuration.
3. Secondary control with a VPVM system operated in closed-circuit configuration with an in-line
accumulator ensuring constant pressure.
Energies 2020, 13, 2671; doi:10.3390/en13102671 www.mdpi.com/journal/energies
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4. Active/passive hydraulic systems (also known as “hybrid”) with two VPVM systems where one
of them is secondary controlled, and the other one is primary controlled.
5. Open-circuit systems with a power supply and a pressure-compensated proportional valve.
The active/passive systems dominate the market when looking at crane sizes with lifting capacity
above 100 tons. Pure secondary controlled systems are also an option and could be equipped with
both analog or digital displacement motors. Although digital displacement motors are not a mature
solution at the moment [5], these systems are well suited for the recuperation of energy when subjected
to negative loads [3,6,7]. The secondary control units benefit from higher speed capabilities, and
improved system response compared to the classic primary pump-controlled systems. Secondary
control was introduced in 1977 [8] for hydraulic systems but has still not obtained widespread use
in the offshore crane market. The main disadvantage is the demand for expensive components
such as over-center hydraulic motors or digital displacement hydraulic motors. The active/passive
system is chosen for further investigation in this paper due to its widespread use. Specifically,
the active circuit has untapped improvement potential [9]. In the active part of an active/passive
system, the motors are equipped with an adjustable displacement. However, the most common active
heave compensation strategy is to utilize the motors as if they were fixed-displacement units (like a
VPFM system). This approach results in the pumps used as the control element, while the motors’
displacement is not adjusted continuously but simply set to fixed values based on the number of wire
layers on the drum. When VPFM systems are used in active heave compensation (AHC), the maximum
exploitable speed for the winch is limited because the fixed-displacement motors are set based on the
high-torque scenarios. As a result, systems that use this classic control method often have different
modes to cover a greater speed range. Typically, different modes comprise a normal-speed mode that
allows full load capacity, and a high-speed mode. The high-speed mode operates with reduced motors’
displacement; therefore, the winch gets a lower allowable safe working load (SWL).
Linear control approaches for hydrostatic transmission (HST) systems, like classic PID controllers,
are still commonly used in industrial applications. However, the HST is a nonlinear system, and
researchers have tried to address this for several years. One of these strategies utilizes nonlinear
backstepping methods [10,11]. Others strategies introduce adaptive control techniques [12–17],
or model-based control [18–22]. Some attempts directly towards active heave compensated systems
have also been investigated, like fuzzy PI or PID controller [23,24], position controller with tension
feedback [25,26], and cascade controllers [27]. To control the winch-drives, one should consider the
use of fault-tolerant control (FTC) approaches [12,28]. There are two main categories of FTC [29],
namely, active and passive. The cranes from National Oilvell Varco are, in principle, equipped with
parts from both, but should, in general, be seen as a system equipped with passive FTC. The AHC
controller is a robust linear controller, which is a type of passive FTC. However, the cranes could
also be equipped with systems that detect critical errors, such as sensor faults or power loss. In the
event of a power failure, the crane uses parameter reconfiguration in the controller, which is a type
of active FTC. E.g., if one of the three hydraulic power units shuts down, the fault is detected,
the unit gets isolated, and the control parameters are reconfigured (the process is done on-the-fly
without stopping the AHC operation). Further, it has been some interest regarding the vessel’s motion
prediction [30,31] that can be used to improve the controller performance or to predict future events.
However, all the aforementioned research is concerned with system performance optimization by
exclusively focusing on either the primary control unit or the secondary control unit. In [32] such a
dual approach was introduced, and it was shown that optimized control of the pumps’ and motors’
displacement could yield a better trade-off between response speed and efficiency. The results were,
however, not experimentally verified. Another strategy to improve the performance of an HST system
for an AHC winch system was introduced in [9]. It highlighted that the dynamical properties of the
winch system are highly affected by the motors’ displacement, and maximizing them at low speed
would result in significant improvements in pressure-peaks and control error. The proposed control
strategy actively adjusts the motors’ displacement and, at the same time, keep the classic primary
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pump-controller. Thus, the system is a mix of secondary control and primary control and called semi
secondary control (SSC). Since the displacement in SSC is active and also load sensitive, the need
for two or more operational modes is removed as well as the corresponding limitations on the SWL.
The results from simulations showed increased performance with regards to the maximum winch
velocity and permitted load. It also improved the dynamic response of the winch, which resulted in a
smaller control error and smoother winch motion.
Even though the SSC system has been introduced, no systematic evaluation of the new system
has been put forward, and no full-scale experimental verification of the improved performance has
been presented. Both these aspects are, therefore, addressed in this paper. A description of the
hydraulic and mechanical winch system is given in the next section, together with a portrayal of
the new controller. In the third section, the new controller’s effect on stability is reviewed. Then,
in section four, a comparison of the classic control method and the new SSC approach are compared in
a simulation model. Section five continues with more comparisons that originated from field tests,
followed by the conclusions in section six.
2. Control Algorithm and System Description
The VPVM system under investigation consists of these main components: three over-center
variable-displacement pumps for the active side and three for the passive side, five active motors,
sixteen passive motors, and a large double piston accumulator connected to nine pressure vessels.
The motors are attached to a two-stage gear-transmission, followed by a pinion connected to a ring-gear
on the rotating drum. A simplified schematic of the hydraulic transmission is shown in Figure 1, and
the total sizes of the main components can be seen in Table 1.
Passive pumps Passive motors
𝑵𝟐









Figure 1. Simplified schematic for a hydraulic active/passive winch system.
The classic AHC controller works as a VPFM system where the motors’ displacement is only
adjusted when the drum layer is changed. The new controller introduced in [9] suggests an active
control of the motors’ displacement. The control input is basically a feedforward signal based on the
amount of wire on drum, crane’s tip velocity, crane’s tip acceleration, and motors’ displacement.
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Table 1. Main component data.
Description Total Size
Active motors 1075 cm3/rev
Passive motors 3440 cm3/rev
Active pumps 1355 cm3/rev
Passive pumps 1210 cm3/rev
Gearbox ratio 35.4
Pinion ring-gear ratio 14.17
Drum diameter (without wire) 2.8 m
Drum width 1.9 m
Wire diameter 96 mm
The control structure is depicted in Figure 2, where the parts marked in red represent changes
































Figure 2. The new control structure.
The classic system’s control uses a conservative fixed value of the motors’ displacement to be
able to cope with the required operation, winch stiction, and winch acceleration. The resulting torque
peaks when the winch is switching direction (i.e., scenarios with low speed and high acceleration).
The new controller is expected to improve the performance compared to the classical controller. One of
the main reasons is that the motors are set to maximum displacement whenever the winch is passing
zero velocity. This decision will ensure a higher system stiffness and high torque capacity. As a result,
lower amplification of the system resonance and smaller pressure peaks are achieved. Considering
that the feedforward signal is the most significant part of the pumps’ command signal, it is clear
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1
Figure 3. Motor displacement control due to u f f .
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Thus, the motors’ displacement is controlled according to Equations (1)–(3):







1−uthr · |u f f | −
uthr
1−uthr , |u f f | ≥ uthr
0, |u f f | < uthr
. (2)
The relative reduction of the motors’ displacement between the maximum and a dynamically
set minimum (load dependent) is referred to as kvgred (Equation (2)). If kvgred = 1, it implies that
the motors’ displacement is reduced to its minimum allowable displacement, Dm,min. The factor,
kvgred, is controlled by the feedforward command, u f f , which is based on the vessel movement, actual
displacement, and the exit diameter of the wire on the drum. The threshold-value, uthr, defines at what
point the motors’ displacement should start to be reduced.
The second major benefit of using the variable motors’ displacement control is the increased
maximum speed of the winch. At higher speed demand, the torque needed for acceleration is less,
and the motors’ displacement can be reduced with low risk of exceeding the admitted pressure levels.
The reduction of the displacement dictates a higher velocity capacity as a direct outcome. To ensure that
the displacement is not reduced too much, the new controller uses the loadcell sensor (i.e., a measure
of the winch load) to calculate a minimum displacement level, Dm,calcMin. Additionally, an absolute
minimum, Dm,absMin, is also set to avoid exceeding the speed limitations of the winch components.
The maximum setting of the two defines Dm,min (Equation (3)).
Dm,min = max(Dm,absMin, Dm,calcMin) (3)
Due to the dynamic adjustment of the motors’ displacement, the new controller will be able to
reach higher wire velocity without saturating the pumps. An example of this feature is shown in
Figure 4. The amount of extra speed that can be obtained will mainly depend on the winch load and
minimum allowed motors’ displacement.




















Figure 4. Steady-state motors’ and pumps’ displacement setting (αm and αp).
3. System Stability
An analysis of both the closed-loop system’s transfer function and the tuning parameter, Kp, was
performed to investigate the influence of the system changes that the new controller introduces.
The system’s governing equations listed in Equations (1)–(11) are the non-linear, time-domain
equations. These equations are based on a simplified equivalent hydraulic system representing
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the active part in the active/passive hydraulic system seen in Figure 1. The controller algorithm
described in Equations (1) and (2), where Equation (1) defines the motors’ control signal, um.





ihD · 2 · Kwire
) · dt (5)
up = u f f + Kp · e (6)
α̈m = w2nm · (um − αm)− 2 · ζm · wnm · α̇m (7)
α̈p = w2np · (up − αp)− 2 · ζp · wnp · α̇p (8)
vw =
ωm · dD,max
ihD · 2 · Kwire
(9)
Jme f f · ω̇m = Dm,max · (pA − pB) · αm − Bv ·ωm (10)
VA
β
· ( ṗA − ṗB) = Dp,max ·ωp · αp − αm · Dm,max ·ωm − Kleak · (pA − pB) (11)
The motors’ control signal depends on the feedforward control signal, u f f , from the crane’s tip motion
and winch geometry shown in Equation (4). The position control error, calculated in Equation (5),
is used with a proportional controller and a feedforward command to control the pumps (Equation (6)).
The second-order equations in Equations (7) and (8), describe the response of the pumps’ and motor’s
displacement. Equations (9)–(11) represent the dynamics of the hydromechanical system.
When linearizing the above-mentioned set of equations, it is assumed that uthr < u f f < 1, and
the low-pressure side, pB, is kept constant. Since a linearization is performed around a steady-state








U f f = k1 · v(ss)tip · Kwire · Am + k1 ·Vtip · Kwire · α
(ss)
m (13)
s · E = Vtip −
Wm · dD,max
ihD · 2 · Kwire
(14)
Up = U f f + Kp · E (15)
s2 · Am = w2nm · (Um − Am)− 2 · ζm · wnm · s · Am (16)
s2 · Ap = w2np · (Up − Ap)− 2 · ζp · wnp · s · Ap (17)
Vw =
Wm · dD,max
ihD · 2 · Kwire
(18)
Jme f f · s ·Wm = Dm,max · (p(ss)A − pB) · Am + Dm,max · α
(ss)
m · PA − Bv ·Wm (19)
VA
β





By the parameter-variation and use of the Routh-Hurwitz criterion on the transfer function Gv(s),
the Kp for a marginally stable system was found, K
(ms)
p . The added motor control is implemented
as a pure feedforward, hence stability is not affected as long as the internal displacement controller
of the motors are stable (which is assumed in this case). Therefore, the motors’ natural frequency
and damping ratio, ωnm and ζm, have no effect on the system stability. As seen in Figure 4, the new
controller could lead to situations with lower displacement settings than the classic controller. Based
on parameters from Table 2, Figure 5 shows the relationship between K(ms)p and motor displacement.
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Figure 5. Variation of the motor displacement with all other system parameters fixed.
Table 2. Parameters.
dD,max 5.1 m Jme f f 4.1 kg/m2 β 17,500 bar
VA 80 l ihD 501.6 ζp 0.9
Dm,max 1075 cm3/rev Dm,min 645 cm3/rev ωnp 31 rad/s
Kp 0.16 m−1 Uthr 0.6 ζm 1
K1 0.68 s/m Bv 2.1 Nm·srad ωnm 5 rad/s
Kleak 0.4 lmin /bar ωp 1800 rev/min Kwire 1
Compared to the classical control strategy, the main difference with the SSC system is that the
displacement is adjusted actively. The displacement in the classical controller is held constant, while in
the SSC, the displacement is adjusted due to the winch’s speed command. In Figure 4, the steady-state
command signals are plotted for both pumps and motors. It is seen that for most operating conditions,
the motors’ displacement will be higher for most wire-speed scenarios. However, the curves will
cross at some point, and the SSC will demand a lower motor displacement than the classical controller.
The lower motor displacement will reduce the K(ms)p compared to the classically controlled system.
However, this characteristic is not seen as critical because, in an active heave compensation scenario,
the speed demand will be cyclic, and in every cycle, the speed will return to zero. Zero speed demand
will give maximum motor displacement and, therefore, also the highest stability margin. In that way,
the system will never stay for many seconds in a scenario with low or negative stability margins.
Additionally, these systems do not usually demand high Kp, and a slight reduction in the stability
margin is not seen as a problem.
4. Comparison of the Classic and New Controller
A simulation model is built and verified with field measurements. Further, it is used to compare
the two different strategies. The model allows for testing the complete operating range of the winch,
which is not always possible to test on the real crane. A map of different load scenarios was created
and compared. The load scenarios include loads from 20% to 100% of the SWL, and crane’s tip velocity
profiles with peak velocities from 10 m/min to 120 m/min. The performance is reviewed based on
three different characteristics, namely the control error, peak pressures, and settling time.
4.1. The Control Error
The test sequence is a representative velocity profile like the one shown in Figure 6. The profile
is scaled up and down to match the desired peak velocities so that different conditions are explored.
The control error is calculated as the peak-to-peak control error over 20 s (see Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Maximum peak-to-peak control error (PPCE) during the test sequence: (a) Classic; (b) SSC.
The results in Figure 7, show that the classic controller has significantly reduced performance
in the high-speed scenarios, and the dark-red areas displays areas where the classic controller is not
applicable. In contrast, the SSC strategy show a stable and consistent performance in the whole range.
4.2. The Peak Pressures
The peak pressures taking place in the hydraulic system were monitored during the same cycle
used for investigating the control error (see Figures 6 and 7). The maximum peak pressure depicted in
Figure 8 show that for most cases the differences are small, but in favor of the SCC. The most significant






































Figure 8. Maximum peak pressure during test sequence: (a) Classic; (b) SSC.
4.3. The Settling Time
Due to the increased motor’s displacement at low speed, the winch is expected to run smoother
and give lower settling times. The settling time is tested by setting a fixed wire velocity reference and
then step up the reference velocity by 5 m/min. The settling time is defined as the amount of time
between the step command and the instant where the velocity is settled close to the target value within
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Figure 9. Description of the test for the settling time.
The results in Figure 10 show a significant improvement when the SSC is applied.
The corresponding motors’ displacement, in Figure 11, substantiate the assumptions that improved
performance at low speed is highly affected by the motors’ displacement. Additionally, the large




































































































Figure 11. Motors’ displacement for the results shown in Figure 10: (a) Classic; (b) SSC.
As expected, low-speed settling time characterizes the new controller. It is also seen that the new
controller performs better at higher speeds and covers part of the map that the classical controller did
not. Additionally, it is seen that in the area where the classical controller is close to the speed limitation
of the normal-speed mode, around 80 m/min, the SSC performs better.
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5. Experimental Results
The full-scale tests performed on a real crane were divided into two main parts. First, the system
was tested along a quayside with an empty hook to ensure that the overall functionality and safety
could be approved. This step included checking the motors’ displacement response and running the
winch in AHC with the simulated crane’s tip motions. Next, a second experiment was conducted
offshore with loads up to 200 tons.
5.1. The Quayside Test
The quayside test was conducted with low winch load and simulated crane’s tip motions.
The chosen scenario reduces the risk of potential damages to an absolute minimum. Further, the test
should reveal how the control of the motors’ displacement performs on the real system and if any
unforeseen challenges occur. The test was performed with approximately 15 m of wire paid out and
the hook hanging freely in air (Figure 12).
Figure 12. A 250t AHC crane from National Oilwell Varco placed on a vessel.
5.1.1. The Control of the Motors’ Displacement
Depending on the particular crane, the inner control of the motors’ displacement is done in
closed-loop (CL) with displacement feedback, or open-loop (OL) without feedback. For the optimal
displacement control, the CL approach needs to be used. However, due to cost or retrofit limitations,
the other options can be preferred. If OL control is used, but the displacement feedback is available,
the overall control accuracy is not affected since the actual displacement is always known and can
be fed into the heave compensation controller. The downside is that the actual displacement has
significant error compared to the displacement reference, affecting the maximum speed capacity.
A third option is the OL without feedback. This method undermines the maximum speed capacity
compared to the OL with feedback and affects the control error. The control error is now affected
because the feedforward command in the heave compensation controller now has to use the motors’
displacement command instead of the measured displacement. Hence, an offset between the actual
wire velocity and the desired velocity should be expected. In the crane under investigation, the motors
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were controlled in OL with feedback, i.e., there is always a certain discrepancy between the commanded
and measured displacement, even at steady-state (Figure 13a).
Several tests were conducted to ensure that the motors can change displacement fast enough
to track the commanded setting. The motors are generally reacting faster when the CL is used,
so the OL control was chosen being the most conservative way to evaluate the new control method.
The results with the OL were satisfactory since sufficient displacement variation was achieved in less
than one second (Figure 13b). For comparison in a worst-case scenario, the AHC may have to react to
a sinusoidal wave with a peak velocity of 110 m/min and the winch working on the outermost layer.
If uthr is set to 0.6, there will be a duration of 1.1 s from when the variable motor control is active to
the point of maximum velocity. Therefore, the response time of approximately 1 s is considered more
than adequate.
(a) Results with open loop displacement control. (b) Close view of (a).
Figure 13. Response of the motors to a displacement variation.
The downside of the OL control is represented by the hysteresis and offset between desired
and actual displacement. The offset is not critical since all the motors have a displacement feedback
sensor. It introduces some challenges when the system is trying to reach its full capacity, i.e., maximum
pumps’ and minimum motors’ displacement. If the motors have not reached the desired displacement,
the maximum speed capacity is reduced. It is, however, not seen as critical for the planned tests that
the system is not be able to reach its maximum capacity, and it is of little consequence in the evaluation
of the new control method. During the test shown in Figure 13b, the motor was standing still and with
an idle pressure of 25 bar on the A and B port. The displacement controller was running on a fixed
pilot pressure of 150 bar to ensure good controllability. This scenario is representative of the motors
operating under normal conditions. It is seen that the displacement has an offset of approximately
5–10% and a noticeable hysteresis.
A more realistic scenario was tested by running the winch with the new controller and a simulated
crane’s tip motion. This crane’s tip motion was a pure sine wave, and the test was carried out with
two different patterns. The first was a 12 s period with 3.2 m amplitude, while the second involved a
6 s period and 1.2 m amplitude (see Figure 14).
The main issue to notice from those tests was the offset between feedback and setpoint. The offset
is up to 20 cm3/rev, resulting in a reduced potential for the winch speed. However, the winch could
easily meet the speed requirements for these wave-profiles. The tests were performed on the outer
layer and wave periods down to 6 seconds. This is the worst-case scenario for the motors because
the amount of time where the motors have to reduce and increase their displacement is minimized.
One of the reasons the uthr = 0.6 is preferred to a smaller value, for example 0.4, is that 0.6 results in
the winch operating more often at maximum motors’ displacement. As the previous analyses have
shown, working at maximum displacement improves the overall winch performance.
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Figure 14. Simulated sinusoidal motion with 12 s period and 6 s period. The motors’ displacement
controller runs in open-loop.
5.1.2. The Winch Performance
From earlier simulated results, by Moslått et al. [9], some of the significant benefits enabled by
the new controller is a smoother winch control and lower pressures, especially at low-speed. Three
different test scenarios are performed, including high and low wire velocities. Within these three
test scenarios, a direct comparison between the classic control and the new SSC control is made.
All scenarios were compared under the same conditions.
Scenario 1
The scenario 1 can be defined as a low-speed operation with a peak velocity around 30 m/min,
see Figures 15–18.
Figure 15. Wire velocities for scenario 1.
The VPFM methods are clearly more oscillatory in the velocity pattern (Figure 15), and more
pronounced in the pressure pattern (Figure 16). The oscillations increase the control error that is kept
to a minimum by the proposed method (Figure 17).
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Figure 16. Pressure levels on the A-side of the active system for scenario 1.
Figure 17. Control error for scenario 1.
Figure 18. Pump and motor displacement settings for scenario 1 (0% for the motor means maximum
displacement).
Scenario 2
In the second scenario the peak velocity is increased to the maximum capacity for the AHC
normal speed (Figure 19).
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Figure 19. Wire velocities for scenario 2.
The velocities are so high that the high speed (HS) mode would be the chosen option from a lift
planner perspective. Comparing the proposed method (i.e., the AHC SSC) to the HS mode, the pressure
peaks are now reduced by more than 120 bar (Figure 20), that is a significant achievement. Additionally,
the control error remains within 10 cm compared to more than 20 cm for the HS mode (Figure 21).
The normal speed mode is also performing adequately, but with higher pressures than the AHC SSC.
When addressing the classic normal speed (NS), it is worth mentioning that this mode reaches its
full capacity, while the AHC SSC still has 10% pump capacity left in addition to a potential motors’
displacement reduction of more than 20% (see Figure 22).
Figure 20. Pressure levels on the A-side of the active system for scenario 2.
Figure 21. Control error for scenario 2.
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Figure 22. Pump and motor displacement settings for scenario 2 (0% for the motor means
maximum displacement).
Scenario 3
Finally, a third scenario was tested (Figures 23–26). The classic AHC HS controller is compared
again with the AHC SSC controller.The wave pattern is made more complex with two overlying
sine waves.
Figure 23. Crane’s tip position for scenario 3.
Figure 24. Wire velocities for scenario 3.
The purpose of this modification was exploring the systems’ performance under a scenario
closer to a real-life operation. Typically, the vessel has at least two dominant frequency components.
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One frequency for large swells, often related to the pitch of the vessel, and another one with a bit
smaller amplitude but higher frequency. The second frequency is, in many cases, related to the vessel
roll. In this case, it was simulated as a 0.5 m amplitude with a 6 s period time on top of a 2 m amplitude
with a 13 s period time.
The results from scenario 3 are in line with the previous ones and confirm that the AHC SSC has
obvious advantages concerning controllability in the form of reduced oscillations for most conceivable
working scenarios. The pressure levels are lowered (Figure 25), and the control error (Figure 26)
is minimized.
Figure 25. Pressure levels on the A-side of the active system for scenario 3.
Figure 26. Control error for scenario 3.
5.2. Discussion of the Results
The results from the field tests are shown to be very much in line with the previously simulated
results. From the empty hook tests at the quayside, the motors’ displacement control was confirmed
to behave sufficiently well due to the acceptable response time. The positive effects of keeping a
high displacement setting at low speed were confirmed since the classic controller lead to higher and
more oscillatory pressures and winch motion, especially at low speeds shown in Figures 16 and 17.
This trend was also confirmed with the mapped results from simulations in Section 4. From the
different maps, it is seen that the new controller expands the range of the AHC system in terms of
both high velocity and high load scenarios. The performance has also been slightly improved, where
normal speed mode is working close to its maximum velocity potential. Further, it is discovered
that the peak pressures are reduced, especially for scenarios with high wire velocities. Additionally,
the low-speed performance is improved (it was measured by the use of the settling time after a step
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command in the velocity reference). Concerning the crane tested in field, it was not possible to gain
any extra speed compared to the classic HS controller due to gearbox speed limitations. Nevertheless,
the AHC SSC controller enables higher load capacity and better winch performance. For the offshore
testing, the results were similar, although it was not possible to compensate with higher velocities than
40m/min due to the weather conditions (40 m/min is below 50% of the rated winch capacity). The the
results were still positive leading to reduced peak pressures and reduced oscillations. The classic HS
mode was also tested offshore. The tests, not displayed in this paper, confirmed the same satisfactory
behavior that was seen during the quayside tests.
6. Conclusions
The newly developed semi secondary control (SSC) method for offshore heave compensated
winches has been investigated and compared to the current state-of-the-art approach with a fixed
setting of the motors’ displacement. Firstly, it has been shown that the SSC leads to variations in the
marginal stability because of the variations in the motor displacement, but, higher stability margins are
achieved compared to the the classical control method at low speeds. Secondly, the increased window
of operations expected from the SSC has been verified by comparing the peak-to-peak position error,
peak pressure, and settling time for variations in both the payload and reference motion. Finally,
the improved dynamic performance has been experimentally verified by means of full scale tests on a
250 ton crane.
In general, the active heave compensated (AHC) SSC system is shown to be the preferred control
strategy. Based on the experimental and simulated results, the SSC show better performance in terms of
control error and dynamics with significantly fewer oscillations and lower pressure levels (Figure 27).
The fact that the new controller covers the whole operational area of both the AHC NS and the AHC
HS, clearly suggests that the AHC SSC can succefully replace the two modes. Also, the AHC SSC
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Figure 27. Significant findings from comparison between the classic controller and the SSC.
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Abbreviations
αm Motor displacement feedback
αp Pump displacement feedback
ωm Rotational velocity of motor shaft
ωnm Natural eigenfrequency of motor displacement control
ωnp Natural eigenfrequency of pump displacement control
ζm Damping ratio of motor displacement control
ζp Damping ratio of pump displacement control
Am Laplace transform of αm
Am Laplace transformed αm
Ap Laplace transform of αp
Ap Laplace transformed αp
atip Crane tip acceleration
dD,max Maximum drum diameter
Dm,max Maximum motor displacement
Dm,min Minimum allowable motor displacement
E Laplace transform of e
e Controller error
ihD Transmission ratio between hydraulic motor shaft rotation and drum
Jme f f Total inertia on motor shaft
k1 Proportional gain for crane tip velocity in feedforward controller
k2 Proportional gain for crane tip acceleration in feedforward controller
Kleak Laminar leakage factor
Kp Proportional gain for feedback control error
kvgred Factor for motor displacement reduction
Kwire Drum diameter factor
PA Laplace transform of pA
pA Pressure A side
pB Pressure B side
U f f Laplace transform of u f f
U f f Laplace transformed u f f
u f f Feedforward signal
Um Laplace transform of um
Um Laplace transformed um
um Command signal for motor displacement control
Up Laplace transform of up
up Command signal for pump displacement control
Uthr Laplace transform of uthr
uthr Threshold value for when to start reducing motor displacement
Vtip Laplace transform of vtip
Vtip Laplace transformed vtip
vtip Crane tip velocity
Vw Laplace transform of vw
Vw Laplace transformed vw
vw Wire velocity
Wm Laplace transform of ωm
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AHC Active heave compensation
AHC HS Active heave compensation, high-speed mode
AHC NS Active heave compensation, normal speed mode
FTC Fault tolerant control
HST Hydrostatic transmission
MPC Model-based control
NOV National Oilwell Varco
VPFM Variable pumps and fixed motors
VPVM Variable pumps and variable motors
SSC Semi secondary control
SWL Safe working load
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A Digital Twin for Lift Planning
With Offshore Heave
Compensated Cranes
This paper presents a state-of-the-art digital twin of a hydraulic actuated winch that is used
for heave compensation in offshore applications. The digital twin is used as part of a larger
simulation model that involves all necessary components to perform lift planning and, sub-
sequently, determine the corresponding weather window. The winch simulation model is
described and verified by means of full-scale measurements. In addition, a set of acceptance
criteria are presented that should be used whenever verifying digital twins of heave compen-
sating winches that are to be used for lift planning. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4048881]
Keywords: computational mechanics and design, offshore safety and reliability, offshore
structures and ships in ice, digital twin, subsea technology
Introduction
Design engineers commonly use computer-based models for
optimization, testing, development, and maintenance support [1–
5]. For offshore cranes, the use of simulations in the design phase
is of great value because any physical testing of equipment is
costly, time-consuming, and, for some load cases, simply not feasi-
ble. There is a special need for models of offshore cranes that can be
used in so-called lift planning. Complex offshore lift operations are
bound through certification authorities to be engineered and
planned before the actual lift takes place [6]. The critical phases
that must be examined are typically the initial lift and over-
boarding, entering/exiting the splash zone, moving through
varying water depths, and landing/lifting the object to/from the
seabed or to/from a floating structure [7,8]. Examples of operations
to be engineered are suctioning anchor deployment, lifting large
equipment or structures between two floating vessels, and landing
of subsea installations. The main output of the lift planning phase
is defining the acceptable operating conditions for the lift. These
conditions mainly refer to wind and waves and are commonly
known as the weather window. The weather window is determined
based on repeated simulations of the planned lift. The result is of
high importance for the crane operators because a small weather
window can be followed by a significant increase in operational
costs. The lift planners who engineer the lift are building a simula-
tion model capable of representing the planned operation. However,
they have to use conservative estimates based on recommendations
from the classification societies when accurate models are not avail-
able. This approach is often the case when it comes to offshore
cranes, and such assumptions lead to a significant reduction in the
weather window. For lift planners, there is a strong need for simula-
tion models that are verified and constitute an acceptable represen-
tation of the physical system. These models are often referred to as
digital twins. Digital twins have never been a more common engi-
neering tool than today, and their importance as an essential engi-
neering tool is expected to increase heavily in the future [9,10].
The digital twin is well known for being used as a tool for mainte-
nance prediction [11], development, and process control [12]. A
digital twin is a model (virtual twin) representing the physical
twin that, typically, can have one or more decisions or
recommendations fed back to the physical system. However, this
is not the only feature that describes a digital twin. Many formula-
tions can be found since the digital twin became a concept in 2002.
Madni et al. [13] made an effort to divide the different digital twins
into four levels based on how the user-interface is adapted and how
the digital twin is updated (Table 1).
The definitions are wide, and cover everything from standalone
models at level 1 and 2, to highly integrated and adaptable
models in level 4. In 2019, the CIRP Encyclopedia of Production
Engineering launched this definition [14]: “A digital twin is a
digital representation of an active unique product (real device,
object, machine, service, or intangible asset) or unique product-
service system (a system consisting of a product and a related
service) that comprises its selected characteristics, properties, con-
ditions, and behaviors by means of models, information, and data
within a single or even across multiple life cycle phases.” In other
words, digital twin has become an expression that, among others,
covers what is also called: simulation model, model-based optimi-
zation, three-dimensional (3D)-model, and prototype-model. In a
literature review by Jones et al. [15], some future research directions
were identified, and they included benefits of digital twins, use-
cases, and levels of fidelity.
From the lift planners’ perspective, a verified model that is acces-
sible offline and that can be integrated with other software engineer-
ing tools is needed. Based on the classification given by Madni, this
corresponds to a level 2 digital twin. The discussion about levels
and features of a digital twin are common topics, however, the
actual quality requirement to a digital twin is rarely mentioned. In
a panel discussion with the offshore companies TechnipFMC,
Petoro, and DNV GL [16], this was said by Erlend Fjøsna
Table 1 Levels of digital twins [13]
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(TechnipFMC), “TechnipFMC and DNV GL have recognized a
need for a recommended practice to qualify the trustworthiness of
a digital twin.” This has also been recognized by NOV in
Norway, which started a collaboration with a marine engineering
company, CoreMarine, in 2019. The main target was to achieve
acceptance for the use of digital twins in lift planning (presented
at the conference: “Floating INsight 1.0”, Oslo, Norway, Mar. 9,
2020).
Unlike the crane manufacturer, the lift planner needs information
that, almost exclusively, has to be gathered from outside its own
company (see Fig. 1). This key requirement includes environmental
data such as wind, waves, and currents, wire data, vessel data, and
data concerning the lifted object. Preferably, this information
should be available as predefined models; however, this is typically
not the case. This means that the lift planners will have to develop
their own submodels.
Custom-made digital twins represent predefined models. Ideally,
a lift planner has access to several digital twin models that can be
combined in a simulation environment suited for weather window
calculations. Simplifications and idealizations are accumulated
when these models are linked, and it is crucial to maintain an
overview of the assumptions and how they affect the entire
simulation.
The most important simulation model is the digital twin of the
crane’s winch. Therefore, the crane manufacturer must be capable
of producing a simulation model that considers transparency, accu-
racy, and computational costs in a balanced way. Also, the model
must include a way of evaluating specific lift operations, i.e., a
set of acceptance criteria. So far, there have only been a few
reports on digital twins of active heave compensated crane
systems. Among these, Ref. [17] discusses virtual prototyping for
system design and operations and Ref. [18] focuses on on-board
systems decision support for pre-operational planning. However,
they do not include discussions about acceptance criteria and the
performance of the models. In this paper, a digital twin of the
hydraulically actuated winch is presented. The winch is connected
to a knuckle boom crane and is used for active heave compensation
(AHC). This digital twin is especially developed for lift planning.
Emphasis is placed on the structure of the simulation model and
the acceptance criteria needed to validate the model for lift planning
analyses. The digital twin presented here is also a commercial unit
that has reached a maturity level so that it is sold in parallel with the
physical crane. This paper is part of a research project that has
revolved around the model-based development and implementation
of motion control of hydraulic actuated winches. In that context, the
model development and the digital twin has proven invaluable for
the virtual testing and allowed for the practical implementation
and verification of the new control methods [3].
System Description
The system assumed as the physical twin in this paper is the
winch system of an active heave compensated crane manufactured
by National Oilwell Varco (NOV). These cranes are used on float-
ing vessels, as depicted in Fig. 2.
The crane’s control system continuously estimates the crane’s tip
motion to perform heave compensation accordingly. A motion
reference unit is placed in the lower part of the crane pedestal.
This unit feeds out the vessel heave, roll, and pitch values that com-
bined with the current geometry of the knuckle boom crane are used
to calculate the vertical motion of the crane-tip. The winch is con-
trolled to pay in and out wire in the opposite direction to the vertical
motion of the crane-tip so that the vessel motion is decoupled from
the motion of the lifted object. Additionally, the operator can
change the reference point relative to the fixed seabed by operating
a joystick. The winch system could be of various types, e.g., elec-
tric, passive hydraulic, and active hydraulic. This paper addresses
the most commonly used solution in NOV, which is the active/
passive hydraulic system.
The hydraulic system is split into two subsystems, an active and a
passive. Both subsystems are connected to the same winch through
a gear rim. The passive subsystem is arranged in a closed-circuit
configuration and is equipped with an accumulator that maintains
a constant high pressure in the A-pressure line. The motor displace-
ments are actively controlled to meet the torque level needed to hold
the passive weight of the lifted object. This is done by measuring the
wire force with a load cell and measuring the pressure level in the
high pressure side of the passive system, and adjust the motor dis-
placements accordingly.
Since the passive subsystem is torque-controlled to hold the
payload, the remaining forces to be overcome by the active
system are due to the winch acceleration, disturbances, and friction.
The active subsystem is a classic primary controlled hydraulic
system in closed-circuit configuration and performs the winch posi-
tion control. More details about the system architecture are shared in
Ref. [3].
The digital twin of such a system will be equipped with one
output variable and three input variables. The single output variable
is the wire velocity, and the three inputs will be the operator’s joy-
stick command, the vessel motion, and the measured wire tension
(Fig. 4).
Fig. 1 Gathered data required for a simulation model
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The two most common terms used to quantify the AHC perfor-
mance are the control error and compensation efficiency. The
control error is typically measured as the deviation between the
desired, s(ref )w , and actual, sw, wire payout displacement. If the
crane-tip’s deflection and the wire dynamics are both neglected;
then, this error reflects the undesired movement of the lifted
object during heave compensation. Denoting the control error
with eC, we have
eC = s(ref )w − sw (1)
The control error is usually fluctuating around zero, and its instan-
taneous value does not reflect the quality of the heave
compensation. Therefore, it is often more relevant to talk about
the peak-to-peak control error, eCpp, over a period of time:
eCpp = eCmax − eCmin (2)
where eCmax and eCmin are the maximum and minimum control error
observed over a specific period. The compensation efficiency, ηC, is
a term that quantifies eCpp relative to the absolute crane-tip
motion as




where sTpp is the vertical peak-to-peak motion of the crane-tip.
Acceptance Criteria
Simulation fidelity and functionality are essential for any simula-
tion model, but the ability to represent the real system is often over-
looked or not handled systematically. The main considerations must
be twofold, i.e., what parameters (digital and physical) should
behave similarly and under what conditions.
Any digital twin is used for some decision support or decision
making that is either set automatically or manually through a
human interface. For this reason, it is crucial to know the quality
Fig. 2 Simplified overview of a crane that employs a hydraulic winch system: (1) winch
system, (2) load cell, (3) crane-tip, (4) wire force, and (5) crane pedestal
Fig. 4 Digital twin inputs and output
Fig. 3 Simplified sketch of the hydraulic and mechanical winch system
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of the support expected from the digital twin, and to what extent it
should be trusted. In this section, the acceptance criteria for digital
twins of active heave compensated winches used for lift planning
are proposed.
In crane operations where the payload is being lifted subsea and
heave compensated, the compensation error is the predominant
factor reflecting the variation in the wire tension. Hence, comparing
the measured and simulated winch position error is the essential
acceptance criteria used to validate the digital twin. The quality of
the data acquired from real-life tests is crucial to ensure high confi-
dence in the model. For this purpose, the data sets should apply
to specific criteria. First, the data sets should cover multiple
wire-paid-out lengths. This criterion ensures that the wire-layer-
dependent calculations, such as the total drum inertia and the
layer dependent controller outputs, are verified. Second, the verifi-
cation should be performed with multiple winch loads. Further, the
wave- and wind-induced motion applied to the vessel should ensure
a variation in the crane’s tip peak-to-peak motion, sTpp. Finally, it
should be emphasized that the model addresses the dynamic
response properly, i.e., transients should be investigated.
The position control error is chosen as the overall simulation
parameter to assess the performance of the model. In this paper,
the position control error refers to the one-dimensional deviation
between the measured wire-paid-out and the wire-paid-out refer-
ence. Although the compensation efficiency is most useful for eval-
uating the crane performance, it is, nevertheless, suggested that the
control position error is most useful for model verification purposes.
The position error should be preferred to a velocity error because
the measured winch velocity is derived from position measurements
(measured with a tachometer), and the calculation involves differen-
tiation based on internal time-steps and filtering techniques. Hence,
the velocity estimation introduces higher uncertainties and toler-
ances, especially at low speeds which is always occurring in
AHC. Although the winch velocity measurement could be of
higher quality on other winch systems than the one investigated
in this paper, the position control error is preferred. The position
is, in any case, a state variable dependent on the velocity, and
hence a qualification of one of them will implicitly qualify the
other. The control error is chosen as a key identifier for AHC per-
formance because it has a significant influence on wire tension var-
iations. The control error will to a large extent determine how the
lifted object moves with respect to the fixed seabed and how the
wire resonance is amplified.
When evaluating the control error, a peak-to-peak error measured
over a specific period should be used. The period should preferably
cover at least 1-2 wave tops and 1-2 wave crests (see Fig. 10 for
typical control error variations). The average deviation between
the simulation model and real-life should be compared with the
use of the calculated peak-to-peak control error.
The control commands to motors and pumps should be verified.
It is possible to model the controllers with close to 100% accuracy.
However, when the measured data is logged and reused as con-
troller inputs, a perfect result is not possible. The logged data
gathered from measurements does include some deviation due to
data processing. Thus, a control command deviation must be
accepted.
Saturation effects should be validated; however, the accuracy is
not necessarily critical unless extreme scenarios are simulated. It
is important in model development of regular heave compensation
that little or no effort is put into modeling extreme scenarios except
the ability to recognize the conditions for when they occur. Other-
wise, the model will have to include non-linearities and stiff subsys-
tems that can be detrimental to the cost-effectiveness of the
computations. In summary, the following acceptance criteria are
proposed:
(1) Data set
(a) The data set should cover different wire-paid-out
lengths.
(b) The data set should embrace different winch loads.
(c) A minimum heave range for the crane’s tip should be
covered.
(d) The data sets should span a certain time interval.
(2) Control error
(a) The difference between the simulated and recorded
values of the maximum control error must be acceptable.
(b) The average deviation between measured and simulated
peak-to-peak control error should be compared.
(c) The compared compensation efficiencies must reflect a
low deviation at high crane’s tip motions.
(d) The simulated control error should be of similar shape to
the measured one.
(3) Controller command
Simulated controllers should be verified and compared to
measurements.
(4) Extremes
Pump saturation should be tested and evaluated.
To be able to measure and control that these criteria are fulfilled,
some of them will need to be quantified. Together with lift-planning
engineers, a part of the criteria has been quantified in Table 2.
These quantified criteria are the first of its kind for active heave
compensated winch models. The criteria determine the performance
that is expected and needed from the simulation model.
Simulation Model
General Information. The high-fidelity simulation model is
built in SIMULATIONX®, which is a general purpose modeling soft-
ware. The model overview is given in Fig. 5.
The upper half of the model can be identified as the active sub-
system, where an equivalent active pump and equivalent active
motor can be seen in areas 1 and 3, respectively. The pumps and
motors of the passive subsystem can be seen in areas 2 and 4,
respectively. The passive system also has a double-piston accumu-
lator (area 6). Three submodels (area 5) calculate the friction in both
the active and passive motors as well as in the gears, bearings, and
wire sheaves. They are based on previous investigations of motor
and winch friction [19,20]. The crane model has an integrated
control system (area 7); it was verified that it behaves in the same
way as the real control system implemented in the programmable
logic controller (PLC) of the full-size crane. Area 9 includes a sub-
model for calculating the equivalent mass moment of inertia for
both the winch and the wire. Additionally, it calculates the
current layer number and layer diameter. Finally, the submodel
(area 8) calculates the load dynamics based on the wire length,
load geometry, and sea conditions. More insight into the modeling
approach is given in the sequel.
Pumps (Areas 1 and 2). The pumps of the winch system are
modeled as a single unit with equivalent displacement that is
driven at constant speed. The dynamic response of the displacement
adjustment system is a key aspect. A second-order transfer function
was found sufficient to simulate the swash plate position [21,22].
It was fitted to the results taken from the field as displayed in
Table 2 Proposed criteria
No. Description Criteria
1a Tested with different wire lengths ≥2
1b Tested with different winch loads ≥2
1b Highest winch load >40% SWL
1c Crane-tip motion range 0.5− 2.0m
1d Total data set length >1500 s
2a Maximum error deviation across the complete data set <5 cm
2b Peak-to-peak calculation period 30 s
2b The average peak-to-peak error deviation <5 cm
3 Control command deviation <3%
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Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). The comparisons include pump displacements
ranging from 250 cm3/rev to 500 cm3/rev and show excellent agree-
ment between measured and simulated results.
The chosen model of the displacement adjustment system of
the pumps (Eq. 4) provides a good fit of the measured results,
where the undamped natural frequency, ωn= 31 rad/s, and
damping ratio, ζ= 0.9, are used
Gpump(s) =
ω2n
s2 + 2 · ζ · ωn · s + ω2n
(4)
Motors (Areas 3 and 4). The real system under investigation
has four active and 15 passive variable-displacement motors. In
the model, the motors have been merged into two equivalent
units. The dynamic response of the motors’ displacement adjust-
ment system is assumed to obey a second-order model like the
one in Eq. (4), with undamped natural frequency of 5 rad/s and
damping ratio 1. As a result, about 1 s is needed to change the
motor displacement from zero to full value. The response time of
a motor varies with the control pressure, control settings, size of
motor, and direction. Thus, the simulated behavior is simplified.
The motor response can, according to the authors’ experience and












































Fig. 6 Response test of the displacement adjustment systemusing A4VSGpumps: (a) results for a 500 cm3/rev
and a 250 cm3/rev pump obtained by using a steep linear ramp as the reference signal and (b) results for a
500 cm3/rev and a 355 cm3/rev pump obtained using a sinusoidal as the reference signal
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the supplier data vary from 0.7 s to 3.5 s depending on the afore-
mentioned variables.
Friction (Area 5). Friction in the winch system is addressed via
parametric models. Three models are included, one for the active
motors, one for the passive motors, and one for the remaining
system friction. The models are based on earlier work on friction
estimation in axial-piston motors and winch systems [19,20].
These friction models are based on a gray-box approach. Some
terms are related to physical properties, while others are derived
from verifications against real-life data. The effects of the fluid’s
temperature changes are neglected due to the active cooling and
temperature control employed in all cranes (i.e., the fluid tempera-
ture remains substantially constant during standard operations).
Double-Piston Accumulator (Area 6). Including the double-
piston accumulator in the simulation model is necessary in order
to get the correct system limitations. During heave compensation,
the maximum compensation distance in a wave cycle is directly
limited by the size of the accumulator. Friction between the accu-
mulator’s moving parts is assumed to be viscous, and the internal
leakages are tuned to obtain a realistic flow demand from the
passive-side pumps. It is worth mentioning that these parameters
have a minor impact on the performance of the system.
Controller (Area 7). This part consists of controllers developed
by NOV for different types of winch control. It includes active
control of the active motors, passive motors, active pumps, and
passive pumps. The simulated controllers are built based on internal
functional descriptions and reverse engineering of the controllers
implemented on the crane. Additionally, the simulated model and
controller are run on fixed-step solvers. Since the controller is not
a direct copy of the controller and running with different step
sizes, the simulated controller is validated with data from real-life
to ensure maximum accuracy on the controller output. In general,
the deviation in pump controller output is minimal and negligible
compared to other dominating sources of deviation.
Subsystem for Winch Calculations (Area 9). This block
includes functions for calculating parameters related to the wire
and to the winch drum. This submodel returns variables such as
current wire-layer diameter, wire layer, and current total winch
inertia due to the wire on the drum and drum itself. The fixed
input parameters are crane-specific and cover the drum inertia
retrieved from the 3D-computer-aided design model of the winch,
wire diameter, full wire on the drum, wire mass properties, and
drum geometry.
Rotational Inertia of the Winch System. This submodel
encompasses the rotational inertia dictated by the motors, gear-
boxes, drum, and wire. The impact of the different terms can be
seen in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), where values representative for a
150 t AHC crane are displayed.
All the included contributions have a significant effect on the
total inertia, which depends on how much wire is paid out.
Hydraulic Transmission Lines. The hydraulic system of a
crane includes piping, hoses, and hydraulic gate valves. All these
components affect the eigenfrequency of the system. As reported
by Nachtwey [23], “hydraulic capacitance should not be ignored
in high-performance hydraulic systems using closed-loop
control.” In this model, the hydraulic capacitances where the pres-
sures build-up has been adjusted such that the simulated dynamic
response matches real-life measurements.
Volumetric Efficiency of the Hydraulic Units. The active
winch system, responsible for winch position control, is highly
influenced by the volumetric losses of the hydraulic pumps and
motors. The terms involved are the external, internal, and compres-
sion losses. The external leakage path is set to twice as restrictive as
that of the internal leakage path, assuming a dominant internal flow
loss. The total volumetric loss is modeled as a variable hydraulic
conductance. The pump leak conductance is assumed independent
of pressure variations but dependent on pump displacement. The
pump leak conductance is calculated based on test data from the
manufacturer of the units A4VSG355, namely Bosch-Rexroth
[24]. The efficiency variations between the different pump sizes
are neglected. For the motors, the same pressure independence is
assumed, and a simplified conductance model dependent on the
motor’s shaft speed is used (Eq. (5))
Cleak = C1 + C2 · nm (5)
where Cleak is the total leak conductance. The parameters, C1 and
C2, are adjusted to make the model represent the data provided
by the sub-supplier [25]. A comparison between the adjusted
model for an A6VM series 63 size 250 and the supplier data is
depicted in Fig. 8.
Simplifications. In addition to the aforementioned simplifica-
tions and modeling techniques, the following features have been
neglected or heavily simplified in the digital twin. The safety
systems (e.g., overload protection systems) are not modeled in
detail since the criteria for the use of the model is that the load
scenario remains within the winch specifications. Temperature var-
iations of the working fluid are neglected because active
(a) (b)
Fig. 7 Rotational inertia with respect to motor shaft: (a) total inertia of 3.58kg/m2
when the wire is fully retracted (3080 m of wire on drum) and (b) total inertia of
1.51 kg/m2 when the wire is fully extended (80 m of wire on drum)
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temperature control is standard in these cranes. Finally, backlash
and flexibility of the gear transmissions are also omitted.
Verification of the Digital Twin
Every offshore crane is subjected to a wide spectrum of load sce-
narios that affect the performance of the hydraulic system. Hook
load, pump displacements, motor displacements, paid-out wire-
length, and the crane’s tip positions are those parameters that influ-
ence the crane’s dynamics. Therefore, it is neither feasible nor nec-
essary to test all the resulting scenarios with real experiments. With
the right model and system knowledge, it is sufficient only to verify
the following elements:
(1) System variables and parameters
(2) Simulated controllers
(3) Winch velocity limitations
(4) Winch dynamics
(5) Active heave compensation
(1) System variables and parameters
It is key to ensure that the model is using the correct sizes of
pumps, motors, leakage terms, and controller parameters.
(2) Simulated controllers
Correct modeling of the control of the pumps’ and motors’ dis-
placements are essential to achieve a good overall simulation per-
formance. The controllers are first validated manually towards
code structure and parameters, then the commanded signals are
verified. The controller is verified separately from the rest of
the model to remove potential sources of error. Controller
inputs from measured data are used as inputs to the simulated
controller. The results are verified by comparing the control
system output from the digital model with control output from
the controller commands measured on the real system. As seen
in Fig. 9, the outputs to be compared are the motor displacement
command and the pump displacement command.
(3) Winch velocity limitations
The winch limitations are checked during this stage of the ver-
ification (pump saturation is the typical scenario that may be seen
as a result). A good correlation between simulated and real-life
results indicates the correct use of pump and motor displacement,
pump/motor efficiency, winch gear ratios, and wire-layer calcula-
tions. Although the fixed transmission ratio of the gears and the
Fig. 8 Comparison of sub-supplier measurements and the leak conductancemodel for a A6VM s63 size
250
Fig. 9 Simplified sketch showing signal flow in a real versus simulated winch
Table 3 Scenarios considered for the experimental validation of
the model
Load case Winch load Duration Wire paid out
1 82 t 200 s 487 m
2 94 t 1500 s 487 m
3 164 t 200 s 2314 m
4 162 t 300 s 2281 m
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relationship between the drum’s angular velocity and wire’s
linear velocities are relatively simple to verify, the hydraulic
transmission ratio is a bit more complex due to the effect of the
pump and motor leakages. Additionally, there can be some
small cumulative errors due to the slightly load-dependent
speed of the electric motor, and uncertainties in actual pump
and motor displacement. In any case, it will be challenging to
achieve an exact match of the speed capacity. Thus, the adjust-
ment is roughly tuned with the leakage models and pump end-
stroke (maximum displacement). However, since the normal
operation is prioritized, the adjustment should not be performed
so that the general performance under normal operation scenarios
is altered.
(4) Winch dynamics
To ensure realistic winch dynamics, the hydraulic capacitances
are adjusted. This step is done such that the pressure gradients for
both pressure lines A and B (see Fig. 3), as well as the dominant
oscillation frequencies, are as close as possible to real-life mea-
surements when accelerating the winch. For this specific test, it
is chosen to consider a scenario where the hook load is zero,
and the wire paid out is less than 20 m. In this way, the influence
Fig. 10 Experimental validation of the digital twin: (a) measured crane’s tip motion, (b) simulated and mea-
sured wire velocity, and (c) simulated and measured control error
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of the wire and load dynamics on the hydraulic pressure is min-
imized. The oscillation’s period between two significant pressure
peaks is measured in three different places in the simulation.
(5) Active heave compensation
Lastly, the winch model, consisting of the hydro-mechanical
system and the controller, is verified with real measurements.
The test is performed for several scenarios that are listed in
Table 3. All the scenarios are with the loads submerged in
water. Typical subsea test loads made of steel are used. During
the evaluated tests, the vessel has activated its dynamic position-
ing system, ensuring reduced horizontal movements of the vessel
and crane-tip.
The vessel motion measurements from the tests are used in the
simulation model to get a one-to-one comparison between the
measurements and the simulation results. For this comparison,
the crane-tip flexibility and wire dynamics were assumed to be
negligible. The main focus of these verifications is to compare
the position error. A comparison lasting 300 s is shown in
Fig. 10 for the load case 4.
Discussion of the Validation Process. All these steps of verifi-
cation have been performed to ensure a realistic performance of the
digital twin’s output (winch velocity) for any given input. To sum-
marize what has been discussed: step 1 ensures a correct model with
regards to fixed and variable parameters related to components and
controller parameters. In step 2, the controllers are verified and
implicitly validated. They ensure that any input parameter will
give realistic pump and motor commands. Further, in steps 3 and
4, the hydro-mechanical portion of the winch system is verified
so that any input command will lead to a realistic winch response
and wire velocity. To crosscheck the steps form 1 to 4, a final test
with a comparison of the whole model in an AHC scenario is
tested and verified in step 5.
Statistical Analysis of the Results. A statistical analysis has
been performed for a set of measurements based on a selection of
tests completed according to both NOV’s internal as well as official
acceptance procedures for operating cranes. Therefore, the varia-
tions of the load scenarios are within those requirements that
NOV, based on many years of experience, considers being suffi-
cient to approve a crane. In the analysis, the peak-to-peak error in
the last 30 s is calculated, and simulated results are compared
with real-life measurements, see Fig. 11(a). The deviation
between the measured and simulated results indicates how accurate
the simulation model is.
The deviation between the simulated and measured peak-to-peak
position error is calculated for all the chosen measurements. Then, a
statistical approach is used where both the average and standard
deviation are calculated for all the investigated scenarios. The stan-










Fig. 11 Analysis of an offshore test conducted with a 162 t winch load: (a) control position error shown
as the peak-to-peakmaximum over 30 s (the dotted lines show the average value) and (b) compensation
efficiency based on the peak-to-peak crane’s tip motion and peak-to-peak position error
Fig. 12 Results from combined data (the black lines indicate the average): (a) deviation between mea-
sured and simulated compensation efficiency and (b) deviation between measured and simulated
control position error







where N is the total number of samples, x is the deviation average,
and xi is the absolute deviation between the measured peak-to-peak
position error and the simulated one. The results shown in Fig. 11
yield a standard deviation, s, equal to 1.5 cm and an average, x, cor-
responding to 3.3 cm. Assuming a Gaussian distribution, this
outcome means that the probability for a maximum deviation of
6 cm from the measurements is 96% and, similarly, for a
maximum deviation of 5 cm it is 86%.
The results can also be analyzed for the compensation efficiency
(Fig. 11(b)). The correlation between measured and computed
values is acceptable. However, it is seen that the compensation effi-
ciency deviation is higher at low crane-tip motions. While Fig. 11
displays the deviation between the digital twin and the in-field mea-
surements of load case 4, then Fig. 12 displays the deviation
between simulated and measured results for all four load cases.
The average values are shown with the red line. The compensation
efficiency deviation, in Fig. 12(a), confirms the findings from load
case 4, where the relative deviation increased at low crane-tip
motions. The absolute control error deviation in Fig. 12(b) shows
that the average deviation between the digital twin and the
in-field-measurements is less than 4 cm for crane-tip motions
larger than 1 m.
To perform the analyses, the entire set of load cases from 1 · · · 4
are used. However, the peak-to-peak crane-tip motion is not evenly
distributed in the real crane’s tip motion. The normalized distribu-
tion of the different data-points being analyzed is shown in
Fig. 13. It can be seen that the majority of the data-points are
peak-to-peak motions between 1 m and 2 m. Therefore, it should
be mentioned that the highest values of peak-to-peak motion have
less data-points, introducing a higher uncertainty.
Conclusions
A digital twin of an active heave compensated winch with
hydraulic drives is presented. The digital twin is, in this case, a
simulation model that is developed specifically for lift planning pur-
poses. To verify the model, general acceptance criteria are presented
for the first time to describe and approve the accuracy of the simu-
lated winch performance. For the 250 t crane used as an example for
the field experiments, the verification shows that a position control
accuracy in active heave compensation of less than 5 cm compared
to the real system can be expected. Additionally, the deviation
between the measured and the simulated control error is relatively
constant, which means that an extended operational range can be
explored with confidence.
Based on the aforementioned modeling criteria, the simulation
model captures the behavior of the actual system to a sufficient
degree of accuracy for lift analyses. With the achieved accuracy,
the digital twin of the AHC system will significantly improve the
accuracy of the predictions made during lift planning. Which, there-
fore, will reduce the use of conservatism and increase the opera-
tional weather window. Additionally, the digital twin forms a
good starting point for further development to adaptable and
embedded digital twin technology. The acceptance criteria and ver-
ification method can be used as a reference for optimization when
adapting the digital twin to minimize the deviation between simu-
lated and real-life performance.
Data Availability Statement
The datasets generated and supporting the findings of this article
are obtainable from the corresponding author upon reasonable
request.
Nomenclature
eC = position/control error
eCpp = position/control peak-to-peak error
nm = rotational motor shaft speed
sTpp = vertical crane-tip peak-to-peak motion
sw = wire paid out
Cleak = total leak conductance
AHC = active heave compensation.
DT = digital twin
NOV = National Oilwell Varco
PHC = passive heave compensation
SWL = safe working load
ηC = AHC efficiency
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